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Abstract:

Background Every major federal regulation in the United States requires an economic
analysis estimating its benefits and costs. Benefit-cost analyses related to regulations
on formaldehyde exposure have not included asthma in part due to lack of clarity in the
strength of the evidence. Objectives 1) To conduct a systematic review of evidence
regarding human exposure to formaldehyde and diagnosis, signs, symptoms,
exacerbations, or other measures of asthma in humans; and 2) quantify the annual
economic benefit for decreases in formaldehyde exposure. Methods We developed
and registered a protocol in PROSPERO (Record ID #38766). We conducted a
comprehensive search of articles published up to March 15, 2018. We evaluated
potential risk of bias for included studies, identified a subset of studies to combine in a
meta-analysis, and rated the overall quality and strength of the evidence. We
quantified economics benefit to children from a decrease in formaldehyde exposure
using assumptions consistent with EPA’s proposed formaldehyde rule. Results We
screened 4,482 total references and identified 150 human studies that met inclusion
criteria; of these, we focused on 85 studies reporting asthma status of all participants
with quantified measures of formaldehyde directly relevant to our study question. Nine
studies were combinable in a meta-analysis for childhood asthma diagnosis and four
combinable for exacerbation of childhood asthma (wheezing and shortness of breath).
Studies had low to probably-low risk of bias across most domains. A 10-μg/m3
increase in formaldehyde exposure was associated with increased childhood asthma
diagnosis (OR=1.08, 95% CI: [1.02, 1.14]). We also found a positive association with
exacerbation of childhood asthma (OR=1.08, 95% CI: [0.92, 1.28]). The overall quality
and strength of the evidence was rated as “moderate” quality and “sufficient” for
asthma diagnosis and asthma symptom exacerbation in both children and adults. We
estimated that EPA’s proposed rule on pressed wood products would result in 1,197
fewer asthma cases and total economic benefit of $90 million annually. Conclusion We
concluded there was “sufficient evidence of toxicity” for associations between exposure
to formaldehyde and asthma diagnosis and asthma symptoms in both children and
adults. Our research documented that when exposures are ubiquitous, excluding
health outcomes with relatively “small” effect estimates from benefit-cost analysis can
underestimate the true benefits to health from environmental regulations.
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26

Abstract

27

Background: Every major federal regulation in the United States requires an economic analysis

28

estimating its benefits and costs. Benefit-cost analyses related to regulations on formaldehyde

29

exposure have not included asthma in part due to lack of clarity in the strength of the evidence.

30

Objectives: 1) To conduct a systematic review of evidence regarding human exposure to

31

formaldehyde and diagnosis, signs, symptoms, exacerbations, or other measures of asthma in

32

humans; and 2) quantify the annual economic benefit for decreases in formaldehyde exposure.

33

Methods: We developed and registered a protocol in PROSPERO (Record ID #38766, CRD

34

42016038766). We conducted a comprehensive search of articles published up to April 1, 2020.

35

We evaluated potential risk of bias for included studies, identified a subset of studies to combine

36

in a meta-analysis, and rated the overall quality and strength of the evidence. We quantified

37

economics benefit to children from a decrease in formaldehyde exposure using assumptions

38

consistent with EPA’s proposed formaldehyde rule.

39

Results: We screened 4,821 total references and identified 150 human studies that met inclusion

40

criteria; of these, we focused on 90 studies reporting asthma status of all participants with

41

quantified measures of formaldehyde directly relevant to our study question. Ten studies were

42

combinable in a meta-analysis for childhood asthma diagnosis and five combinable for

43

exacerbation of childhood asthma (wheezing and shortness of breath). Studies had low to

44

probably-low risk of bias across most domains. A 10-g/m3 increase in formaldehyde exposure

45

was associated with increased childhood asthma diagnosis (OR=1.20, 95% CI: [1.02, 1.41]). We

46

also found a positive association with exacerbation of childhood asthma (OR=1.08, 95% CI:

2

47

[0.92, 1.28]). The overall quality and strength of the evidence was rated as “moderate” quality

48

and “sufficient” for asthma diagnosis and asthma symptom exacerbation in both children and

49

adults. We estimated that EPA’s proposed rule on pressed wood products would result in 2,805

50

fewer asthma cases and total economic benefit of $210 million annually.

51

Conclusion: We concluded there was “sufficient evidence of toxicity” for associations between

52

exposure to formaldehyde and asthma diagnosis and asthma symptoms in both children and

53

adults. Our research documented that when exposures are ubiquitous, excluding health outcomes

54

from benefit-cost analysis can underestimate the true benefits to health from environmental

55

regulations.

56

Introduction

57

Formaldehyde exposure is ubiquitous and occurs in homes, communities, and workplaces.

58

Formaldehyde is a high-volume production chemical with numerous industrial and commercial

59

uses as a solution, disinfectant, preservative or to produce industrial resins used to manufacture

60

adhesives and binders in wood, paper, and other products. It is present in many household

61

products, such as foam insulation, cleaning and personal care products, pressed wood products

62

such as particleboard and plywood, and as a result is a common indoor air pollutant found in

63

virtually all homes and buildings (1-9). Homes are impacted by off-gassing of formaldehyde

64

from new housing materials, with availability and rates of ventilation having minimal impact on

65

exposure levels (10).

66

In particular, formaldehyde is an environmental justice and affordable housing concern. Lower-

67

income communities are disproportionately at risk of exposure to formaldehyde and resulting

68

health effects from pressed wood products in homes built with less costly building materials.
3

69

Formaldehyde exposure extends beyond residential homes—for instance, formaldehyde has been

70

measured at levels exceeding exposure limits in childcare settings in California. Workplace

71

exposure to formaldehyde occurs in a wide variety of industries and occupations, such as in the

72

manufacture or production of formaldehyde or formaldehyde-based products or during

73

firefighting, embalming, carpentry, and pathology lab work.

74

Asthma is a complex disease caused by chronic inflammation of the airways that results in

75

episodic airway hyper responsiveness, excessive mucous secretion, and airway obstruction.

76

Exposure to formaldehyde occurs primarily through inhalation and also as a respiratory contact

77

irritant (11). The relationship between exposure to formaldehyde and asthma has been actively

78

under evaluation by government agencies for the last few decades (12-14). A substantial amount

79

of research exploring relationships between formaldehyde exposure and exacerbation of asthma

80

has been conducted, but few systematic reviews (with a pre-established protocol, systematic

81

literature search, pre-defined criteria for evaluating studies and categories to assess the strength

82

of evidence) are available providing a comprehensive overview of the evidence.

83

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released its review of formaldehyde health

84

risks in its Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) assessment in 1990, initiated a

85

reassessment in 1998, and released a draft report in 2010, which included a review of the asthma

86

health outcome (Fig 2). A review of the draft assessment by the National Academy of Sciences

87

(NAS) highlighted many methodological limitations of the IRIS process, such as EPA’s study

88

selection and evaluation criteria that led to the advancement of one study (15) with potential

89

misclassification of infection-associated wheezing in young children as asthma (14). EPA’s

90

conclusion of a causal relationship between formaldehyde exposure and asthma incidence and
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91

subsequent derivation of a candidate Reference Concentration (RfC) was ultimately challenged

92

by the NAS committee (14).

93

In 2010, Congress required EPA to issue a rule on pressed wood products and emissions of

94

formaldehyde; ultimately EPA issued a final rule on formaldehyde in 2016 (Fig 2). EPA

95

conducted a benefits cost analysis of this rule under an Executive Order that requires every

96

significant regulation in the U.S. be accompanied by an economic analysis of the benefits and

97

costs of implementation. EPA initially included asthma in the benefit-cost analysis for the

98

proposed rule; however, asthma was removed from the analysis after interagency review. In the

99

U.S., asthma affects approximately 23 million people, including 6 million children (16),

100

impacting approximately 8% of both children and adults (17). The omission of asthma from the

101

benefit-cost analysis could significantly underestimate the true value of regulating formaldehyde

102

in pressed wood products.

103

To assess the evidence of formaldehyde’s contribution to asthma outcomes, we conducted a

104

systematic review of human studies to answer the question of whether exposure to formaldehyde

105

is associated with diagnosis, signs, symptoms, exacerbation, or other measures of asthma in

106

humans. We used results from the quantitative evaluation of the evidence to estimate the benefits

107

of the reduction in asthma cases implied by the proposed EPA rule on pressed wood products.

108

Methods

109

We applied the Navigation Guide systematic review methodology, a systematic and transparent

110

method for synthesizing the available scientific evidence designed specifically for environmental

111

exposures (18, 19). The method is based on Cochrane and GRADE methods (20, 21) and

112

includes the same elements (protocol development, risk of bias evaluation, evidence evaluation,
5

113

etc.). However, one main difference is that this method accounts for differences in evidence and

114

decision context inherent to environmental health assessments, i.e., the reliance on human

115

observational studies in the absence of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and the fact that

116

population exposure to exogenous chemicals precedes evidence of their safety.

117

Protocol

118

We developed a protocol prior to initiating the review and registered it in PROSPERO in May

119

2016 (http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/; Record ID #38766, CRD 42016038766).

120

Study question

121

Our systematic review objective was to answer the question: “Is exposure to formaldehyde

122

associated with the diagnosis, signs, symptoms, exacerbation, or other measures of asthma in

123

humans?”

124

The “Participants”, “Exposure,” “Comparator” and “Outcomes” (PECO) statement is briefly

125

outlined below, with additional specifics available in the protocol.

126

Participants: Humans.

127

Exposure: Any indoor or outdoor sources of airborne inhalation exposure to formaldehyde,

128

including but not limited to occupational, outdoor ambient, indoor household settings, and/or

129

exposure to household products that occurred prior or concurrent to health outcome.

130

Comparator: Humans exposed to lower levels of formaldehyde than the more highly exposed

131

humans.

132

Outcomes: Any of the following asthma-related outcomes: diagnosis of asthma, asthma signs or

133

symptoms, asthma exacerbation, or indirect measures of asthma.
6

134

Data Sources

135

We searched the databases PubMed, ISI Web of Science, Biosis Previews, Embase, Google

136

Scholar, and Toxline from the inception of each database up to April 1, 2020 using the search

137

terms in S1-5 Tables. We did not limit our search by language or initial publication date. We

138

used the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database to compile synonyms for formaldehyde

139

and asthma-related outcomes. Our search terms and search strategy were developed by two

140

librarians trained in systematic review methodology (LS, EW). We also supplemented these

141

results by searching toxicological and grey literature databases (S6-7 Tables), consulting with

142

subject matter experts, and hand-searching references by reviewing reference lists of included

143

studies and review papers on the topic as well as searching for references that cited included

144

studies (“snowball searching”).

145

Study Selection

146

We included studies that contained original data from human studies that measured or reported

147

formaldehyde exposure prior to evaluating the health outcome. We screened references for

148

inclusion using structured forms in DistillerSR (Evidence Partners; available at:

149

http://www.systematic-review.net). Two of four possible reviewers (EK, ND, AP, HV)

150

independently reviewed titles and abstracts of each reference to determine eligibility in a non-

151

random assignment (to ensure that the same two authors did not always screen the same

152

references). In the event that an abstract was missing or there were discrepancies between the

153

two reviewers, the default was to move the reference forward for full text review. Two of the

154

same four reviewers (EK, ND, AP, HV) then independently performed a full-text review to

155

evaluate inclusion criteria of each reference not excluded by title/abstract screening. An
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156

additional reviewer (JL) screened five percent of the titles/abstracts and full-texts for quality

157

assurance.

158

We excluded studies if any one of the following criteria was met: 1) the report did not contain

159

original data; 2) the article did not involve human subjects; 3) there was no report of

160

formaldehyde exposure; 4) there was no report of diagnosis of asthma, asthma signs or

161

symptoms, asthma exacerbation, or indirect measures of asthma (such as daily use of inhaler); or

162

5) there was no comparator—control group or exposure range comparison (S1 Methods). We

163

translated the title and abstracts of studies using freely available online software (i.e., Google

164

Translate) that were not published in English to evaluate its relevance.

165
166

Data Extraction

167

We extracted data from studies in duplicate in a Health Assessment Workplace Collaborative

168

database (HAWC; available at: https://hawcproject.org/about/). Two of three possible extractors

169

(SE, EM, DB) independently extracted data relating to study characteristics and outcome

170

measures (S2 Methods) from each included article. A third extractor (PH, BV) performed

171

QA/QC on all the studies to resolve any discrepancies between the two independent extractors;

172

subsequently, two authors (JL, EK) reviewed all studies to further ensure the accuracy of

173

extracted data. When information was missing from a published article, we contacted

174

corresponding study authors to request additional information.
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175

Rate the quality and strength of the evidence

176

Statistical analyses: Prior to study selection, we developed a list of study characteristics

177

(contained in our protocol: http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/; Record ID #38766, CRD

178

42016038766) to identify studies suitable for meta-analysis. After evaluating the characteristics

179

of all the studies, we grouped studies into four study population and health outcome

180

combinations: 1) child asthma diagnosis; 2) child asthma exacerbation and symptoms; 3) adult

181

asthma diagnosis; and 4) adult asthma exacerbation and symptoms.

182

To differentiate child from adult studies, we initially planned to use the age of 18 years as a

183

cutoff for children, but a number of the studies used a cutoff age of 15 years to distinguish

184

between children and adults. Given that the onset of asthma commonly occurs during preschool

185

years and recent increases in asthma incidence over the past few decades has been observed to

186

increasingly affect children and adolescents aged 1 to 14 years, we decided to use age 15 years as

187

the cutoff to group child vs. adult studies. We did not include studies in the meta-analysis that

188

reported effect estimates with only mixed children and adult populations in the meta-analysis due

189

to concerns that differences in adult-onset versus childhood-onset of asthma would be masked.

190

We also did not consider these data in our overall rating of study quality and strength, but we did

191

include these data in visual scatterplots of data for comparison with child and adult data.

192

For the adult studies, we considered the body of evidence to include all adult population studies,

193

regardless of whether exposure occurred in the general population or at work, as biologically, the

194

relationship between exposure and health outcome is independent of where the exposure

195

occurred. We distinguished the adult general population study results from the adult occupational

196

study results on the visual scatterplots for comparison.
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197

For cohorts with multiple publications (for instance, if a cohort was followed over time), we

198

utilized results from the latest time point where our relevant outcome of interest was measured,

199

but also considered information provided collectively across the publications for evaluating

200

study quality. Where available, we used adjusted odds ratios to conduct the meta-analysis but if

201

adjusted results were not reported, we included unadjusted ORs in the analyses. We converted

202

effect estimates to an OR and 95% confidence interval (CI) for the association between asthma

203

per 10-μg/m3 unit increase in formaldehyde exposure to standardize across studies, transforming

204

units of exposure when necessary. Where a meta-analysis was not possible, we created visual

205

scatterplots of data across studies reporting on similar outcomes and subpopulations to consider

206

all available data in assessing the evidence. We also applied a mixed models approach for

207

repeated data to evaluate outcomes at various doses, using exchangeable correlation structures

208

for repeated measurements within the same study.

209

We evaluated statistical heterogeneity across study estimates in the meta-analysis using I2 with

210

p<0.05 as our cut off for statistical significance , as previously described. If statistical

211

heterogeneity was present, we used leave-one-out analysis to identify the study or studies

212

contributing, evaluated potential study characteristics (e.g., study location, study population,

213

study design, adjusted confounders, timing of exposure, etc.) to determine if we could explain

214

the source, and incorporated hierarchical cluster structures in the data analysis to statistically

215

account for heterogeneity. We also investigated the relative contribution of each study to the

216

overall meta-analysis association and conducted sensitivity analysis to investigate the impacts of

217

removing highly influential studies from the analysis. Data management was performed with

218

Microsoft Excel. Statistical analyses were performed using STATA 13.1 software (StataCorp,

219

2011). We pooled estimates using inverse variance-weighted models, fixed-effects models and
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220

the DerSimonian and Laird random-effects models. We used the metan, metareg, metainf,

221

metafunnel, metabias and metatrim packages in STATA version 13.1.

222

To investigate the effect of publication bias on our meta-analysis, we created funnel plots and

223

used Egger’s test. We also quantitatively evaluated each meta-analysis for the potential effect

224

that a new study might have on changing the interpretation of our overall results. Specifically,

225

the association estimate of a new or unpublished study necessary to alter the results of the meta-

226

analysis was calculated under two scenarios: 1) the 95% confidence interval of the meta-analysis

227

overlapped zero, and 2) the meta-analysis central association estimate was greater than zero

228

(moved to the opposite direction—i.e., such that increases in formaldehyde exposures would be

229

associated with decreases in asthma outcomes). In making this calculation, we assumed that the

230

new hypothetical study would have a standard error equal to the smallest in our group of studies.

231

Assessing the risk of bias for each included study: We evaluated risk of bias separately for

232

each of the four study population/outcome group combinations using The Navigation Guide Risk

233

of Bias Tool, a modified instrument based on the Cochrane Collaboration and Agency for

234

Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) domains , with customized instructions for each

235

domain based on the type of evidence anticipated beforehand (S3 Methods).

236

We evaluated nine risk of bias domains (Source Population, Blinding, Outcome Assessment,

237

Confounding, Incomplete Outcome, Exposure Assessment, Selective Reporting, Financial

238

Conflict of Interest, and Other). We assigned each domain as “low,” “probably low,” “probably

239

high,” or “high” risk of bias, or “not applicable” (domain not applicable to study) according to

240

specific criteria as described in our risk of bias instruments (S3 Methods). Two of three possible

241

reviewers (SE, EM, RB) independently recorded risk of bias determinations for each included
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242

study. We held an in-person meeting for all review authors (JL, EK, PS, AMP, MDC, HV, ND,

243

EW, TJW) to review risk of bias ratings and rationales for each study, come to consensus to

244

ensure consistency, and record our final rationale. One review author (EK) independently

245

reviewed all final risk of bias ratings for QA/QC.

246

Rating the quality of evidence across all included studies: We separately rated the quality of

247

the overall body of evidence as “high,” “moderate,” or “low” for each of the four study

248

population/outcome group combinations. We assigned an initial rating of “moderate” quality for

249

each group of human observational studies prior to evaluating the included studies, based on

250

previously described rationale—briefly, observational human studies are recognized as a reliable

251

source of evidence and generally the most appropriate for answering environmental health-

252

related questions. From the initial “moderate” quality rating, we then considered potential

253

adjustments (“downgrades” or “upgrades”) to the quality rating based on 8 categories of

254

considerations: risk of bias, indirectness, inconsistency, imprecision, potential for publication

255

bias, large magnitude of effect, dose response, and whether residual confounding would

256

minimize the overall effect estimate; the specific factors and criteria considered are outlined in

257

S4 Methods. Possible ratings were 0 (no change from initial quality rating), -1 (1 level

258

downgrade) or – 2 (2 level downgrade), +1 (1 level upgrade) or +2 (2 level upgrade). Review

259

authors independently evaluated the quality of the evidence and then we compared ratings as a

260

group and recorded the consensus and rationale for each decision.

261

Rating the strength of the evidence across all included studies: We assigned an overall

262

strength of evidence rating separately for the four study population/outcome group combinations

263

based on four considerations: (1) Quality of body of evidence (i.e., the rating from the previous

264

step); (2) Direction of effect; (3) Confidence in effect (likelihood that a new study would change

12

265

our conclusion); and (4) Other compelling attributes of the data that may influence certainty.

266

Possible ratings were “sufficient evidence of toxicity,” “limited evidence of toxicity,”

267

“inadequate evidence of toxicity,” or “evidence of lack of toxicity” (Table 1), based on

268

categories used by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), the U.S. Preventive

269

Services Task Force, and U.S. EPA (22-25). Review authors independently evaluated the quality

270

of the evidence following directions as outlined in S4 Methods and then compared ratings as a

271

group and recorded the consensus and rationale.
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Table 1. Strength of evidence definitions for human evidence
Strength Rating

Definition

Sufficient
evidence of
toxicity

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome where chance, bias, and confounding can be
ruled out with reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from one or more well-designed,
well-conducted studies, and the conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future studies1.

Limited
Evidence of
Toxicity

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome where chance, bias, and confounding cannot
be ruled out with reasonable confidence. Confidence in the relationship is constrained by such factors as: the
number, size, or quality of individual studies, or inconsistency of findings across individual studies2. As more
information becomes available, the observed effect could change, and this change may be large enough to alter
the conclusion.

Inadequate
Evidence of
Toxicity

The available evidence is insufficient to assess effects of the exposure. Evidence is insufficient because of: the
limited number or size of studies, low quality of individual studies, or inconsistency of findings across individual
studies. More information may allow an assessment of effects.

Evidence of
Lack
of Toxicity

No relationship is observed between exposure and outcome, and chance, bias and confounding can be ruled out
with reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes consistent results from more than one welldesigned, well-conducted study at the full range of exposure levels that humans are known to encounter, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future studies3. The conclusion is limited to the age
at exposure and/or other conditions and levels of exposure studied.

272

1

The Navigation Guide rates the quality and strength of evidence of human and non-human evidence streams separately as “sufficient”, “limited”, “inadequate” or “evidence of lack of toxicity” and
then these two ratings are combined to produce one of five possible statements about the overall strength of the evidence of a chemical’s reproductive/developmental toxicity. The methodology is
adapted from the criteria used by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) to categorize the carcinogenicity of substances except as noted.
2
Language for the definitions of the rating categories were adapted from descriptions of levels of certainty provided by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Levels of Certainty Regarding Net
Benefit. http://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/uspstf07/methods/benefit.htm
3
Language for the definitions of the rating categories were adapted from descriptions of levels of certainty provided by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Levels of Certainty Regarding Net
Benefit.
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273

Economic analysis: We combined quantitative assessment of exposure-response from our

274

systematic review with incidence rates of asthma and annual values of asthma control to estimate

275

the monetized benefits of avoiding asthma in EPA’s proposed rule on pressed wood products.

276

We used the standard EPA approach of “willingness to pay” to calculate benefits, which

277

measures the maximum amount of money that an individual is willing to pay to reduce the

278

probability of an adverse health outcome assumed to be related to an environmental exposure

279

[54].

280

To estimate the reduction in risk for asthma diagnosis, we used standardized risk estimates from

281

our meta-analyses to estimate the reduction in risk per 1 ppb decrease in formaldehyde exposure.

282

We assumed a Cox proportional hazard model so the number of reduced cases of asthma from a

283

reduction in formaldehyde exposure is the exposed population times the baseline asthma risk

284

times (1-exp(ln(OR)*(change in exposure)). Using the tables for annual asthma benefits from

285

EPA’s economic analysis for the proposed rule, we derived the exposure reduction for structures

286

built new or renovated in the past eleven years. We used the change in indoor formaldehyde

287

exposure for new and renovated homes at various ages (ranging from 0.124 to 3.390 ppb), the

288

assumed baseline annual risk of asthma of 0.83%, used in EPA’s economic analysis and the

289

estimated number of children aged 4-17 in 2017 in each housing type from the U.S. Census

290

Bureau , with the proportional hazard model to estimate the reduced number of asthma cases

291

associated with the proposed rule (26). We estimated the annual benefits for lowering

292

formaldehyde emissions once the impacts of the reduction have reached steady-state (26).

293

To quantify the economic benefits of the reduction in asthma risk, we used estimates reported in

294

the literature for the annual willingness to pay for full asthma control (inflated to 2018 dollars)

295

from three studies. Full asthma control is equivalent to avoiding a case of asthma. Blomquist et

15

296

al. (27) used a two-stage contingent valuation survey of parents of asthmatic children aged 4–17

297

years and of adults to elicit the willingness to pay for a hypothetical drug that would control

298

asthma symptoms [55]. The mean annual willingness to pay for children was $3,434 and the

299

mean annual value for adults was $2,368. Blumenschein and Johannesson (28) used a contingent

300

valuation bidding game to estimate asthma patients’ willingness to buy a new treatment that

301

cured their asthma, finding a mean value of $3,621. O’Conor and Blomquist (29) used a two-

302

stage contingent valuation survey of adults with asthma to elicit the tradeoff between

303

hypothetical medication of varying degrees of safety and efficacy and estimated a mean annual

304

willingness to pay for full asthma control of $2,413 using the value of statistical life. The average

305

annual value of asthma control for adults across all three studies is $2,801 and the annual value

306

for children is $3,434 from Blomquist et al. (27). The total value to an individual to not develop

307

asthma at a given age is the present discounted value (3% discount rate) of the annual values

308

over the life expectancy of that individual.

309

Results

310

Included studies

311

We retrieved a total of 4,821 unique records (4,482 from the initial search on March 15, 2016, an

312

additional 254 from an updated search on March 15, 2018, and an additional 85 from an updated

313

search on April 1, 2020), of which 150 ultimately met the inclusion criteria. Given the large

314

number of diverse references identified, we decided to focus on studies where the asthma status

315

of all study participants was measured (90 studies) (Fig 1). Our rationale was that these studies

316

provided the most robust evidence for understanding the relationship between formaldehyde

317

exposure and asthma because they all had quantitative measures of formaldehyde exposure,

16

318

participants for whom asthma status was known, and included asthmatics. Lists of all other

319

studies are provided in the supplemental materials (S1 Results). Several included studies

320

contained information from multiple records, such as a graduate thesis and a published

321

manuscript following the cohort over time; the information from these records were combined

322

into one record and listed as the main published manuscript. Four studies were identified that

323

looked at similar outcomes from the same study population, so we combined these and focused

324

on the publication for which the most relevant information was reported, supplementing with

325

additional information from the related publications when necessary. We contacted

326

corresponding study authors for 21 studies to request additional information missing from their

327

published articles and received useable data from three.

328

Studies were further categorized separately into four combinations of study population and

329

outcome (with some studies reporting on multiple populations/outcomes falling in multiple

330

categories): 1) Child asthma diagnosis (n=24); 2) Child asthma exacerbation and symptoms

331

(n=23); 3) Adult (general population and occupational) asthma diagnosis (n=20); Adult (general

332

population and occupational) asthma exacerbation and symptoms (n=26). Presentation of results

333

below include separate discussions for each of these four population/outcome categories. In

334

particular, S99 Table presents study characteristics for included studies stratified by these group

335

population/outcome categories.

336

Characteristics of included studies—Demographics

337

The 90 included studies were published between 1969 and 2019, were conducted in 23 different

338

countries (including 32% (n=29) within the U.S.), and included a range of 7 to 15,837

339

participants (Table 2, S99-S101 Table).
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340
Table 2. Summary of included studies (n=90)
Study Characteristics
Publication Year
1969
1977
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010-2019
Study Design
Case-control
Nested case-control
Prospective cohort
Cohort
Cross-sectional

341
342
343
344
345
346
347

N (%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
17 (19%)
16 (18%)
22 (24%)
33 (37%)

Study Characteristics
Formaldehyde Exposure
Measured exposure level
Categorized exposure level

N (%)
82 (91%)
8 (9%)

Cross-sectional and casecontrol
Non-randomized controlled
trial
Randomized controlled trial
Case report
Sample Size
0-50
51-100
101-200

2 (2%)

Study Participants*
Child
Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***
Adult (General and
occupational)
Asthma***

6 (7%)

Asthma symptoms***

26 (48%)

5 (6%)
4 (4%)

Pulmonary function***
Mixed child and adults
Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***
Unspecified

35 (65%)
2 (2%)
1 (50%)
2 (100%)
1 (50%)
1 (1%)

201-500
501-1000
>1000
Not reported
Country**
Egypt, Estonia, Indonesia,
Iran, Japan, Malta, New
Zealand, Poland, Russia,
Thailand, United Arab
Emirates
Canada, Finland, Portugal,
Romania
Denmark
France
Australia, China
United Kingdom
South Korea
Sweden
United States

14 (16%)
5 (6%)
17 (19%)
2 (2%)

Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***

1 (100%)
1 (100%)

7 (8%)
3 (3%)
15 (17%)
2 (2%)
46 (51%)

24 (26%)
16 (18%)
12 (13%)

1 (12%)

2 (9%)
3 (3%)
4 (4%)
5 (11%)
5 (6%)
7 (8%)
13 (14%)
29 (32%)

Population Source
General population (Adult and
child)

Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***
Occupational
Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***

37 (41%)
24 (65%)
23 (62%)
5 (14%)
54 (60%)
20 (37%)

59 (66%)

33 (56%)
30 (51%)
18 (31%)
31 (34%)
11 (35%)
19 (61%)
20 (65%)

*Studies that reported child versus adult data separately fell into both categories (as opposed to studies that reported collectively on children and
adults mixed in the study population)—therefore total % is greater than 100%
**Due to the variety of different countries represented, countries with similar counts have been grouped together for reporting. For instance, there
are 5 studies located in Australia and 5 other studies located in China.
***Many studies report multiple asthma outcomes—therefore total % is greater than 100%. Percentages are calculated out of the category subtotal; for instance, the percentage of asthma studies in children is calculated as 24/37.
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348

Child studies were published relatively recently (1990-2016 for asthma diagnosis, 1984-2019 for

349

asthma symptoms) whereas adult studies had a wider range of publication years including more

350

older studies (Table 3). Almost half of child studies (11/24 for asthma diagnosis and 9/23 for

351

asthma symptoms) had sample sizes greater than 1,000, whereas more adult studies had smaller

352

sample sizes (13/20 for asthma diagnosis and 21/26 for asthma symptoms with sample size

353

<500) (Table 3). Combined, child studies reported on a total of over 34,000 participants for

354

asthma diagnosis and 32,000 participants for asthma symptoms. Adult studies reported on a total

355

of over 8,000 participants for asthma diagnosis and 12,000 for asthma symptoms (S100 and S101

356

Table).

357

A little over half (51%, n=46) of the included studies were cross-sectional in study design, and

358

the remainder were cohort (n=17), controlled trials (n=11), case-control (n=7), case reports

359

(n=4), or of mixed study design (e.g., cross-sectional and case-control) (n=5) (Table 2). A

360

similar trend in study design was observed in that the majority of studies in all four

361

population/outcome combinations were of cross-sectional study design. Children studies

362

reporting on asthma diagnosis were mostly cross-sectional (58%) and case-control (21%)

363

whereas those reporting on asthma symptoms were mostly cross-sectional (52%) and prospective

364

cohort (22%) (Table 3). Adult studies reporting on asthma diagnosis were mostly cross-sectional

365

(80%) and cohort (15%), and similarly for those reporting on asthma symptoms (58% cross-

366

sectional, 27% cohort) (Table 3).

367
368
369
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370

Characteristics of included studies—Exposure measures

371

Most studies (91%, n=82) reported association estimates between asthma outcomes and

372

quantitative measurements of formaldehyde exposure. In the remainder of studies (n=8),

373

although quantitative formaldehyde exposure measures were reported (leading to the study’s

374

inclusion), these estimates were not used by study authors directly to calculate association

375

estimates, but rather they used categorized formaldehyde levels (i.e., high, medium, and low

376

exposures) (Table 2). Formaldehyde levels were measured in school (n=14), home (n=30), work

377

(n=16), vehicles (n=1), and outdoor environments (n=6), as well as using personal monitors

378

(n=13) or given as experiment doses to healthy volunteers (n=12) (S100 and S101 Table). School

379

formaldehyde measurements were used in 10 child asthma diagnosis and 10 child asthma

380

symptom studies (and in no adult studies). Home formaldehyde measurements were used in 9

381

studies each for child asthma diagnosis and symptom studies and 7 studies each for adult asthma

382

diagnosis and symptom studies. Work formaldehyde measurements were used in 6 adult asthma

383

diagnosis studies and 11 adult symptom studies (and in no child studies). Outdoor exposure

384

measurements were mostly used in child studies (3 studies of child asthma diagnosis, 4 for child

385

asthma symptoms, and 2 for adult asthma diagnosis) whereas personal monitor measurements

386

were mostly used in adult studies (5 studies of adult asthma diagnosis, 7 for adult asthma

387

symptoms, and 2 each for child asthma diagnosis and asthma symptoms) (S100 and S101 Table).

388
389
390
391
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Table 3. Study Characteristics, stratified by population health outcome group.

Publication
Year
1969
1977
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010-2019
Study design
Casecontrol
Nested
case-control
Prospective
cohort
Cohort
Crosssectional
Crosssectional
and casecontrol
Nonrandomized
controlled
trial
Randomized
controlled
trial
Case report
Sample size
0-50
51-100
101-200
201-500
501-1000
>1000
Not
reported

Child
asthma
n (%)

Child
asthma
symptoms
n (%)

Adult
asthma
n (%)

Adult asthma
symptoms
n (%)

0
0
0
3 (13%)
7 (29%)
14 (58%)

0
0
1 (4%)
1 (4%)
6 (26%)
15 (65%)

0
0
2 (10%)
4 (20%)
5 (25%)
9 (45%)

1 (4%)
1 (4%)
6 (23%)
7 (27%)
6 (23%)
5 (19%)

5 (21%)

2 (9%)

1 (5%)

0

2 (8%)

0

0

1 (4%)

2 (8%)

5 (22%)

2 (10%)

7 (27%)

0
14 (58%)

0
12 (52%)

1 (5%)
16 (80%)

0
15 (58%)

1 (4%)

2 (9%)

0

0

0

1 (4%)

0

3 (11%)

0

1 (4%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
3 (12%)
6 (25%)
1 (4%)
2 (8%)
11 (46%)
1 (4%)

2 (9%)
2 (9%)
2 (9%)
7 (30%)
0
9 (39%)
1 (4%)

1 (5%)
5 (25%)
1 (5%)
6 (30%)
4 (20%)
2 (10%)
1 (5%)

6 (23%)
6 (23%)
4 (15%)
5 (19%)
2 (8%)
3 (11%)
0

392
393
394
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395

Characteristics of included studies—Outcome measures

396

Of the 90 total included studies, 41 evaluated asthma diagnosis outcomes (21 studies in children,

397

17 in adults, and 3 in both children and adults) and 48 evaluated asthma-related symptoms (22

398

studies in children, 25 in adults, and 1 in both children and adults). Asthma diagnosis was

399

ascertained either by questionnaire (for instance, the International Study of asthma and Allergies

400

in Childhood (ISAAC) (30)) medical records, or a physical examination (S100 and S101 Table).

401

Studies reported on a wide range of asthma-related outcomes, including current/ever asthma

402

(n=33), asthma attacks (n=3), respiratory symptoms (n=9), wheeze (n=32), shortness of

403

breath/dyspnea/breathlessness (n=17), chest tightness and pain (n=10), pulmonary bronchial

404

hyperresponsiveness (n=1), asthma medication use (n=6), hospitalizations (n=2), emergency

405

room visits (n=1), and results from asthma control (n=2), pulmonary function (n=35), and

406

bronchial provocation tests (n=5) (S100 and S101 Table).

407

Studies reporting on child asthma symptoms reported most commonly on wheeze (n=16) and

408

current/ever asthma (n=14); all other asthma-related outcomes listed were reported in ≤5 studies.

409

No child studies reported on outcomes of chest tightness and pain, pulmonary bronchial

410

hyperresponsiveness, or bronchial provocation (S100 and S101 Table).

411

Studies reporting on adult asthma symptoms reported most commonly on pulmonary function

412

(n=28), current/ever asthma (n=19), wheeze (n=15), and shortness of breath

413

/dyspnea/breathlessness (n=13), chest tightness and pain (n=9), and respiratory symptoms (n=6);

414

all other asthma-related outcomes listed were reported in <5 studies. No adult studies reported on

415

hospitalizations or emergency room visits (S100 and S101 Table).
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416

Risk of bias assessment

417

We rated risk of bias separately by outcome (asthma diagnosis versus symptoms exacerbation),

418

but since our ratings were ultimately identical by outcome, risk of bias results are presented by

419

study only. A limited number (n=3) of studies (31-33) reported results for mixed children/adult

420

populations (aged 6-63 years); we excluded these studies from rating the quality of the evidence

421

due to concerns with combining outcomes across a wide age range, given the unique issues in

422

diagnosing and assessing asthma in children (especially at very young ages) compared to adults

423

(34, 35). Overall, the majority of studies were rated “low” or “probably low” risk of bias across

424

all domains (Fig 3, S1-3 Figs). We evaluated the risk of bias separately by each of the four-study

425

population/health outcome groups.

426

Group 1: Childhood asthma diagnosis

427

Overall, the majority of childhood asthma diagnosis studies were rated “low” or “probably low”

428

risk of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly rated “low” and

429

“probably low” but included a small number of “probably high” ratings—source population

430

(three “probably high” ratings), outcome assessment (four), incomplete outcome data (one), and

431

exposure assessment (three). These were not consistent across any one study—i.e., only no study

432

was rated “probably high” across all three of these domains. Generally, studies rated “probably

433

high” were for similar reasons—i.e., for source population, three studies (39-41) reported high

434

non-participation rates but failed to compare characteristics from study participants to those

435

refusing to participate to explore potential selection bias. Similarly, for outcome assessment four

436

studies (42-45) relied on self-reported outcomes by study participants (i.e., through a survey,

437

self-administered spirometry, or daily diaries) but lacked follow-up by study investigators to
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438

evaluate the validity of reported outcomes. Furthermore, two studies were rated “high” risk of

439

bias for the other category—Huang et al. (46) due to cases having formaldehyde levels sampled

440

more during the summer when formaldehyde exposures were lower versus controls who were

441

sampled more during the summer when formaldehyde exposures were higher and Madureira et

442

al. (47) who published a similar paper in a different journal the year prior with similar reported

443

results.

444

The most problematic domain appeared to be confounding, where six studies were rated

445

“probably high” and four were rated as “high.” Consistent with the instructions from our

446

protocol, studies were rated as “probably high” for the confounding domain if studies evaluated

447

some but not all of confounders pre-determined to be important (age, smoking status or exposure

448

to environmental tobacco smoke, and socioeconomic status or parental education) and some but

449

not all of other confounders pre-determined to be potentially important (race/ethnicity, sex,

450

height, weight, BMI, obesity status, parental or family history of asthma, allergies, and additional

451

environmental exposures), and were rated “high” if the study did not account for or evaluate

452

many of the important or potentially important confounders. Studies most commonly adjusted

453

for age, sex, and exposure to smoking. Adjusting for socioeconomic status was often

454

accomplished through incorporating variables of family income or parent’s academic

455

background. Few studies adjusted for environmental co-exposures; those that did included

456

exposures to allergens (house dust mites or pets), indoor dampness or mold, proximity to traffic,

457

or certain contaminants such as nitrogen dioxide or particulate matter.

458

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of children asthma diagnosis studies were

459

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias, particularly for studies that were

460

ultimately included in the meta-analysis. In particular, of the nine studies that were ultimately

24

461

included in the meta-analysis, four received “low” or “probably low” ratings across all risk of

462

bias domains and accounted for 44% of the weight in estimating the overall association estimate.

463

Studies generally that were rated “probably high” or “high” were not for reasons that were

464

consistent across this body of evidence, and did not produce compelling reasons to downgrade

465

the overall body of evidence as a result.

466
467

Group 2: Childhood asthma exacerbation and symptoms

468

Overall, the majority of childhood asthma exacerbation and symptoms studies were rated “low”

469

or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly

470

rated “low” and “probably low” but included a couple “probably high” or “high” ratings—

471

blinding (one “probably high” rating), outcome assessment (two “probably high ratings), conflict

472

of interest (one “probably high” and one “high” rating), and other (one “high” rating). These

473

were not consistent across any one study—i.e., only no study was rated “probably high” or

474

“high” across all domains. One study (48) was rated “probably high” for blinding because

475

children and parents were recruited based on existence of airway respiratory symptoms and

476

parents were responsible for deploying and retrieving in-home environmental samples and media

477

as well as recording outcomes in diaries, thus making it unlikely that the reporting of outcomes

478

was competed by someone without knowledge of exposure status. Two studies (45, 49) were

479

rated as “probably high” for outcome assessment due to lack of physician confirmation or in-

480

person interviews by study investigators to confirm asthma symptoms. One study (48) appeared

481

to have a financial conflict of interest, with research grants provided from several private

482

foundations from the pharmaceutical field (i.e., AstraZeneca). Another study (15) received a
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483

“high” rating for the other domain because of an apparent typographical error in the reporting of

484

results that could not be confirmed by authors upon personal communication.

485

A few other domains included a higher number of “probably high” or “high” ratings—source

486

population (five “probably high” ratings), confounding (five “probably high” and two “high”

487

ratings), incomplete outcome data (two “probably high” and one “high” ratings), and exposure

488

assessment (three “probably high” ratings). Similar to the child asthma diagnosis studies, the

489

most problematic risk of bias domain appeared to be confounding, where several studies did not

490

adjust for or consider several of the important or potentially important adjustment factors

491

outlined in our protocol. Studies most commonly adjusted for age, sex, and exposure to smoking.

492

Adjusting for socioeconomic status was often accomplished through incorporating variables of

493

family income or parent’s academic background. Few studies adjusted for environmental co-

494

exposures; those that did included exposures to allergens (house dust mites or pets), indoor

495

dampness or mold, proximity to traffic, or certain contaminants such as nitrogen dioxide or

496

particulate matter.

497

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of children asthma diagnosis studies were

498

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias, particularly for studies that were

499

ultimately included in the meta-analysis. In particular, of the five studies that were ultimately

500

included in the meta-analysis, three received “low” or “probably low” ratings across all risk of

501

bias domains and accounted for 90% of the weight in estimating the overall association estimate

502

for wheeze and 100% of the weight for shortness of breath. In particular, a number of studies

503

were rated consistently as “low” or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, increasing the

504

review authors’ confidence that a sufficient body of evidence was available with minimal risk of

505

bias to rate the overall body of evidence for this study population/health outcome group. Studies
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506

that were rated “probably high” or “high” were not for reasons that were consistent across this

507

body of evidence, and did not produce compelling reasons to downgrade the overall body of

508

evidence as a result.

509
510

Group 3: Adult population asthma diagnosis

511

Overall, the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were rated “low” or “probably low” risk

512

of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly rated “low” and

513

“probably low” but included a one to two “probably high” or “high” ratings—outcome

514

assessment (one “probably high”), confounding (two “high”), and conflict of interest (one

515

“probably high”). These studies were rated higher risk of bias for lack of validation for self-

516

reported outcomes (50), failure to adjust for or consider several of the important or potentially

517

important adjustment factors outlined in our protocol (50, 51), or receiving funding from a

518

private company without including a statement of the role of this company in influencing the

519

study (52). Unlike for included children studies, confounding did not appear as problematic for

520

the adult studies, likely because many studies were occupational and relied on either matching

521

participants based on baseline characteristics or were pre- and post-experimental tests that used

522

each individual subject as their own control.

523

Other domains included a higher number of “probably high” or “high” ratings—blinding (five

524

“probably high”), exposure assessment (five “probably high”) and other (five “probably high”).

525

These were not consistent across studies—only one study (53) received “probably high” ratings

526

across four of these domains. This study (53) received high risk of bias ratings due to lacking

527

detail on recruitment methods, failure to address blinding and the existing potential for bias if

27

528

investigators knew exposure status of participants, exposure measurements that were assessed by

529

self-administered, proctored questionnaires that ultimately used work assignment as a proxy for

530

high versus low exposure groups, and the existence of potential healthy worker effect. Blinding

531

was more generally problematic for adult studies compared to those in children since many were

532

occupational studies where study participants were likely already aware of their exposure and/or

533

outcome status, and blinding was not a possibility. For the other domain, all five studies that

534

received “probably high” ratings were occupational studies where potential for healthy worker

535

effect either likely existed or was likely.

536

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were

537

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias. In particular, one study (54) received

538

“low” risk of bias ratings across all domains, another study (33) was rated consistently as “low”

539

or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, and several studies (52, 55, 56) only received a

540

“probably high” rating in one category, increasing the review author’s confidence that a

541

sufficient body of evidence was available with minimal risk of bias to rate the overall body of

542

evidence for this study population/health outcome group. Studies that were rated “probably high”

543

or “high” were not for reasons that were consistent across this body of evidence, and did not

544

produce compelling reasons to downgrade the overall body of evidence as a result.

545
546

Group 4: Adult population asthma symptoms

547

Overall, the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were rated “low” or “probably low” risk

548

of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly rated “low” and

549

“probably low” but included one to two “probably high” or “high” ratings—source population
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550

(one “probably high” and one “high”), confounding (two “probably high”), incomplete outcome

551

data (one “high”), exposure assessment (two “probably high”), and conflict of interest (one

552

“probably high”). These studies were rated higher risk of bias for lacking details regarding

553

recruiting and inclusion/exclusion criteria (53, 57), failure to adjust for or consider several of the

554

important or potentially important adjustment factors outlined in our protocol (58, 59),

555

measureing exposure only for a portion of study participants (60), relying on self-reported

556

outcomes by study participants but lacking follow-up for validation (53), or receiving funding

557

from a private company without including a statement of the role of this company in influencing

558

the study (52). Unlike for included children studies, confounding did not appear as problematic

559

for the adult studies, likely because many studies were occupational and relied on either

560

matching participants based on baseline characteristics or were pre- and post-experimental tests

561

that used each individual subject as their own control.

562

A few other domains included a higher number of “probably high” or “high” ratings—blinding

563

(five “probably high” and one “high”) and other (four “probably high” and one “other”). Similar

564

to adult asthma diagnosis studies, blinding was generally more problematic for included

565

occupational studies where study participants likely were already aware of their exposure and/or

566

outcome status and blinding was not a possibility. For the other risk of bias domain, all five

567

studies that received high risk of bias ratings were occupational studies where potential for

568

healthy worker effect either likely existed or was likely (for instance, de Vos et al. (61)

569

specifically excluded individuals with “unstable asthma, current acute or chronic respiratory

570

illness, or any other chronic or severe illnesses,” thus likely leading to selection bias that favored

571

healthier individuals.
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572

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were

573

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias. In particular, one study (54) received

574

“low” risk of bias ratings across all domains, another study (33) was rated consistently as “low”

575

or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, and a number of studies (52, 59, 62) only

576

received a “probably high” rating in one category, increasing the review author’s confidence that

577

a sufficient body of evidence was available with minimal risk of bias to rate the overall body of

578

evidence for this study population/health outcome group. Studies that were rated “probably high”

579

or “high” were not for reasons that were consistent across this body of evidence, and did not

580

produce compelling reasons to downgrade the overall body of evidence as a result.

581

All adult studies with pulmonary measure outcomes received “probably high” or “high” ratings

582

for the source population domain, each for slightly different reasons but all stemming from the

583

fact that these were randomized controlled exposure trials with small sample sizes. For instance,

584

Witek et al. (63) received a “probably high” rating because all 14 participants were a self-

585

selected group of individuals responding to a recruitment advertisement (S86 Table). The ‘other’

586

risk of bias domain was used predominantly to capture healthy worker bias for included

587

occupational studies—the phenomenon that occupations where chemical exposures occur often

588

tend to avoid employment of older, younger, or ill individuals, and hence select out for

589

susceptible individuals (36-38) (Figs 3-4). Studies considered in the meta-analysis or sensitivity

590

analysis were generally high quality, with only “probably high” or “high” ratings in the domains

591

blinding, outcome assessment, or confounding (Fig 4).

592

Occupational studies received higher risk of bias ratings for the domains of exposure assessment

593

and ‘other’ compared to general population studies (S2 Fig), resulting from reliance on job

594

exposure matrices to classify formaldehyde exposures (based solely on job titles without
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595

measuring formaldehyde levels) or potential healthy worker effects. In contrast, over a third of

596

general population studies received “probably high” or “high” ratings for the confounding

597

domain from failure to account for the important confounding variables as outlined in our

598

protocol. In contrast, many occupational studies incorporated matching study participants in the

599

study design—for example matching exposed and unexposed by age, ethnicity, or job functions

600

from similar socioeconomic status—and thus resulted in lower risk of bias ratings for

601

confounding.

602

Statistical analysis

603

Group 1: Childhood asthma diagnosis

604

Of the 37 studies reporting on child populations, 24 reported on outcomes related to asthma

605

diagnosis (i.e., children having been diagnosed by a physician as having asthma or based on self-

606

reported asthma diagnosis). Nine of these studies were identified as combinable in a meta-

607

analysis (41-44, 64-68) . The remaining studies could not be combined because they either

608

categorized formaldehyde exposures or reported outcomes that could not be converted to an odds

609

ratio (i.e., median formaldehyde exposures for those with asthma versus those without) .

610

Attempts to obtain estimates that could be standardized to an odds ratio from the study authors

611

were unsuccessful.

612

One study, Rumchev et al. (2002) , was excluded from the meta-analysis because it included

613

very young children (between 6 months and 3 years old), which could potentially have resulted

614

in misclassification of infection-associated wheezing in young children as asthma (14), leading

615

the NAS to conclude that this study should not be included in meta-analyses of formaldehyde

616

and asthma. The estimate from another study in the meta-analysis, Krzyzanowski et al. (1990)
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617

(44) was investigated in a sensitivity analysis removing the estimate because it was the only

618

unadjusted estimate included.

619

One study considered for the meta-analysis measured incident asthma cases—Smedje et al.

620

(2001) followed children over time to identify new asthma diagnoses (43). The remaining studies

621

measured prevalent cases based on self-reported or physician ever having diagnosed with

622

asthma, but because they all incorporated some requirement of current asthma symptoms (i.e.,

623

use of asthma medication or wheezing in the past 12 months) we decided that it was acceptable

624

to combine prevalent and incident asthma cases. All studies measured indoor formaldehyde

625

exposures, either at home or in school classrooms.

626

A meta-analysis combining effect estimates from the 9 children’s asthma diagnosis studies using

627

random effects modeling found an elevated OR (1.20) with 95% CI range above 1 (95% CI:

628

[1.02, 1.41]), predicting an 20% increased odds of being diagnosed with asthma per 10-μg/m3

629

increase in formaldehyde exposure (Fig 5). Removing the estimate from Krzyzanowski et al.

630

(44), the only study reporting unadjusted estimates, slightly elevated the odds ratio (1.20 to 1.26)

631

with a similar 95% CI [1.04, 1.53] (Table 4). (15)

632

Table 4. Meta-Analysis and Sensitivity Analysis of Childhood Asthma Diagnosis (N=9
studies) Pooled ORs and 95% CIs for random-effects models.
Random-effects model

Asthma Diagnosis

Number of studies

OR (95% CI)
per 10-μg/m3
increase

I2 (pvalue)

9

1.20 (1.02, 1.41)

27%
(p=0.2)

Sensitivity Analysis

633

(-) Krzyzanowski et al. 1990

8

1.26 (1.04, 1.53)

(-) Kim et al. 2011

8

1.27 (1.06, 1.54)

31%
(p=0.18)
28%
(p=0.21)

(-) indicates removing a study from the meta-analysis for sensitivity analysis
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634

The two most statistically influential studies in the meta-analysis were Krzyzanowski et al. (44)

635

and Kim et al. (65). We removed these study to determine how this might impact the overall

636

effect estimate. The impact of removing Krzyzanowski et al. (44) as discussed above as part of

637

the sensitivity analysis was minimally impactful; removing Kim et al. (65) had a similar null

638

effect, only slightly elevating the odds ratio (1.27) and changing the 95% CI [1.06, 1.54] (Table

639

4). (68).

640

We used a funnel plot and used Egger’s test for small-study effects to statistically test for

641

publication bias in the eight studies in the meta-analyses. Our funnel plots revealed no evidence

642

of overall publication bias (p-value=0.35) (S98 Table; S4 Fig)—however, the small number of

643

studies (<10) might result in no indication of publication bias when in fact it might exist.

644

We also investigated the potential impact of a new or unpublished hypothetical study necessary

645

to alter the results of the meta-analysis. In making this calculation, we assumed that the new

646

hypothetical study would have a standard error equal to the smallest in our group of studies—

647

0.14 for children asthma diagnosis (44, 66, 68). We determined that a new study would be

648

required to have an estimate of OR=0.97, 95% CI: [0.74, 1.27] to change the 95% confidence

649

interval of the meta-analysis overlapping one. We judged the existence of a study with such a

650

result to be possible, given that this association estimate and confidence interval was within the

651

range of other included studies, but not likely given that this point estimate would be in the

652

opposite direction of all studies included in the meta-analysis.

653

To shift our meta-analysis to have an overall association estimate just below zero (i.e., increases

654

in formaldehyde exposures would be associated with decreases in asthma outcomes) would

655

require a new study reporting an OR=0.05, 95% CI: [0.04, 0.07]. We judged the existence of a
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656

well-conducted study with such a result to be very unlikely, given that this association estimate

657

and confidence interval was considerably outside the range of the estimates from almost every

658

included study.

659

Data that could not be combined into a meta-analysis were visually depicted on scatterplots when

660

possible. The categorical odds and risk ratios (n=14), formaldehyde levels (n=6), and asthma

661

prevalence (n=5) were visually displayed for consideration in rating the overall body of evidence

662

(S5-7 Figs). Several studies with estimates included in the meta-analysis also reported secondary

663

estimates (for instance, outcomes of self-reported current asthma) that were included on these

664

scatterplots. Overall, these data appeared generally consistent with each other (i.e., increasing

665

exposure to formaldehyde associated with increasing odds/risk ratios, asthma prevalence, and

666

asthma status), and with the results of the meta-analysis. The secondary estimates from studies

667

included in the meta-analysis (42, 43, 64-68) were also within the range of studies included in

668

the meta-analysis (S5 Fig). Additional studies further supported the meta-analysis estimate; for

669

instance, Tavernier et al. (39) reported odds ratios for self-reported asthma confirmed by

670

physician by tertile of formaldehyde exposure, with an estimate of 1.22 (95%CI: [0.49, 3.07])

671

comparing the third to first tertile (S5 Fig). Several studies reported associations with asthma and

672

categorical exposures to formaldehyde, which allowed review authors to evaluate the potential

673

for a dose-response relationship. Rumchev et al. (15) reported a consistent relationship between

674

increasing exposure (across four exposure groups ranging from 10 to >50 μg/m3) and increased

675

odds for asthma diagnosis. However, other studies did not illustrate a similar relationship—for

676

instance, Annesi Maesano (69) reported increased odds (OR=1.1, 95% CI [0.87, 1.38]) for self-

677

reported asthma comparing the medium to low tertile for formaldehyde exposure, but decreased

678

odds (OR=0.9, 95% CI: [0.76, 1.08]) comparing the high to low tertile (S5 Fig). Similarly, some
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679

studies reporting asthma prevalence with increasing formaldehyde exposure supported a dose-

680

response relationship with increasing exposure (40, 54, 70, 71) whereas others did not (44) (S6

681

Fig). Review authors concluded that these data supported the meta-analysis results and

682

association between formaldehyde exposure and asthma diagnosis, but that there was limited

683

evidence supporting a dose-response relationship.

684
685

Group 2: Childhood asthma exacerbation and symptoms

686

Twenty-three studies reported symptoms related to asthma—asthma attack, wheeze, or

687

breathlessness/shortness of breath (Table 3). Of these, six studies (40, 41, 64-67) were initially

688

identified as potentially combinable in a meta-analysis for the association between indoor

689

formaldehyde exposures and wheeze or daytime shortness of breath. One study reported a crude

690

OR estimate for respiratory symptoms including wheeze and shortness of breath, but did not

691

provide an estimate of variability (i.e., confidence limits or standard error) and therefore could

692

not be included in the meta-analysis. Efforts to contact study authors to obtain this information

693

were unsuccessful. Thus, we ultimately combined five studies in our meta-analysis (Fig 6).

694

Several studies provided multiple effect estimates to the meta-analysis—e.g., Kim et al. reported

695

effect estimates for wheeze symptoms and daytime breathlessness associated with indoor

696

formaldehyde exposure. Overall, separate combined effects for wheeze and shortness of breath

697

were similar and the combined effects were moderate (OR=1.08, 95% CI: [0.92, 1.28]) (Fig 6).

698

Due to the small number of studies contributing estimates to the meta-analysis, we did not

699

conduct a statistical analysis of potential publication bias.
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700

Since the meta-analysis association estimate 95% lower bound CI was below 1, we only

701

explored the sensitivity of shifting our meta-analysis to have an overall association estimate just

702

below zero (i.e., such that increases in formaldehyde exposures would be associated with

703

decreases in asthma outcomes). We assumed that the new hypothetical study would have a

704

standard error equal to the smallest in our group of studies, 0.12 (66). We concluded this would

705

require a new study reporting an OR=0.84, 95% CI: [0.66, 1.017]. We judged the existence of a

706

well-conducted study with such a result to be possible, given that this association estimate and

707

confidence interval was within the range and overlapped with most of the included studies and

708

aligned with the estimate of one study in particular.

709

The categorical odds ratios (n=10), formaldehyde levels by asthma status (n=2), and symptom

710

scores (n=1) were visually displayed on the same figure for consideration in rating the overall

711

body of evidence (S8-9 Figs). Most studies identified elevated association estimates from

712

exposures to formaldehyde, but lower 95% CI was below 1. Several studies (41, 64, 65, 67, 72)

713

reported on different asthma symptoms (asthma attacks, asthma symptoms, or wheeze) per 1

714

μg/m3 formaldehyde exposure and reported consistent estimates of positive odds ratios ranging

715

from 0.96-1.2 (S7 Fig). Several studies (48, 73-75) reported on categorical formaldehyde

716

exposures, but did not demonstrate a consistent dose-response relationship (S7 Fig). For

717

instance, Raaschou-Nielsen (48) reported on wheezing symptom across five exposure categories

718

(ranging from 0 to >25.6 μg/m3 formaldehyde) with increased odds ratios across three groups

719

(OR=1.11, 1.21, 1.4) but a negative odds ratio for the highest exposure group (OR=0.67).

720

Review authors concluded that these data supported the meta-analysis results and association

721

between formaldehyde exposure and asthma symptoms, but that there was limited evidence

722

supporting a dose-response relationship.
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723

Four studies reported pulmonary function measures in children, but because two studies reported

724

on peak expiratory flow rates (PEFR) and two others reported on forced expiratory volume in

725

one second (FEV1) and forced vital capacity (FVC), a comparison between such a small number

726

of studies was determined not to be useful.

727
728

Group 3: Adult population asthma diagnosis

729

Seventeen total studies included outcomes of whether subjects had been previously diagnosed by

730

a physician with having asthma (most commonly ascertained through use of a self-reported

731

questionnaire (n=11) or through medical records or physician examination (n=6)). None of these

732

17 studies reported sufficient data to evaluate outcomes with respect to a continuous 10-µg/m3

733

increase in formaldehyde. Three studies reported results for at least two measured exposure

734

categories; the majority of studies reported exposures categorically, such as exposed versus

735

unexposed or by job category. Due to the small number of studies and high amount of

736

heterogeneity in key study characteristics, the studies were not amenable to meta-analysis to

737

combine effect estimates. We identified three studies reporting similar ranges of exposure

738

categories to assess for a dose-response relationship for asthma diagnosis and identified a

739

positive trend (Fig 7), although review authors noted the small number of studies and limited

740

dose groups included.

741

The formaldehyde levels by categorical odds ratios (n=4) and asthma prevalence (n=4) were

742

visually displayed for consideration in rating the overall body of evidence (S10-11 Figs).

743

Although the categorical odds ratios varied considerably in how formaldehyde exposures were

744

categorized (i.e., high vs. low, exposed to newly painted dwelling/workplace vs. not, occupations
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745

exposed to formaldehyde vs. not, etc.), there was a consistent increase in odds of asthma

746

diagnosis with increased category of exposure (S10 Figure). For instance, Billionnet et al. (56)

747

reported an increased odds (OR=1.43) for those in the high exposure group (≥28.03μg/m3)

748

compared to those in the low exposure group (<28.03μg/m3). However, review authors noted a

749

limitation with Billionnet et al. (56) in that no estimates of statistical confidence (i.e., standard

750

error, 95% confidence interval) were reported with these estimates. Although all four studies

751

reported increased odds with increased category of exposure, only Herbert et al. (76) reported a

752

statistically significant increase (comparing exposed versus non-exposed occupational

753

groups).Similarly, the scatterplot of prevalence data by formaldehyde exposure categories

754

demonstrated a similar pattern of supporting increases in asthma prevalence with increasing

755

formaldehyde exposure (S11 Figure). For instance, Elshaer and Mahmoud (50) reported dramatic

756

prevalence increases in exposed occupational workers for asthma (53.3%) versus non-exposed

757

workers.

758

Considering the overall evidence, review authors concluded that there did appear to be evidence

759

supporting a relationship between increasing formaldehyde exposure and asthma diagnosis,

760

although the number of studies was low and the variety of exposure categories made it

761

challenging to easily compare across different studies.

762
763

Group 4: Adult population asthma symptoms

764

Twenty studies reported on asthma-related symptoms—i.e., asthma attack, wheeze, or

765

breathlessness/shortness of breath (Table 3). All studies reported categorical formaldehyde

766

exposures and therefore could not be combined in a meta-analysis. The categorical odds ratios
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767

(n=5), asthma prevalence (n=4), and symptom score (n=1) were visually displayed for

768

consideration in rating the overall body of evidence (S9-11 Figs). The symptom score study and

769

most studies reporting odds ratios documented increased risk of symptoms with exposure to

770

formaldehyde, with several reporting statistically significant findings (S9-10 Figs). For instance,

771

Herbert et al. (76) reported a statistically significant increase in asthma symptoms (attacks of

772

wheeze) comparing exposed versus non-exposed occupational groups. Asthma prevalence

773

estimates were generally greater with increased exposure to formaldehyde, but these studies

774

lacked confidence intervals around the point estimates (S11 Fig). However, there were few

775

studies reporting on prevalence outcomes and results were not consistent across studies. For

776

instance, Kilburn, Seidman, and Warshaw (53) reported consistent increases in asthma symptom

777

prevalence in an occupational setting with increases in the hours of exposure to formaldehyde

778

but Thetkathuek et al. (58) reported an inconsistent relationship with wheeze symptoms across

779

low, moderate, and high formaldehyde exposure groups (lower prevalence in the moderate

780

exposure group compared to low exposure group).

781

There were also 32 total studies that reported on pulmonary lung measures in adults. We decided

782

to focus on studies reporting associations between formaldehyde exposure and Forced Expiratory

783

Volume in 1 second (FEV1) outcomes, following recommendations from National Institute of

784

Health (NIH) to use FEV1 as a supplemental outcome related to asthma exacerbation. Most

785

studies reported FEV1 outcomes (n=27), but not all reported associations with formaldehyde

786

exposures. Several studies reported FEV1 percentage changes comparing to baseline values

787

(either to a comparator group or standardized values, for instance standardized predicted values

788

based on age, height and gender published by the American Thoracic Society (77)—we decided

789

not to plot these on the same figure due to lack of comparability across studies using different
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790

comparisons or standardized values. Of the 27 studies, 7 reported associations between FEV1

791

measured values with formaldehyde exposures. These were visually displayed for consideration

792

in rating the overall body of evidence (S12 Fig). Four of the studies reported confidence intervals

793

for association estimates that overlapped between exposed and comparator groups but did not

794

find consistent changes in FEV1 with formaldehyde exposures (i.e., comparing formaldehyde-

795

exposed participants to controls, two studies reported decreases in FEV1 while the other two

796

reported increases .

797

Considering the overall evidence, review authors concluded that there did appear to be

798

evidence supporting a relationship between increasing formaldehyde exposure and asthma

799

symptoms, although the number of studies was low and the variety of exposure categories

800

made it challenging to easily compare across different studies. Rating quality and strength

801

of the body of evidence

802

Based on the comparison of the body of evidence to pre-specified criteria in our protocol (S4

803

Methods), the review authors concluded that there was “moderate” quality for the body of

804

evidence for each of the four-study population/health outcome groups (Table 5). Review authors

805

did not apply any upgrades (for large magnitude of effect, dose-response relationship, or

806

confounding that minimizes effect) or downgrades (for risk of bias, indirectness, inconsistency,

807

imprecision, or publication bias) to criteria across the body of evidence, which led to the final

808

rating of “moderate”.

809
810
811
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812
813

Table 5. Summary of rating quality and strength of the human evidence, by population/
outcome group
A. Children asthma diagnosis
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear consistently problematic across all

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= Moderate
Risk of bias

studies. The confounding domain appeared to be most frequently
problematic due to failure to adjust for the important confounders outlined
in the protocol; however, a number of included studies were rated as
“low” or “probably low” risk of bias, including several studies ultimately
included in the meta-analysis. Review authors concluded that this did not
appear to warrant downgrading for risk of bias across all studies.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were all directly related to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the study
question at hand.

Inconsistency

0

Studies included in the meta-analysis have similar point estimates with
overlap among the confidence intervals. Effect estimates across studies
were mostly positive (showing increased risk). Estimates from the metaanalysis indicate that statistical heterogeneity was moderate, but not
statistically significant (I2=46.5%, p-value=0.06).

Imprecision

0

No concern regarding the imprecision in effect estimates across studies.
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Publication bias

0

Could not rule out publication bias, but there is no affirmative evidence of
its existence—in particular, funnel plots revealed no evidence of overall
publication bias (p-value = 0.35).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

The overall effect size from the meta-analysis is small but precise. Authors
concluded there was not enough evidence to warrant upgrading for this
domain.

Dose-response

0

Results from the meta-analysis between formaldehyde exposure and child
asthma diagnosis, which assumes a linear dose-response relationship,
appeared to support the existence of an association of increasing response
with increased dose. However, there was limited data to statistically
evaluate whether there was a dose-response relationship, primarily due to
the small number of studies and the heterogeneity in reporting of effect
estimates. Review authors did not believe that results from the metaanalysis were sufficient to warrant upgrading the body of evidence for
evidence of a dose-response relationship.

Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and came to a

of Evidence

final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
Overall Strength
of Evidence

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome where
chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with reasonable
confidence. The available evidence includes results from one or more

42

well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the conclusion is unlikely to be
strongly affected by the results of future studies.

814
815

B. Children asthma exacerbation and symptoms

816
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear consistently problematic across

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= “Moderate”
Risk of bias

all studies. The confounding domain appeared to be most
consistently problematic due to failure to adjust for the important
confounders outlined in the protocol; however, a number of
included studies were rated as “low” or “probably low” risk of bias,
including several studies ultimately included in the meta-analysis.
Review authors concluded that this did not warrant downgrading for
risk of bias across all studies.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were directly relevant to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the
study question at hand.
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Inconsistency

0

Effect estimates across studies were consistent across the body of
evidence, in particular as seen by the categorical odds ratios and the
prevalence data visual scatterplots.

Imprecision

0

No concern regarding the imprecision in effect estimates across
studies.

Publication bias

0

Number of studies included were too small (i.e., <10) for a
statistical evaluation of potential publication bias. Publication bias
cannot be ruled out, but there was no affirmative evidence of its
existence. We conducted a comprehensive search to identify grey
literature sources (i.e., conference abstracts and graduate theses) in
an attempt to identify potential publication bias and did not find
evidence of such (for instance, studies reporting null or negative
findings in a conference abstract that lacked a subsequent
publication in the peer-reviewed literature).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

Studies that found positive relationship between exposure and
outcome were interpreted as a minimal magnitude of effect;
insufficient evidence to upgrade for large magnitude of effect
consideration.

Dose-response

0

Results from the meta-analysis between formaldehyde exposure and
children asthma exacerbation and symptoms, which assumes a
linear dose-response relationship, appeared to support the existence
of an association of increasing response with increased dose.

44

However, there was not enough evidence to statistically evaluate
existence of a dose-response relationship, primarily due to the small
number of studies and the heterogeneity in reporting of effect
estimates. Review authors did not believe that results from the metaanalysis were sufficient to warrant upgrading the body of evidence
for evidence of a dose-response relationship.
Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and

of Evidence

came to a final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
Overall

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome

Strength of

where chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with

Evidence

reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from
one or more well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future
studies.

817
818
819
820
821
822
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823

C. Adult asthma diagnosis

824
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear consistently problematic across

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= “Moderate”
Risk of bias

all studies. Most studies were rated “low” risk of bias across most
domains with only one or two “probably high” ratings, with the
exception of only a few studies. Occupational studies received
“probably high” ratings for blinding, exposure assessment and
“other” domains, but review authors did not feel this warranted a
downgrade to the overall body of evidence.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were directly relevant to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the
study question at hand.

Inconsistency

0

Effect estimates across studies were generally consistent across the
body of evidence; heterogeneity likely explained by the differing
study designs, and data demonstrate a tendency towards increased
asthma diagnosis and therefore would not warrant a downgrade for
this domain.
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Imprecision

0

Confidence intervals appeared to be somewhat wide, but review
authors did not feel there was enough evidence to warrant
downgrading for this domain.

Publication bias

0

Publication bias cannot be ruled out, but there was no affirmative
evidence of its existence. We conducted a comprehensive search to
identify grey literature sources (i.e., conference abstracts and
graduate theses) in an attempt to identify potential publication bias
and did not find evidence of such (for instance, studies reporting
null or negative findings in a conference abstract that lacked a
subsequent publication in the peer-reviewed literature).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

Studies that found positive relationship between exposure and
outcome were interpreted as a minimal magnitude of effect;
insufficient evidence to upgrade for large magnitude of effect
consideration.

Dose-response

0

Data supported the existence of a dose-response relationship, but
review authors did not feel it was strong enough to warrant an
upgrade for this domain.

Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality
of Evidence

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and
came to a final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
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Overall

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome

Strength of

where chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with

Evidence

reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from
one or more well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future
studies.

825
826

D. Adult asthma exacerbation and symptoms

827
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear problematic across all studies.

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= “Moderate”
Risk of bias

Occupational studies appeared to have probably high ratings for
blinding, exposure assessment and other domains, but review
authors did not feel this warranted a downgrade to the overall body
of evidence.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were directly relevant to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the
study question at hand.
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Inconsistency

0

Effect estimates across studies were generally consistent across the
body of evidence; heterogeneity likely explained by other factors,
and data demonstrate a tendency towards increased asthma
exacerbation and symptoms and therefore would not warrant a
downgrade for this domain.

Imprecision

0

Confidence intervals appeared to be somewhat wide, but review
authors did not feel there was enough evidence to warrant
downgrading for this domain.

Publication bias

0

Publication bias cannot be ruled out, but there was no affirmative
evidence of its existence. We conducted a comprehensive search to
identify grey literature sources (i.e., conference abstracts and
graduate theses) in an attempt to identify potential publication bias
and did not find evidence of such (for instance, studies reporting
null or negative findings in a conference abstract that lacked a
subsequent publication in the peer-reviewed literature).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

Some studies illustrate large impact, but this is not consistent across
the studies and so review authors concluded there was insufficient
evidence to upgrade for large magnitude of effect consideration.

Dose-response

0

Some data supported the existence of a dose-response relationship,
but review authors did not feel it was strong enough to warrant an
upgrade for this domain.
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Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and

of Evidence

came to a final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
Overall

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome

Strength of

where chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with

Evidence

reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from
one or more well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future
studies.

828
829

Review authors noted that risk of bias limitations did exist across each of the study

830

population/health outcome groups. Concerns were generally limited to the domains of blinding,

831

confounding, exposure assessment, and “other” (the latter being predominantly limited to

832

occupational studies that were rated for potential healthy worker bias) domains. For instance,

833

several child asthma diagnosis studies were rated “high” (n=4) or “probably high” (n=6) for

834

confounding due to the failure to adjust for the important confounders outlined in our pre-

835

published protocol. A number of other studies were rated as “probably high” for various other

836

domains (source population, outcome assessment, incomplete outcome, and exposure

837

assessment). However, review authors felt that overall a sufficient number of studies were rated

838

“low” or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, in particular several studies ultimately

839

included in the meta-analysis (i.e., (65-68)) and review authors concluded that these limitations
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840

did not rise to the level of a downgrade, in accordance with the instructions outlined in the

841

protocol (http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/; Record ID #38766, CRD 42016038766).

842

Review authors came to similar conclusions in evaluating the risk of bias for each of the other

843

three study population/health outcome groups. In particular, review authors noted that many of

844

the “high” or “probably high” risk of bias ratings were assigned to a select subgroup of studies

845

(i.e., those with issues stemming from small sample sizes or occupational studies due to healthy

846

worker bias concerns) but the remaining included studies did not suffer from such limitations and

847

had minimal risk of bias concerns. Review authors did not apply downgrades to the evidence for

848

the other domains for any of the study population/health outcome groups because there lacked

849

sufficient evidence supporting existence of indirectness, inconsistency, imprecision, or

850

publication bias.

851

Review authors also did not apply any upgrade factors for any of the study population/health

852

outcome groups. For child asthma diagnosis and child asthma symptoms evidence, although we

853

were able to conduct a meta-analysis that supported an association between increasing response

854

with increased dose (based on an assumption of model linearity), there were too few studies to

855

support the formal analysis of a dose-response relationship. Furthermore, as discussed above

856

visual inspections of scatterplots of data not able to be combined in a meta-analysis provided

857

mixed evidence supporting the existence of a consistent dose-response relationship. Review

858

authors concluded that overall this evidence was not sufficient enough to warrant upgrading the

859

evidence for dose-response relationship,

860

Ultimately, review authors rated the overall strength of evidence as “sufficient” for each of the

861

four outcome groups (Table 5), based on: a) “moderate” quality of the body of evidence; b)

862

direction of the association (i.e., consistent evidence of a positive association between
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863

formaldehyde exposure and outcomes of either asthma diagnosis or exacerbation in symptoms,

864

in both adults and children; c) confidence in the association with multiple well-conducted studies

865

(i.e., several studies were prospective cohort studies that were of “low” or “probably low” risk of

866

bias overall; and positive and/or statistically significant overall estimates of association from the

867

combination of similar studies in a meta-analysis (Figs 5-6).

868
869

Economic analysis

870

We valued the outcome of avoiding a case of asthma in children, as it had the strongest support

871

from well-conducted combinable studies with minimal risk of bias concerns. We used the OR

872

estimate of 1.20 per 10 μg/m3 (95% CI: [1.02, 1.41]) (Fig 5) based on the random effects meta-

873

analysis model for asthma diagnosis in children from indoor formaldehyde exposure.

874

We rescaled this OR to estimate the reduction in risk per 1 ppb decrease in formaldehyde

875

exposure (OR of 1.02265 per 1 ppb change in formaldehyde). We estimated that EPA’s proposed

876

rule on pressed wood products would have resulted in 2,805 fewer asthma cases annually once

877

the impacts of the reduction has reached steady-state.

878

We estimated a willingness to pay for a treatment that would eliminate asthma of $75,024, which

879

translates into total economic benefits for asthma reduction from EPA’s rule of approximately

880

$210 million annually across all children in the U.S. over a 30-year period. (Table 6).

881
882
883
884
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885
886

Table 6. Cases reduced and willingness to pay for a reduction in Formaldehyde
exposure implied by the proposed EPA rule on pressed wood products (once
the impacts of the rule have reached steady-state)

Structure age 0-1
Structure age 1-2
Structure age 2-3
Structure age 3-4
Structure age 4-5
Structure age 5-6
Structure age 6-7
Structure age 7-8
Structure age 8-9
Structure age 9-10
Structure age 10-11
0-1 years post-ren.
1-2 years post-ren.
2-3 years post-ren.
3-4 years post-ren.
4-5 years post-ren.
5-6 years post-ren.
6-7 years post-ren.
7-8 years post-ren.
8-9 years post-ren.
9-10 years post-ren.
10-11 years post-ren.
Total

Exposure
reduction
(ppb)
-3.390085
-2.178523
-1.408503
-0.926590
-0.624871
-0.431493
-0.306329
-0.229512
-0.181581
-0.152852
-0.133711
-2.363858
-1.525697
-1.002335
-0.668362
-0.458218
-0.323412
-0.239982
-0.189089
-0.156738
-0.133647
-0.124415

Individuals Cases
Benefits with
Affected
avoided WTP = $75,024
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
20,967,514

364.0
237.1
154.6
102.3
69.2
47.9
34.0
25.5
20.2
17.0
14.9
559.1
364.3
240.7
161.1
110.7
78.3
58.1
45.8
38.0
32.4
30.2
2,805

$27,311,030
$17,787,752
$11,599,437
$7,671,854
$5,191,181
$3,592,426
$2,553,938
$1,915,142
$1,516,000
$1,276,554
$1,116,939
$41,948,116
$27,327,908
$18,058,604
$12,086,556
$8,305,820
$5,871,128
$4,360,639
$3,437,825
$2,850,684
$2,431,347
$2,263,624
$210,474,503
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888

Discussion

889

We found “sufficient” evidence of an association between exposure to formaldehyde and asthma

890

diagnosis and asthma symptoms in children and adults. The definition of “sufficient” was

891

predefined in our protocol (Table 1). Our review had several strengths, including that we used
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892

the Navigation Guide systematic review methodology, which specifically accounted for the

893

weaknesses identified by the NAS in the IRIS formaldehyde assessment, i.e., explicit and

894

transparent study selection and evaluation criteria, including exclusion of a study in which

895

asthma may have been misclassified . Moreover, our review was based only on studies where the

896

asthma status of participants was known and which reported quantitative measures of

897

formaldehyde exposure, and our methods accounted for several considerations of causality as

898

part of the evaluation, specifically, our PECO statement limited included evidence based on

899

temporality criteria and the evaluation of the strength and quality of evidence incorporated

900

considerations of strength, consistency, and biological gradient.

901

We retrieved six self-identified “systematic reviews” of formaldehyde and asthma conducted

902

between 2011 and 2015 in the literature search for our review (78-83),. Of the three reviews with

903

findings consistent with our review, two conducted a meta-analysis of the data (78, 83) and the

904

third cited the McGwin et al. meta-analysis (82). The three reviews which did not find

905

compelling evidence for an association between asthma and formaldehyde exposure did not

906

conduct a meta-analysis, and there was a wide disparity in the number and type of papers

907

included in these reviews. Specifically, our review included 22, 17, 17, and 20 studies on child

908

asthma diagnosis, child asthma symptoms, adult asthma diagnosis and adult asthma symptoms,

909

respectively.

910

In contrast, Patelarou et al. (81) included 2 studies on formaldehyde and asthma and wheezing in

911

children up to 5 years old; Baur et al. (80) included 8 studies on formaldehyde and asthma in

912

occupational settings; and Nurmatov et al. (79) included 17 studies on formaldehyde and asthma

913

etiology, 1 study on formaldehyde and asthma exacerbation, and 14 studies on asthma etiology

914

and exacerbation (among which the authors found a positive association between formaldehyde
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915

and wheezing in young children on the basis of a “well-conducted, low-risk of bias” randomized

916

controlled trial, which was consistent with our findings). While none of these six self-described

917

systematic reviews fully met all of the criteria for a systematic review as specified in the

918

Literature Review Appraisal Toolkit (http://policyfromscience.com/lrat/about-the-lra-toolkit/),

919

the transparency of their methods allowed for better understanding the discrepant results.

920

In 2016, EPA published its final rule to regulating formaldehyde in pressed wood products as

921

well as household and other finished goods. The regulations set by this final rule did not consider

922

the benefits of preventing asthma; estimated annualized benefits (from avoided incidence of eye

923

irritation and nasopharyngeal cancer outcomes only) ranged from $64-186 million per year. Our

924

results show that using assumptions consistent with EPA’s proposed rule [24], the final rule

925

excluded approximately $210 million annually in total economic benefits associated with 2,805

926

fewer asthma cases. Furthermore, these benefits were calculated based on the willingness to pay

927

for asthma control, and could potentially represent an underestimate of the true valuation of

928

one’s willingness to pay for avoiding an asthma diagnosis in the first place.

929

Formaldehyde is a high-production volume chemical ubiquitous in homes, communities, and

930

workplaces and asthma is a prevalent and costly chronic health outcome. While our results show

931

that the association between exposure to formaldehyde and asthma is robust, the effect estimate

932

is relatively small, i.e., an 8% increase in children’s asthma diagnosis per 10-fold increase in

933

exposure. These findings underscore that preventing relatively “low” risks brings “high” health

934

benefits when exposures are ubiquitous. Our results demonstrate that benefits analyses that

935

inform regulatory action need to account for all relevant health outcomes as to not do so could

936

underestimate benefits.
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937

Formaldehyde is a well-defined respiratory irritant and has been identified as a known

938

respiratory carcinogen in humans. There are several proposed mechanisms supporting the role of

939

formaldehyde exposure in asthma development. Formaldehyde is a small molecule with the

940

ability to conjugate with large serum protein molecules such as albumin. This can provoke the

941

formation of IgE antibodies, leading to degranulation of mast cells with allergic asthma response

942

(84). As a small molecule, formaldehyde may bind to the amino group in proteins acquiring

943

antigenic capacities, causing immune response with the formation of specific antibodies and

944

triggering a local mast cell response (85). Formaldehyde is also readily absorbed into respiratory

945

tract tissue, where it may increase T-helper cell type 2 (Th2) mediated inflammatory response

946

and lead to cytokine mediators (3g., IL4, IL5, and IL13) release, epithelial mucous cell

947

metaplasia, and airway recruitment of eosinophils (84). Lastly, formaldehyde may also react with

948

the thiol group and interfere S-nitrosoglutathione function, triggering an airway response(86).

949

Our systematic review had several limitations. First, we focused on evaluating only studies

950

where asthma status of all study participants was measured and excluded other studies, namely

951

studies relevant to our PECO statement but where the asthma status of participants was unknown

952

or there were no asthmatics included, reported no quantitative measured of formaldehyde, or

953

non-English studies. This likely would not influence our findings as studies with missing

954

assessments for exposure and outcome are of poorer quality. We also did not independently

955

evaluate temporality of exposure and note that included cross-sectional studies where exposures

956

were measured concurrent to asthma outcomes may not accurately represent exposures occurring

957

prior to asthma outcomes.

958

Second, while our review documented an association between formaldehyde exposure and

959

increased childhood asthma diagnosis, symptoms and exacerbation, it did not address whether
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960

formaldehyde directly causes childhood asthma, or rather, is a trigger for childhood asthma.

961

Asthma is a complex chronic disease that can be challenging to diagnose accurately and for

962

which symptoms are apparent only when there is a trigger. The trigger does not necessarily cause

963

‘asthma’, but will cause an ‘asthma flare up’, which helps lead to the diagnosis. Thus, it is

964

possible that formaldehyde is a ‘trigger’ for a child who is yet to be diagnosed with asthma or it

965

can be that formaldehyde exposure leads to the development of asthma. It is impossible to

966

determine this unless without a human interventional study.

967

Third, key estimates utilized in the economic analysis (i.e., baseline asthma risk and willingness

968

to pay for asthma reduction) were U.S.-based estimates. Thus, the economic evaluation and

969

monetized value of benefits from formaldehyde exposure reduction may not be directly

970

applicable in other global settings. However, inclusion of studies in the systematic review was

971

not limited by geographic location and we ultimately included studies from a variety of countries

972

(Sweden, France, Australia, China, South Korea, Denmark, Finland, Poland, Portugal, United

973

Kingdom, New Zealand, Romania, Russia, Japan, Indonesia, Thailand, Iran, the United Arab

974

Emirates), with the first five countries in addition to the U.S. contributing to the meta-analysis

975

estimates. Thus, results and conclusions from the systematic review are likely relevant to

976

international settings and results from the economic analyses may be modified with geographic-

977

specific estimates to gauge potential economic benefits in international settings.

978

Our results underscore that the inability to combine studies in a meta-analysis due to lack of

979

reporting in published studies is a major challenge for systematic reviews in environmental

980

health specifically, and for environmental health decision-making more broadly. The association

981

between asthma and formaldehyde exposure is well-studied, as demonstrated by the large

982

number of epidemiology studies. However, even with a large number of included studies, there
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983

were multiple limitations to the studies that restricted our ability to combine estimates into a

984

meta-analysis—for instance, if studies only reported categorical formaldehyde exposures or if

985

they did not report odds ratio or relative risk estimates. Visual scatterplots of data assisted review

986

authors’ evaluation of the consistency and interpretation of data results, but many studies did not

987

provide data amenable to extraction for scatterplots. For example, of the 26 adult (occupational

988

and general population) asthma diagnosis studies, only 17 studies included outcome data on a

989

physician diagnosis; none of these 17 studies reported sufficient data to evaluate outcomes with

990

respect to a continuous increase in formaldehyde; and few studies reported results for at least two

991

measured exposure categories. Hence, quantitative data from 9 papers were not reported in a

992

manner that they could be objectively incorporated (i.e., not using the author’s conclusions but

993

rather just by extracting the data) into this review. Checklists such as Strengthening the

994

Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines for observational

995

human studies to guide the reporting of elements necessary to describe studies comprehensively

996

and transparently may assist with these efforts and have already been incorporated into the

997

publication process of several high-impact journals. Furthermore, journal reviews and editors

998

may contribute to addressing this issue by requesting increased reporting or open-access of

999

quantitative data in a format conducive to future data analyses. Conducting a systematic review

1000

prior to the development and initiation of a new study could help design efficient studies that are

1001

intended to build on existing data and address research gaps intentionally to support future

1002

systematic reviews, risk assessment, and timely decision-making on environmental chemicals.
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1003

Conclusion

1004

The review authors concluded that there was “sufficient” evidence supporting an association

1005

between childhood and adult exposures to formaldehyde with asthma diagnosis and symptoms.

1006

Although studies supported modest associations (our meta-analysis for childhood exposure to

1007

formaldehyde with asthma symptoms resulted in a combined OR=1.08), ubiquitous exposure to

1008

formaldehyde can result in potentially large impacts to population health. Our economic analysis

1009

identified annual benefits of 2,805 fewer asthma cases in the U.S.; the total economic benefit for

1010

asthma reduction from U.S. EPA’s rule would be approximately $210 million annually. Thus,

1011

excluding asthma health outcomes when conducting regulatory benefit-cost analysis can

1012

underestimate the true population benefits and lead to decisions that are not fully protective of

1013

the public. Although these economic estimates are specific to the U.S., the inclusion of studies

1014

from broad geographic range indicate that results and conclusions from the systematic review are

1015

likely relevant to international settings. Our findings document that preventing formaldehyde

1016

exposure in adults and children could reduce the occurrence and impacts of a serious, chronic

1017

disease and provide significant health and economic benefits.
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Figure 1.
PRISMA flowchart showing the literature search and screening process for studies relevant to
formaldehyde exposure and asthma outcomes. Our search was not limited by language or
publication date (search was conducted up until April 1, 2020). The search terms used for each
database are provided in S1-7 Tables.
Figure 2.
Timeline of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) action on formaldehyde from
September 1990-December 2016, highlighting Integration Risk Information System (IRIS) final
assessments releases, reassessments, internal and external reviews, and final rules issued.
Figure 3.
Cumulative risk of bias ratings (low, probably low, probably high, or high) across all human
studies included in our systematic review of formaldehyde exposure and asthma outcomes. Risk
of bias designations for individual studies are assigned by review authors according to criteria
provided in S3 Methods (Risk of Bias instructions) and the justifications for each study are
provided in S8-95 Tables.
Figure 4.
Risk of bias ratings (low, probably low, probably high, or high) for all human studies included in
our systematic review of formaldehyde exposure and asthma outcomes, organized by study
population (children or adult) and outcome (asthma diagnosis, asthma symptoms, or pulmonary
measures). Risk of bias designations for individual studies are assigned by review authors
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according to criteria provided in S3 Methods (Risk of Bias instructions) and the justifications for
each study are provided in S8-95 Tables.
Figure 5.
Meta-analysis of human studies (n=9 studies, including a total of 9,049 children) for
formaldehyde exposure for asthma diagnosis assessed in children up to 15 years of age: reported
effect estimates and 95% confidence interval (CI) from individual studies (inverse-variance
weighted, represented by size of rectangle) and overall pooled estimate from random effects
(RE) model per 10 μg/m3 increase in formaldehyde exposure. Heterogeneity statistics: I2 =
27.2%, p=0.202.
Figure 6.
Meta-analysis of human studies (n=5 studies, including a total of 7,662 children) for
formaldehyde exposure for asthma symptoms (wheeze and shortness of breath) assessed in
children up to 15 years of age: reported effect estimates and 95% confidence interval (CI) from
individual studies (inverse-variance weighted, represented by size of rectangle) and overall
pooled estimate from random effects (RE) model per 10 μg/m3 increase in formaldehyde
exposure. Heterogeneity statistics: I2 = 0%, p=0.899.

Figure 7.
Dose-response relationship (n=3 studies, including a total of 3,600 adult participants) between
formaldehyde exposure (μg/m3) and relative risk of asthma diagnosis in adults. Dose-response
data from Yeatts et al. 2012 (63), Billionnet et al. 2011 (92), Matsunaga et al. 2008 (93). Data
were modeled with random-effects log linear models with restricted cubic splines mixed effects
methods with exchangeable covariance structure of multivariable-adjusted relative risks. Lines
with long dashes represent the 95% confidence interval (CI) bounds for the fitted nonlinear trend
(solid line). Symbols (triangles, circles, and squares) represent point estimates.
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26

Abstract

27

Background: Every major federal regulation in the United States requires an economic analysis

28

estimating its benefits and costs. Benefit-cost analyses related to regulations on formaldehyde

29

exposure have not included asthma in part due to lack of clarity in the strength of the evidence.

30

Objectives: 1) To conduct a systematic review of evidence regarding human exposure to

31

formaldehyde and diagnosis, signs, symptoms, exacerbations, or other measures of asthma in

32

humans; and 2) quantify the annual economic benefit for decreases in formaldehyde exposure.

33

Methods: We developed and registered a protocol in PROSPERO (Record ID #38766, CRD

34

42016038766). We conducted a comprehensive search of articles published up to April 1, 2020.

35

We evaluated potential risk of bias for included studies, identified a subset of studies to combine

36

in a meta-analysis, and rated the overall quality and strength of the evidence. We quantified

37

economics benefit to children from a decrease in formaldehyde exposure using assumptions

38

consistent with EPA’s proposed formaldehyde rule.

39

Results: We screened 4,821 total references and identified 150 human studies that met inclusion

40

criteria; of these, we focused on 90 studies reporting asthma status of all participants with

41

quantified measures of formaldehyde directly relevant to our study question. Ten studies were

42

combinable in a meta-analysis for childhood asthma diagnosis and five combinable for

43

exacerbation of childhood asthma (wheezing and shortness of breath). Studies had low to

44

probably-low risk of bias across most domains. A 10-g/m3 increase in formaldehyde exposure

45

was associated with increased childhood asthma diagnosis (OR=1.20, 95% CI: [1.02, 1.41]). We

46

also found a positive association with exacerbation of childhood asthma (OR=1.08, 95% CI:

2

47

[0.92, 1.28]). The overall quality and strength of the evidence was rated as “moderate” quality

48

and “sufficient” for asthma diagnosis and asthma symptom exacerbation in both children and

49

adults. We estimated that EPA’s proposed rule on pressed wood products would result in 2,805

50

fewer asthma cases and total economic benefit of $210 million annually.

51

Conclusion: We concluded there was “sufficient evidence of toxicity” for associations between

52

exposure to formaldehyde and asthma diagnosis and asthma symptoms in both children and

53

adults. Our research documented that when exposures are ubiquitous, excluding health outcomes

54

from benefit-cost analysis can underestimate the true benefits to health from environmental

55

regulations.

56

Introduction

57

Formaldehyde exposure is ubiquitous and occurs in homes, communities, and workplaces.

58

Formaldehyde is a high-volume production chemical with numerous industrial and commercial

59

uses as a solution, disinfectant, preservative or to produce industrial resins used to manufacture

60

adhesives and binders in wood, paper, and other products. It is present in many household

61

products, such as foam insulation, cleaning and personal care products, pressed wood products

62

such as particleboard and plywood, and as a result is a common indoor air pollutant found in

63

virtually all homes and buildings (1-9). Homes are impacted by off-gassing of formaldehyde

64

from new housing materials, with availability and rates of ventilation having minimal impact on

65

exposure levels (10).

66

In particular, formaldehyde is an environmental justice and affordable housing concern. Lower-

67

income communities are disproportionately at risk of exposure to formaldehyde and resulting

68

health effects from pressed wood products in homes built with less costly building materials.
3

69

Formaldehyde exposure extends beyond residential homes—for instance, formaldehyde has been

70

measured at levels exceeding exposure limits in childcare settings in California. Workplace

71

exposure to formaldehyde occurs in a wide variety of industries and occupations, such as in the

72

manufacture or production of formaldehyde or formaldehyde-based products or during

73

firefighting, embalming, carpentry, and pathology lab work.

74

Asthma is a complex disease caused by chronic inflammation of the airways that results in

75

episodic airway hyper responsiveness, excessive mucous secretion, and airway obstruction.

76

Exposure to formaldehyde occurs primarily through inhalation and also as a respiratory contact

77

irritant (11). The relationship between exposure to formaldehyde and asthma has been actively

78

under evaluation by government agencies for the last few decades (12-14). A substantial amount

79

of research exploring relationships between formaldehyde exposure and exacerbation of asthma

80

has been conducted, but few systematic reviews (with a pre-established protocol, systematic

81

literature search, pre-defined criteria for evaluating studies and categories to assess the strength

82

of evidence) are available providing a comprehensive overview of the evidence.

83

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released its review of formaldehyde health

84

risks in its Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) assessment in 1990, initiated a

85

reassessment in 1998, and released a draft report in 2010, which included a review of the asthma

86

health outcome (Fig 2). A review of the draft assessment by the National Academy of Sciences

87

(NAS) highlighted many methodological limitations of the IRIS process, such as EPA’s study

88

selection and evaluation criteria that led to the advancement of one study (15) with potential

89

misclassification of infection-associated wheezing in young children as asthma (14). EPA’s

90

conclusion of a causal relationship between formaldehyde exposure and asthma incidence and
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91

subsequent derivation of a candidate Reference Concentration (RfC) was ultimately challenged

92

by the NAS committee (14).

93

In 2010, Congress required EPA to issue a rule on pressed wood products and emissions of

94

formaldehyde; ultimately EPA issued a final rule on formaldehyde in 2016 (Fig 2). EPA

95

conducted a benefits cost analysis of this rule under an Executive Order that requires every

96

significant regulation in the U.S. be accompanied by an economic analysis of the benefits and

97

costs of implementation. EPA initially included asthma in the benefit-cost analysis for the

98

proposed rule; however, asthma was removed from the analysis after interagency review. In the

99

U.S., asthma affects approximately 23 million people, including 6 million children (16),

100

impacting approximately 8% of both children and adults (17). The omission of asthma from the

101

benefit-cost analysis could significantly underestimate the true value of regulating formaldehyde

102

in pressed wood products.

103

To assess the evidence of formaldehyde’s contribution to asthma outcomes, we conducted a

104

systematic review of human studies to answer the question of whether exposure to formaldehyde

105

is associated with diagnosis, signs, symptoms, exacerbation, or other measures of asthma in

106

humans. We used results from the quantitative evaluation of the evidence to estimate the benefits

107

of the reduction in asthma cases implied by the proposed EPA rule on pressed wood products.

108

Methods

109

We applied the Navigation Guide systematic review methodology, a systematic and transparent

110

method for synthesizing the available scientific evidence designed specifically for environmental

111

exposures (18, 19). The method is based on Cochrane and GRADE methods (20, 21) and

112

includes the same elements (protocol development, risk of bias evaluation, evidence evaluation,
5

113

etc.). However, one main difference is that this method accounts for differences in evidence and

114

decision context inherent to environmental health assessments, i.e., the reliance on human

115

observational studies in the absence of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and the fact that

116

population exposure to exogenous chemicals precedes evidence of their safety.

117

Protocol

118

We developed a protocol prior to initiating the review and registered it in PROSPERO in May

119

2016 (http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/; Record ID #38766, CRD 42016038766).

120

Study question

121

Our systematic review objective was to answer the question: “Is exposure to formaldehyde

122

associated with the diagnosis, signs, symptoms, exacerbation, or other measures of asthma in

123

humans?”

124

The “Participants”, “Exposure,” “Comparator” and “Outcomes” (PECO) statement is briefly

125

outlined below, with additional specifics available in the protocol.

126

Participants: Humans.

127

Exposure: Any indoor or outdoor sources of airborne inhalation exposure to formaldehyde,

128

including but not limited to occupational, outdoor ambient, indoor household settings, and/or

129

exposure to household products that occurred prior or concurrent to health outcome.

130

Comparator: Humans exposed to lower levels of formaldehyde than the more highly exposed

131

humans.

132

Outcomes: Any of the following asthma-related outcomes: diagnosis of asthma, asthma signs or

133

symptoms, asthma exacerbation, or indirect measures of asthma.
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134

Data Sources

135

We searched the databases PubMed, ISI Web of Science, Biosis Previews, Embase, Google

136

Scholar, and Toxline from the inception of each database up to April 1, 2020 using the search

137

terms in S1-5 Tables. We did not limit our search by language or initial publication date. We

138

used the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) database to compile synonyms for formaldehyde

139

and asthma-related outcomes. Our search terms and search strategy were developed by two

140

librarians trained in systematic review methodology (LS, EW). We also supplemented these

141

results by searching toxicological and grey literature databases (S6-7 Tables), consulting with

142

subject matter experts, and hand-searching references by reviewing reference lists of included

143

studies and review papers on the topic as well as searching for references that cited included

144

studies (“snowball searching”).

145

Study Selection

146

We included studies that contained original data from human studies that measured or reported

147

formaldehyde exposure prior to evaluating the health outcome. We screened references for

148

inclusion using structured forms in DistillerSR (Evidence Partners; available at:

149

http://www.systematic-review.net). Two of four possible reviewers (EK, ND, AP, HV)

150

independently reviewed titles and abstracts of each reference to determine eligibility in a non-

151

random assignment (to ensure that the same two authors did not always screen the same

152

references). In the event that an abstract was missing or there were discrepancies between the

153

two reviewers, the default was to move the reference forward for full text review. Two of the

154

same four reviewers (EK, ND, AP, HV) then independently performed a full-text review to

155

evaluate inclusion criteria of each reference not excluded by title/abstract screening. An
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156

additional reviewer (JL) screened five percent of the titles/abstracts and full-texts for quality

157

assurance.

158

We excluded studies if any one of the following criteria was met: 1) the report did not contain

159

original data; 2) the article did not involve human subjects; 3) there was no report of

160

formaldehyde exposure; 4) there was no report of diagnosis of asthma, asthma signs or

161

symptoms, asthma exacerbation, or indirect measures of asthma (such as daily use of inhaler); or

162

5) there was no comparator—control group or exposure range comparison (S1 Methods). We

163

translated the title and abstracts of studies using freely available online software (i.e., Google

164

Translate) that were not published in English to evaluate its relevance.

165
166

Data Extraction

167

We extracted data from studies in duplicate in a Health Assessment Workplace Collaborative

168

database (HAWC; available at: https://hawcproject.org/about/). Two of three possible extractors

169

(SE, EM, DB) independently extracted data relating to study characteristics and outcome

170

measures (S2 Methods) from each included article. A third extractor (PH, BV) performed

171

QA/QC on all the studies to resolve any discrepancies between the two independent extractors;

172

subsequently, two authors (JL, EK) reviewed all studies to further ensure the accuracy of

173

extracted data. When information was missing from a published article, we contacted

174

corresponding study authors to request additional information.
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175

Rate the quality and strength of the evidence

176

Statistical analyses: Prior to study selection, we developed a list of study characteristics

177

(contained in our protocol: http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/; Record ID #38766, CRD

178

42016038766) to identify studies suitable for meta-analysis. After evaluating the characteristics

179

of all the studies, we grouped studies into four study population and health outcome

180

combinations: 1) child asthma diagnosis; 2) child asthma exacerbation and symptoms; 3) adult

181

asthma diagnosis; and 4) adult asthma exacerbation and symptoms.

182

To differentiate child from adult studies, we initially planned to use the age of 18 years as a

183

cutoff for children, but a number of the studies used a cutoff age of 15 years to distinguish

184

between children and adults. Given that the onset of asthma commonly occurs during preschool

185

years and recent increases in asthma incidence over the past few decades has been observed to

186

increasingly affect children and adolescents aged 1 to 14 years, we decided to use age 15 years as

187

the cutoff to group child vs. adult studies. We did not include studies in the meta-analysis that

188

reported effect estimates with only mixed children and adult populations in the meta-analysis due

189

to concerns that differences in adult-onset versus childhood-onset of asthma would be masked.

190

We also did not consider these data in our overall rating of study quality and strength, but we did

191

include these data in visual scatterplots of data for comparison with child and adult data.

192

For the adult studies, we considered the body of evidence to include all adult population studies,

193

regardless of whether exposure occurred in the general population or at work, as biologically, the

194

relationship between exposure and health outcome is independent of where the exposure

195

occurred. We distinguished the adult general population study results from the adult occupational

196

study results on the visual scatterplots for comparison.
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197

For cohorts with multiple publications (for instance, if a cohort was followed over time), we

198

utilized results from the latest time point where our relevant outcome of interest was measured,

199

but also considered information provided collectively across the publications for evaluating

200

study quality. Where available, we used adjusted odds ratios to conduct the meta-analysis but if

201

adjusted results were not reported, we included unadjusted ORs in the analyses. We converted

202

effect estimates to an OR and 95% confidence interval (CI) for the association between asthma

203

per 10-μg/m3 unit increase in formaldehyde exposure to standardize across studies, transforming

204

units of exposure when necessary. Where a meta-analysis was not possible, we created visual

205

scatterplots of data across studies reporting on similar outcomes and subpopulations to consider

206

all available data in assessing the evidence. We also applied a mixed models approach for

207

repeated data to evaluate outcomes at various doses, using exchangeable correlation structures

208

for repeated measurements within the same study.

209

We evaluated statistical heterogeneity across study estimates in the meta-analysis using I2 with

210

p<0.05 as our cut off for statistical significance , as previously described. If statistical

211

heterogeneity was present, we used leave-one-out analysis to identify the study or studies

212

contributing, evaluated potential study characteristics (e.g., study location, study population,

213

study design, adjusted confounders, timing of exposure, etc.) to determine if we could explain

214

the source, and incorporated hierarchical cluster structures in the data analysis to statistically

215

account for heterogeneity. We also investigated the relative contribution of each study to the

216

overall meta-analysis association and conducted sensitivity analysis to investigate the impacts of

217

removing highly influential studies from the analysis. Data management was performed with

218

Microsoft Excel. Statistical analyses were performed using STATA 13.1 software (StataCorp,

219

2011). We pooled estimates using inverse variance-weighted models, fixed-effects models and
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220

the DerSimonian and Laird random-effects models. We used the metan, metareg, metainf,

221

metafunnel, metabias and metatrim packages in STATA version 13.1.

222

To investigate the effect of publication bias on our meta-analysis, we created funnel plots and

223

used Egger’s test. We also quantitatively evaluated each meta-analysis for the potential effect

224

that a new study might have on changing the interpretation of our overall results. Specifically,

225

the association estimate of a new or unpublished study necessary to alter the results of the meta-

226

analysis was calculated under two scenarios: 1) the 95% confidence interval of the meta-analysis

227

overlapped zero, and 2) the meta-analysis central association estimate was greater than zero

228

(moved to the opposite direction—i.e., such that increases in formaldehyde exposures would be

229

associated with decreases in asthma outcomes). In making this calculation, we assumed that the

230

new hypothetical study would have a standard error equal to the smallest in our group of studies.

231

Assessing the risk of bias for each included study: We evaluated risk of bias separately for

232

each of the four study population/outcome group combinations using The Navigation Guide Risk

233

of Bias Tool, a modified instrument based on the Cochrane Collaboration and Agency for

234

Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) domains , with customized instructions for each

235

domain based on the type of evidence anticipated beforehand (S3 Methods).

236

We evaluated nine risk of bias domains (Source Population, Blinding, Outcome Assessment,

237

Confounding, Incomplete Outcome, Exposure Assessment, Selective Reporting, Financial

238

Conflict of Interest, and Other). We assigned each domain as “low,” “probably low,” “probably

239

high,” or “high” risk of bias, or “not applicable” (domain not applicable to study) according to

240

specific criteria as described in our risk of bias instruments (S3 Methods). Two of three possible

241

reviewers (SE, EM, RB) independently recorded risk of bias determinations for each included
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242

study. We held an in-person meeting for all review authors (JL, EK, PS, AMP, MDC, HV, ND,

243

EW, TJW) to review risk of bias ratings and rationales for each study, come to consensus to

244

ensure consistency, and record our final rationale. One review author (EK) independently

245

reviewed all final risk of bias ratings for QA/QC.

246

Rating the quality of evidence across all included studies: We separately rated the quality of

247

the overall body of evidence as “high,” “moderate,” or “low” for each of the four study

248

population/outcome group combinations. We assigned an initial rating of “moderate” quality for

249

each group of human observational studies prior to evaluating the included studies, based on

250

previously described rationale—briefly, observational human studies are recognized as a reliable

251

source of evidence and generally the most appropriate for answering environmental health-

252

related questions. From the initial “moderate” quality rating, we then considered potential

253

adjustments (“downgrades” or “upgrades”) to the quality rating based on 8 categories of

254

considerations: risk of bias, indirectness, inconsistency, imprecision, potential for publication

255

bias, large magnitude of effect, dose response, and whether residual confounding would

256

minimize the overall effect estimate; the specific factors and criteria considered are outlined in

257

S4 Methods. Possible ratings were 0 (no change from initial quality rating), -1 (1 level

258

downgrade) or – 2 (2 level downgrade), +1 (1 level upgrade) or +2 (2 level upgrade). Review

259

authors independently evaluated the quality of the evidence and then we compared ratings as a

260

group and recorded the consensus and rationale for each decision.

261

Rating the strength of the evidence across all included studies: We assigned an overall

262

strength of evidence rating separately for the four study population/outcome group combinations

263

based on four considerations: (1) Quality of body of evidence (i.e., the rating from the previous

264

step); (2) Direction of effect; (3) Confidence in effect (likelihood that a new study would change
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265

our conclusion); and (4) Other compelling attributes of the data that may influence certainty.

266

Possible ratings were “sufficient evidence of toxicity,” “limited evidence of toxicity,”

267

“inadequate evidence of toxicity,” or “evidence of lack of toxicity” (Table 1), based on

268

categories used by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), the U.S. Preventive

269

Services Task Force, and U.S. EPA (22-25). Review authors independently evaluated the quality

270

of the evidence following directions as outlined in S4 Methods and then compared ratings as a

271

group and recorded the consensus and rationale.
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Table 1. Strength of evidence definitions for human evidence
Strength Rating

Definition

Sufficient
evidence of
toxicity

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome where chance, bias, and confounding can be
ruled out with reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from one or more well-designed,
well-conducted studies, and the conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future studies 1.

Limited
Evidence of
Toxicity

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome where chance, bias, and confounding cannot
be ruled out with reasonable confidence. Confidence in the relationship is constrained by such factors as: the
number, size, or quality of individual studies, or inconsistency of findings across individual studies2. As more
information becomes available, the observed effect could change, and this change may be large enough to alter
the conclusion.

Inadequate
Evidence of
Toxicity

The available evidence is insufficient to assess effects of the exposure. Evidence is insufficient because of: the
limited number or size of studies, low quality of individual studies, or inconsistency of findings across individual
studies. More information may allow an assessment of effects.

Evidence of
Lack
of Toxicity

No relationship is observed between exposure and outcome, and chance, bias and confounding can be ruled out
with reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes consistent results from more than one welldesigned, well-conducted study at the full range of exposure levels that humans are known to encounter, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future studies3. The conclusion is limited to the age
at exposure and/or other conditions and levels of exposure studied.

272

1
The Navigation Guide rates the quality and strength of evidence of human and non-human evidence streams separately as “sufficient”, “limited”, “inadequate” or “evidence of lack of toxicity” and
then these two ratings are combined to produce one of five possible statements about the overall strength of the evidence of a chemical’s reproductive/developmental toxicity. The methodology is
adapted from the criteria used by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) to categorize the carcinogenicity of substances except as noted.
2
Language for the definitions of the rating categories were adapted from descriptions of levels of certainty provided by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Levels of Certainty Regarding Net
Benefit. http://www.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/uspstf07/methods/benefit.htm
3
Language for the definitions of the rating categories were adapted from descriptions of levels of certainty provided by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force Levels of Certainty Regarding Net
Benefit.
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273

Economic analysis: We combined quantitative assessment of exposure-response from our

274

systematic review with incidence rates of asthma and annual values of asthma control to estimate

275

the monetized benefits of avoiding asthma in EPA’s proposed rule on pressed wood products.

276

We used the standard EPA approach of “willingness to pay” to calculate benefits, which

277

measures the maximum amount of money that an individual is willing to pay to reduce the

278

probability of an adverse health outcome assumed to be related to an environmental exposure

279

[54].

280

To estimate the reduction in risk for asthma diagnosis, we used standardized risk estimates from

281

our meta-analyses to estimate the reduction in risk per 1 ppb decrease in formaldehyde exposure.

282

We assumed a Cox proportional hazard model so the number of reduced cases of asthma from a

283

reduction in formaldehyde exposure is the exposed population times the baseline asthma risk

284

times (1-exp(ln(OR)*(change in exposure)). Using the tables for annual asthma benefits from

285

EPA’s economic analysis for the proposed rule, we derived the exposure reduction for structures

286

built new or renovated in the past eleven years. We used the change in indoor formaldehyde

287

exposure for new and renovated homes at various ages (ranging from 0.124 to 3.390 ppb), the

288

assumed baseline annual risk of asthma of 0.83%, used in EPA’s economic analysis and the

289

estimated number of children aged 4-17 in 2017 in each housing type from the U.S. Census

290

Bureau , with the proportional hazard model to estimate the reduced number of asthma cases

291

associated with the proposed rule (26). We estimated the annual benefits for lowering

292

formaldehyde emissions once the impacts of the reduction have reached steady-state (26).

293

To quantify the economic benefits of the reduction in asthma risk, we used estimates reported in

294

the literature for the annual willingness to pay for full asthma control (inflated to 2018 dollars)

295

from three studies. Full asthma control is equivalent to avoiding a case of asthma. Blomquist et
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296

al. (27) used a two-stage contingent valuation survey of parents of asthmatic children aged 4–17

297

years and of adults to elicit the willingness to pay for a hypothetical drug that would control

298

asthma symptoms [55]. The mean annual willingness to pay for children was $3,434 and the

299

mean annual value for adults was $2,368. Blumenschein and Johannesson (28) used a contingent

300

valuation bidding game to estimate asthma patients’ willingness to buy a new treatment that

301

cured their asthma, finding a mean value of $3,621. O’Conor and Blomquist (29) used a two-

302

stage contingent valuation survey of adults with asthma to elicit the tradeoff between

303

hypothetical medication of varying degrees of safety and efficacy and estimated a mean annual

304

willingness to pay for full asthma control of $2,413 using the value of statistical life. The average

305

annual value of asthma control for adults across all three studies is $2,801 and the annual value

306

for children is $3,434 from Blomquist et al. (27). The total value to an individual to not develop

307

asthma at a given age is the present discounted value (3% discount rate) of the annual values

308

over the life expectancy of that individual.

309

Results

310

Included studies

311

We retrieved a total of 4,821 unique records (4,482 from the initial search on March 15, 2016, an

312

additional 254 from an updated search on March 15, 2018, and an additional 85 from an updated

313

search on April 1, 2020), of which 150 ultimately met the inclusion criteria. Given the large

314

number of diverse references identified, we decided to focus on studies where the asthma status

315

of all study participants was measured (90 studies) (Fig 1). Our rationale was that these studies

316

provided the most robust evidence for understanding the relationship between formaldehyde

317

exposure and asthma because they all had quantitative measures of formaldehyde exposure,
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318

participants for whom asthma status was known, and included asthmatics. Lists of all other

319

studies are provided in the supplemental materials (S1 Results). Several included studies

320

contained information from multiple records, such as a graduate thesis and a published

321

manuscript following the cohort over time; the information from these records were combined

322

into one record and listed as the main published manuscript. Four studies were identified that

323

looked at similar outcomes from the same study population, so we combined these and focused

324

on the publication for which the most relevant information was reported, supplementing with

325

additional information from the related publications when necessary. We contacted

326

corresponding study authors for 21 studies to request additional information missing from their

327

published articles and received useable data from three.

328

Studies were further categorized separately into four combinations of study population and

329

outcome (with some studies reporting on multiple populations/outcomes falling in multiple

330

categories): 1) Child asthma diagnosis (n=24); 2) Child asthma exacerbation and symptoms

331

(n=23); 3) Adult (general population and occupational) asthma diagnosis (n=20); Adult (general

332

population and occupational) asthma exacerbation and symptoms (n=26). Presentation of results

333

below include separate discussions for each of these four population/outcome categories. In

334

particular, S99 Table presents study characteristics for included studies stratified by these group

335

population/outcome categories.

336

Characteristics of included studies—Demographics

337

The 90 included studies were published between 1969 and 2019, were conducted in 23 different

338

countries (including 32% (n=29) within the U.S.), and included a range of 7 to 15,837

339

participants (Table 2, S99-S101 Table-3b).
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340
Table 2. Summary of included studies (n=90)
Study Characteristics
Publication Year
1969
1977
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010-2019
Study Design
Case-control
Nested case-control
Prospective cohort
Cohort
Cross-sectional

341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348

N (%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
17 (19%)
16 (18%)
22 (24%)
33 (37%)

Study Characteristics
Formaldehyde Exposure
Measured exposure level
Categorized exposure level

N (%)
82 (91%)
8 (9%)

Cross-sectional and casecontrol
Non-randomized controlled
trial
Randomized controlled trial
Case report
Sample Size
0-50
51-100
101-200

2 (2%)

Study Participants*
Child
Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***
Adult (General and
occupational)
Asthma***

6 (7%)

Asthma symptoms***

26 (48%)

5 (6%)
4 (4%)

Pulmonary function***
Mixed child and adults
Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***
Unspecified

35 (65%)
2 (2%)
1 (50%)
2 (100%)
1 (50%)
1 (1%)

201-500
501-1000
>1000
Not reported
Country**
Egypt, Estonia, Indonesia,
Iran, Japan, Malta, New
Zealand, Poland, Russia,
Thailand, United Arab
Emirates
Canada, Finland, Portugal,
Romania
Denmark
France
Australia, China
United Kingdom
South Korea
Sweden
United States

14 (16%)
5 (6%)
17 (19%)
2 (2%)

Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***

1 (100%)
1 (100%)

7 (8%)
3 (3%)
15 (17%)
2 (2%)
46 (51%)

24 (26%)
16 (18%)
12 (13%)

1 (12%)

2 (9%)
3 (3%)
4 (4%)
5 (11%)
5 (6%)
7 (8%)
13 (14%)
29 (32%)

Population Source
General population (Adult and
child)

Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***
Occupational
Asthma***
Asthma symptoms***
Pulmonary function***

37 (41%)
24 (65%)
23 (62%)
5 (14%)
54 (60%)
20 (37%)

59 (66%)

33 (56%)
30 (51%)
18 (31%)
31 (34%)
11 (35%)
19 (61%)
20 (65%)

*Studies that reported child versus adult data separately fell into both categories (as opposed to studies that reported collectively on children and
adults mixed in the study population)—therefore total % is greater than 100%
**Due to the variety of different countries represented, countries with similar counts have been grouped together for reporting. For instance, there
are 5 studies located in Australia and 5 other studies located in China.
***Many studies report multiple asthma outcomes—therefore total % is greater than 100%. Percentages are calculated out of the category subtotal; for instance, the percentage of asthma studies in children is calculated as 24/37.
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Table 3a. Study categorization by study population and outcome.
Study
Akbar Khanzadeh et al.
1994
(Cross-sectional)

Children

Adults

Asthma
Diagnosis

Asthma
Symptoms

Pulmonary
Measures

Meta
Analysis

Akbar Khanzadeh et al.
1997
(Cross-sectional)
Annesi Maesano et al.
2012
(Cross-sectional)
Billionnet et al. 2011
(Cross-sectional)
Burge et al. 1984
(Case reports)
Chatzidiakou et al. 2014
(Cross-sectional)
Choi et al. 2009
(Case-control)
Dannemiller et al. 2013
(Cross-sectional)
De Vos et al. 2009
Delfino et al. 2003
(Cross-sectional)
Dumas et al. 2017
(Case control study nested
within prospective cohort)
Elshaer et al. 2017
(Cross-sectional)
Ezratty et al. 2007
(Non-randomized
controlled trial)
Fornander et al. 2014
(Cross-sectional)
Fransman et al. 2003
(Cross-sectional)
Frey et al. 2014
(Cross-sectional)
Frigas et al. 1984
(Case reports)
Frisk et al. 2002
(Cohort (Prospective))
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Frisk et al. 2006
(Case-control)
Frisk et al. 2009
(Cross-sectional)
Fsadni et al. 2018
(Cohort (Prospective))
Gannon et al. 1995
(Case reports)
Garrett et al. 1999 (note
Garrett et al. 1998 used
same cohort so combined
to one record)
(Cross-sectional)
Gorski et al. 1991
(Cohort)
Green et al. 1987
(Randomized controlled
trial)
Hanson et al. 1993
(Cross-sectional)
Harving et al. 1990
(Randomized controlled
trial)
Hendrick et al. 1977
(Cohort (Prospective))
Herbert et al. 1994
(Cross-sectional)
Horvath et al. 1988
(Cross-sectional)
Hsu et al. 2012
(Case-control)
Huang et al. 2016
(Nested case-control)
Hulin et al. 2010
(Nested case-control)
Hwang et al. 2011
(Case-control)
Idavain et al. 2019
(Cross-sectional)
Jacobsen et al. 2009
(Cohort (Prospective))
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Jeong et al. 2011
(Cross-sectional)
Kilburn et al. 1985
(Cohort (Prospective))
Kilburn, Seidman, and
Warshaw 1985
(Cross-sectional)
Kim et al. 2007
(Cross-sectional)
Kim et al. 2011
(Cross-sectional)
Kim et al. 2014
(Non-randomized
controlled trial)
Kriebel et al. 1993
(Cross-sectional)
Kriebel et al. 2001
(Cohort (Prospective))
Krzyzanowski et al. 1990
(Cross-sectional)
Lajoie et al. 2015
(Randomized controlled
trial)
Liu et al. 1991
(Cross-sectional)
Lofstedt et al. 2009
(Cohort (Prospective))
Lofstedt et al. 2011
(Cohort (Prospective))
Low et al. 1985
(Cross-sectional)
Madureira et al. 2015 (note
same cohort of children as
Madureira et al. 2015b, but
more comprehensive, so
combined to one record)
(Cross-sectional and casecontrol)
Madureira et al. 2016
(Cross-sectional and casecontrol)
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Malaka et al. 1990
(Cross-sectional)
Mapou et al. 2013
(Cross-sectional)
Marks et al. 2010
(Non-randomized
controlled trial)
Matsunaga et al. 2007
(Cross-sectional)
Mi et al. 2006
(Cross-sectional)
Milton et al. 1996
(Cross-sectional)
Neamtiu et al. 2019
(Cohort (Prospective))
Norback et al. 1995
(Cross-sectional)
Norback et al. 2000
(Cross-sectional)
Nordman et al. 1985
(Case reports)
Popa et al. 1969
(Cohort (Prospective))
Pourmabahabadian et al.
2006
(Cross-sectional)
Quackenboss et al. 1989
(Cross-sectional)
Raaschou-Nielsen et al.
2010
(Cohort (Prospective))
Rumchev et al. 2002
(Case-control)
Sauder et al. 1987
(Non-randomized
controlled trial)
Schenker et al. 1982
(Cross-sectional)
Sheppard et al. 1984
(Non-randomized
controlled trial)
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Smedje and Norback 2000
(Cohort (Prospective))
Smedje and Norback 2001
(Cohort (Prospective))
Smedje et al. 1997
(Cross-sectional)
Tavernier et al. 2006
(Cross-sectional)
Thetkathuek et al. 2016
(Cross-sectional)
Tuomainen et al. 2003
(Cohort)
Tuthill 1984
(Cross-sectional)
Uba et al. 1989
(Cohort (Prospective))
Venn et al. 2003
(Case-control)
Veremchuk et al. 2016
(Cross-sectional)
Wieslander et al. 1997
(Cross-sectional)
Willis et al. 2018
(Repeated cross-sectional)
Witek, Jr et al. 1986
(Randomized controlled
trial)
Witek, Jr et al. 1987
(Randomized controlled
trial)
Yeatts et al. 2012
(Cross-sectional)
Yon et al. 2019
(Cohort (Prospective))
Yoon and Lin 2014
(Case-control)
Zammit-Tabona et al. 1983
(Cross-sectional)
Zhai et al. 2013
(Cross-sectional)
Zhao et al. 2008
(Cross-sectional)
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Table 3b. Study Characteristics
Study
(Study
Design)

Study
population
& location

Sample
size

Smedje and
Norback
2001
(Prospective
Cohort)

Children in
the general
population
attending 39
public
schools in
Uppsala
county in
Sweden
(follow up
study to
Smedje and
Norback
2000)

1347
students
in 1st,
4th or
7th grade
(mean
age 10.3
years in
1993 and
14.3
years in
1997)

Exposure
assessment

Exposure
ranges

Outcome
assessment (not
including
pulmonary
function tests)
Studies considered for meta-analysis
Formaldehy Arithmetic
Questionnaire
de was
mean: 8
completed by
measured
ug/m3
subjects in 1993
for 4 hours
(range <5and 1997 included
in 2-5
72);
question on
secondary
geometric
whether student
school
mean: 4
had ever had
classrooms
ug/m3 (SD
asthma and if
and for each
2.3)
diagnosis made by
primary
physician;
school
additional
classroom
questions on lower
for each
respiratory
school in
symptoms based on
1993 (prior
questionnaire from
to
European
installation
Community
of new
Respiratory Health
ventilation
Survey (ECRHS)
system) and
in 1995
(after
installation
of new
ventilation
system)

Outcomes
Reported

Confounders

Results

Asthma
diagnosis
(incidence)

Age, atopy,
smoking, sex

OR=1.2, 95%
CI [0.8-1.7]
for asthma
diagnosis per
10 ug
increase in
formaldehyd
e in
classroom air
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Rumchev et
al. 2002
(Casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population
with asthma
identified by
the Accident
and
Emergency
Dept at the
Princess
Margaret
Hospital for
Children and
nonasthmatic
controls
identified
through the
Health Dept
of Western
Australia,
Perth,
Western
Australia

88
asthmatic
children
(mean
age 25
months)
and 104
nonasth
matic
controls
(mean
age 20
months)
(ages 6
months-3
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in the living
room and
child's
bedroom for
8 hours
during the
day in JulySeptember
1998 and
December
1998-March
1999

Mean
bedroom:
30.2
ug/m3;
mean
living
room: 27.5
ug/m3

Asthma cases were
children discharged
with medical
diagnosis of asthma
from emergency
department;
questionnaire from
American Thoracic
Society completed
by parents for
respiratory
symptoms
(including wheeze)
and home
characteristics

Asthma
diagnosis,
wheeze

Age, air
conditioning,
allergen levels
of house dust
mite, atopy,
child allergies,
family history
of asthma,
humidifier and
gas appliances,
indoor air
pollutants,
indoor
temperature,
presence of
pets, relative
humidity, sex,
smoking inside,
socioeconomic
status

OR=1.003,
95% CI
[1.002-1.004]
for asthma
diagnosis per
10-unit
(ug/m3)
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure.
Children who
reported
wheeze were
also exposure
to high
average
indoor levels
of
formaldehyd
e (40.5
ug/m3)
compared to
those without
such
symptoms
(26.7 ug/m3)
and the
difference
was
significant
(p<0.01)
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Smedje et
al. 1997
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending 11
public
schools in
Uppsala
county in
Sweden

627
students
in 7th
grade
(ages 1314 years)

Formaldehy
de was
measured
for 4 hours
in 2-3
classrooms
for each
school (total
28
classrooms)
in 1993

Arithmetic
mean: <5
ug/m3
(range <510)

Questionnaire on
asthmatic
symptoms amended
from one used in
the ECRHS
completed by
subjects; current
asthma defined as
physician diagnosis
and symptoms
within the last year

Current
asthma
(diagnosed)

Kim et al.
2011
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending 4th
grade in
twelve
randomlyselected
schools in
three cities
(Guri,
Namyangju,
and
Chunchon) in
Korea

1915
total
school
children
(mean
age 10
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
continuously
for 7 days in
classrooms
(n=34) and
outside
classroom
windows
(n=12) in
NovemberDecember
2004

Mean
(classroom)
: 18.2
ug/m3 (SD
17.3; range
2.7-52.8);
mean
(outdoor):
16.5 ug/m3
(SD 12.5;
range 3.345.3)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects; current
asthma defined as
either having
current medication
or asthma attack in
last 12 months

Doctordiagnosed
asthma,
current
asthma,
wheeze

Controlled for
"personal
factors," but no
explicit
discussion of
what these
included. May
include atopy,
food allergy,
and whether
attended day
care center for
several years
Age, sex, selfreported furry
pet or pollen
allergy, and
home
environment
(remodeling,
changing floor,
age of home
building,
environmental
tobacco smoke
and indoor
dampness)

OR=1.1, 95%
CI [1.01-1.2]
for current
asthma per 1unit change
(mg/m3) in
formaldehyd
e
concentration

OR=1.2, 95%
CI [0.44,
3.24] selfreported
wheezing
during last 12
months per
10 ug/m3
increase in
outdoor
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.15,
95% CI
[0.88, 1.5]
self-reported
wheezing
during last 12
months per
10 ug/m3
increase in
indoor
classroom
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formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=2.1, 95%
CI [0.71,
6.23] current
asthma
(either
having
current
asthma
medication or
having an
asthma attack
during the
last 12
months) per
10 ug/m3
increase in
outdoor
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.04,
95% CI
[0.78, 1.4]
current
asthma per
10 ug/m3
increase in
indoor
classroom
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=0.8, 95%
CI [0.22,
2.85] asthma
diagnosis per
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10 ug/m3
increase in
outdoor
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=0.92,
95% CI
[0.67, 1.26]
asthma
diagnosis per
10 ug/m3
increase in
indoor
classroom
formaldehyd
e exposure.
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Mi et al.
2006
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending
junior high
schools in
central
Shanghai and
western
Shanghai
near Huang
Pu river in
China

1414
total
school
children
from 5
schools
in each
district
participat
ed by
question
naire in
Novemb
er 2000
(aged 1214 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in 30
classrooms
for 4 hours
using
stationary
monitor in
NovemberDecember
2000

Mean: 9.4
ug/m3 (SD
6.9; range
3-20)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects and
included questions
about asthma
(doctor-diagnosed,
asthma
medications,
asthma attacks),
airway symptoms
during last year
without using
phrase "asthma"
(wheezing,
breathlessness)

Current
asthma
(diagnosed),
asthma
attack,
medication
use, current
wheeze,
nocturnal
breathlessnes
s, daytime
breathlessnes
s

Age, gender,
indoor molds,
smoking, water
leakage

OR=1.01,
95% CI
[0.56, 1.81]
for current
wheeze per
10 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.09,
95% CI
[0.86, 1.38]
for daytime
breathlessnes
s per 10
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.26,
95% CI
[0.63, 2.53]
for nocturnal
breathlessnes
s per 10
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.24,
95% CI
[0.63, 2.45]
for asthma
attack per 10
ug/m3
increase in
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Kim et al.
2007
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending all
eight primary
schools in
Knivsta
Municipality
in rural
outskirts of
Uppsala City,
Sweden

1014
school
children
(ages 515 years,
mean age
9 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in three
classrooms
in each
school for 6
hours in
May-June
2000

Mean for
23
classrooms:
7.13 ug/m3
(range 316)

Questionnaire
completed by
parents with
cooperation of
child in April-May
2000 and included
questions about
asthma (doctordiagnosed, asthma
medications,
asthma attacks),
airway symptoms
during last year
without using
phrase "asthma"

Current
asthma
(diagnosed),
current
asthma
medication,
wheezing,
nocturnal
breathlessnes
s, and
daytime
breathlessnes
s

Age, gender

formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.26,
95% CI
[0.65, 2.46]
for asthma
medication
per 10 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.3, 95%
CI [0.72,
2.32] for
current
asthma per
10 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure.
OR=1.03,
95% CI
[0.86, 1.24]
for nocturnal
breathlessnes
s per 1 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure in
classroom.
OR=0.96,
95% CI
[0.87, 1.05]
for wheeze
per 1 ug/m3
increase in
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(wheezing,
breathlessness)

formaldehyd
e exposure in
classroom.
OR=0.96,
95% CI
[0.85, 1.08]
for daytime
breathlessnes
s per 1 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure in
classroom.
OR=1.02,
95% CI
[0.93, 1.13]
for doctordiagnosed
asthma per 1
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure in
classroom.
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Zhao et al.
2008
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending first
year classes
in 10 junior
high schools
within urban
areas of
Taiyun,
China

1993
school
children
(mean
age 12.8
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
continuously
for 7 days in
one
representativ
e location in
each school

Mean
(classroom)
: 2.3 ug/m3
(SD 1.1;
range 1.05.0); mean
(outdoor):
5.8 ug/m3
(SD 0.6;
range 5.07.0)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects including
questions on
asthma
(cumulative,
doctor-diagnosed,
and current) and on
respiratory health
(wheeze,
breathlessness)
based on
International Study
of Asthma and
Allergy in
Childhood
(ISAAC)

Cumulative
asthma
(diagnosed),
wheeze or
whistling in
the chest,
nocturnal and
daytime
attacks of
breathlessnes
s

Personal and
home
environmental
factors, age,
environmental
tobacco smoke
at home, indoor
and outdoor
pollutants, new
floor and new
furniture in
preceding 12
months,
parental asthma
or allergy,
recent home
painting, sex

OR=1.11,
95% CI
[0.55, 2.23]
for
cumulative
asthma per 1
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
indoor.
OR=4.61,
95% CI
[1.09, 19.5]
for
cumulative
asthma per 1
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
outdoor.
OR=0.93,
95% CI
[0.78, 1.1]
for daytime
breathlessnes
s per 1 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
indoor.
OR=1.29,
95% CI
[0.99, 1.68]
for
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cumulative
asthma per 1
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
outdoor.
OR=1.11,
95% CI
[0.87, 1.41]
for wheeze or
whistling in
the chest per
1 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
indoor.
OR=1.32,
95% CI
[0.86, 2.04]
for wheeze or
whistling in
the chest per
1 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
outdoor.
OR=1.92,
95% CI
[0.87, 1.41]
for nocturnal
attacks of
breathlessnes
s per 1 ug/m3
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increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
indoor.
OR=2.03,
95% CI
[0.91, 4.54]
for nocturnal
attacks of
breathlessnes
s per 1 ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure
outdoor.
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Hulin et al.
2010
(Nested
casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population
attending
school and
living within
a city
(ClermontFerrand,
Auvergne,
France) who
participated
in the Six
Cities study
or in
surrounding
rural areas
(Auvergne,
France)

63 urban Formaldehy
children de measured
(32
continuously
asthmatic for one week
s and 31 in the living
controls)
room;
and 51
assessed
rural
during
children summer and
(24
winter in
asthmatic urban area in
s and 27
2003-2004
controls)
and in
(mean
summer in
age 12.6
rural area
years)
2006-2007

Median:
19.2
ug/m3;
maximum:
75.1 ug/m3

Questionnaire
completed by
parents; cases
identified on basis
of "yes" response to
questions about
ever having
asthma, wheezing
in last year, and use
of asthma
medication

Current
asthma, ever
asthma,
asthma

Age, allergic
rhinitis,
exposure to
passive
smoking during
early
childhood,
family history
of allergy,
location,
season, sex

OR=1.07,
95% CI
[1.01, 1.13]
for asthma
cases per 10
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure in
urban
environments
. OR=1.9,
95% CI
[1.08, 3.5]
for asthma
cases per 10
ug/m3
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure in
rural
environments
. OR=0.62,
95% CI
[0.18, 2.14]
for ever
asthma
comparing
high (>19.2
ug/m3)
asthma
versus low
(<19.2
ug/m3) in
urban
environments
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. OR=10.72,
95% CI
[1.69, 67.61]
for ever
asthma
comparing
high (>19.2
ug/m3)
asthma
versus low
(<19.2
ug/m3) in
rural
environments
. OR=0.24,
95% CI
[0.03, 2.29]
for current
asthma
comparing
high (>19.2
ug/m3)
asthma
versus low
(<19.2
ug/m3) in
urban
environments
. OR=9, 95%
CI [1, 82] for
current
asthma
comparing
high (>19.2
ug/m3)
asthma
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versus low
(<19.2
ug/m3) in
rural
environments
.

Krzyzanows
ki et al.
1990
(Crosssectional)

Municipal
employee
households in
the general
population
with adults
and children
5-15 years of
age in Pima
County
Arizona

298
children
(ages 615 years)
and 613
adults

Formaldehy
de measured
in the
kitchen,
main living
area and
each
subject's
bedroom for
two 1-week
periods

Mean from
202
households
: 26 ppb;
maximum:
140 ppb

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects and
included questions
about asthma
(doctor-diagnosed
with assessment of
current status) and
chronic respiratory
symptoms
(cough/phlegm,
wheezing, and
shortness of breath
with wheezing)

Asthma
diagnosis,
pulmonary
function test

Current
smoker,
education,
environmental
tobacco smoke,
race/ethnicity

Prevalence
rates per 100
subjects of
current
diagnosed
asthma for
children:
11.7 (<=40
ppb
formaldehyd
e), 4.2 (4160ppb
formaldehyd
e), 23.8
(>60ppb
formaldehyd
e). Relation
of PEFR
(Liters/Minut
e) to indoor
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formaldehyd
e (ppb): -1.28
(mean) +/0.46 (SE) for
children <15
years; 0.09
(mean) +/0.27 (SE) for
adults >15
years
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Idavain et
al. 2019
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
from 25
schools in
Ida-Viru,
Lääne-Viru
and Tartu
Counties in
Estonia

1326
children
from
randomly
selected
schools.
Age of
students
range 812 years,

Annual
mean
concentratio
ns of
formaldehyd
e in 2013
were
modelled

Range:
2.59-4.87
ug/m3

Asthma-related
outcomes were
assessed through
questionnaires that
were distributed to
students by
teachers and
completed by
parent and child
together. Questions
inquired whether
child ever had
wheezing or
whistling in the
chest at any time in
the past, whether
they had asthma
diagnosed by
physician, whether
child ever had
attacks of asthma,
and whether child
had wheezing or
whistling in the
chest without cold
in the past 12
months. Children
were then invited
for a clinical
examination for
further evaluation.

Asthma
diagnosis,
asthma
symptoms
(wheezing,
whistling in
chest, asthma
attack)

Age, sex, BMI,
parent's
education and
family income.

OR = 1.01,
95% CI:
[0.90, 1.13]
for every
wheezing per
1 ug/m3
formaldehyd
e exposure.
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Studies not considered for meta-analysis
Smedje and
Norback
2000
(Prospective
Cohort)

Children in
the general
population
attending 39
public
schools in
Uppsala
county in
Sweden

1476
students
in 1st,
4th or
7th grade
(mean
age 10.4
years in
1993 and
12.3
years in
1995)

Formaldehy
de was
measured
for 4 hours
in 2-5
secondary
school
classrooms
and for each
primary
school
classroom
for each
school in
1993 (prior
to
installation
of new
ventilation
system) and
in 1995
(after
installation
of new
ventilation
system)

Geometric
mean 1993
(received
new
ventilation
system
later): 6
ug/m3;
geometric
mean 1993
(no new
ventilation
system): 3
ug/m3;
change
from 19931995 (new
ventilation
system): -4
ug/m3;
change
from 19931995 (no
new
ventilation
system): 4
ug/m3

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects in 1993 &
1995 included
questions about
asthma and asthma
symptoms
(amended from
those used by
ECRHS); current
asthma defined as
ever had asthma
diagnosed by
doctor and had at
least one asthmatic
symptom recently
or using
medication;
asthmatic
symptoms include
recurrent persistent
cough, persistent
wheeze or
shortness of breath,
or during past 12
months had asthma
attack, shortness of
breath after
exercise or
nocturnal shortness
of breath

Current
asthma, ever
asthma
(doctordiagnosed),
any asthmatic
symptoms,
more than 1
asthmatic
symptom

Age, atopy,
smoking, sex

OR=0.3, 95%
CI [0.1, 0.8]
for any
asthmatic
symptoms
comparing
children with
new
ventilation to
those
without.
OR=0.6, 95%
CI [0.2, 2.8]
for ever
doctor's
asthma
diagnosis
comparing
children with
new
ventilation to
those
without.
OR=1.2, 95%
CI [0.4, 4.1]
for current
asthma
comparing
children with
new
ventilation to
those
without.
OR=0.5, 95%
CI [0.2, 0.97]
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Fsadni et al.
2018
(Prospective
Cohort)

Children in
the general
population at
five primary
state school
randomly
selected from
five
geographical
clusters in
Malta

Sample
size not
reported.
Age of
students
range 911 years.

Sampling
took place
over a 5-day
period
(Monday
morning
until Friday
afternoon).
Pollutant
concentratio
ns were
averaged.

Indoor:
mean 11.21
ug/m3 (sd:
2.95,
range:
6.6718.89).
Outdoor:
mean 1.81
ug/m3 (sd:
0.44,
range:
1.37-2.4)

Standardized
International Study
of Asthma and
Allergies in
Childhood
(ISAAC)
questionnaire
focusing on
wheezing
symptoms reported
by parents

Asthma
symptoms
(wheezing),
pulmonary
lung function
tests

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

for more
asthmatic
symptoms in
1995 than in
1993
comparing
children with
new
ventilation to
those
without.
No
quantitative
association
estimates
available.
Authors only
report that
formaldehyd
e is
associated
with more
likely current
wheezing,
but not
exerciseinduced
wheezing or
nocturnal
cough.
Quantitative
estimates for
associations
are not
reported.
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Yon et al.
2019
(Prospective
Cohort)

Children in
the general
population
attending
eleven
elementary
schools in
Seongnam
City, Korea

Neamtiu et
al. 2019
(Prospective
Cohort)

Children in
the general
population
attending five
public
primary
schools from
Alba County
in Romania
as part of the
SINPHONE
cohort study

427
students
from 11
randomly
selected
classroo
ms, 10
with
asthma.
Age of
students
not
reported,
although
all were
in
elementa
ry
school.
280
students
from 15
different
classroo
ms in
primary
school
(age not
reported)

Formaldehy
de
concentratio
ns were
measured
twice in
each
classroom
(once in the
first half and
once in the
second half
of the
academic
year).

Average
classroom
concentrati
on: 27.17
ug/m3 (+/7.72,
maximum
60 ug/m3)

Asthma defined by
the presence of
characteristic
symptoms and/or
signs during the
previous 12
months, based on
the International
Study of Asthma
and Allergies in
Childhood
questionnaire

Asthma
symptoms

Age, sex,
environmental
tobacco smoke
exposure,
keeping a pet at
home, and
physiciandiagnosed
asthma and AD
in parents

OR = 1.023,
95% CI:
[0.960,
1.089] for
asthma per 1
ug/m3
increase in
indoor
formaldehyd
e exposure

Formaldehy
de exposures
were
measured
for five days
inside three
classrooms
and in one
outside
location at
each school.

Indoor:
Mean
34.16
ug/m3 (sd:
15.07,
range:
15.5066.19),
Outdoor:
Mean 9.50
ug/m3 (sd:
3.23,
range:
6.03-12.90)

SINPHONE
questionnaire
completed by
students inquiring
about asthma-like
symptoms in the
past week

Asthma-like
symptoms
(difficulty
breathing,
dry cough,
and wheezing
in the past
week)

Age, gender,
NO2, CO,
CO2,
temperature,
relative
humidity,
ventilation rate,
and tobacco
smoke
exposure for
the past week

OR = 2.69,
95% CI:
[1.04, 6.97]
for asthmalike
symptoms
from
exposure
formaldehyd
e
concentration
(higher
formaldehyd
e (>=35
ug/m3)
compared to
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lower (=35
ug/m3))

Hwang et al.
2011
(Casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population
attending
elementary
school in
Seongbuk,
Seoul

33
asthmatic
children
and 40
nonasthmatic
controls
(ages 813 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal,
indoor, and
outdoor
monitors for
3 days in
2008

Geometric
mean
(indoor):
33.3
ug/m3;
geometric
mean
(outdoor):
5.0 ug/m3;
geometric
mean
(personal):
27.8 ug/m3

Parents completed
ISAAC
questionnaire;
children with selfreported asthma
symptoms or
physiciandiagnosed included
as cases

Asthma
diagnosis

Age, gender,
family income,
parents'
academic
background,
passive
smoking

OR=1.0, 95%
CI [1.0, 1.1]
for childhood
asthma for
increasing
formaldehyd
e exposure.
Unit of
increasing
exposure was
unclear.
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Hsu et al.
2012
(Casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population
attending
randomly
selected
kindergartens
and day care
centers
(n=335
participating)
in the greater
Tainan
Metropolitan
area of
Taiwan,
China

9
asthmatic
children
and 42
nonasthmatic
controls
(ages 3-9
years,
mean age
7 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in children's
bedroom for
2 hours
between
August 2008
and
September
2009

Median (all
children):
6.2 ppb
(range
25th-75th
percentile
4.3-20.4);
median
(asthma
cases): 4.3
ppb (range
25th-75th
percentile
3.2-9.6);
median
(controls):
13.8 ppb
(range
25th-75th
percentile
4.3-24.6)

Medical
examination by
pediatrician to
diagnose asthma
including physical
examination and
standardized
questionnaire

Asthma
diagnosed by
medical
examination

The analyses
with
formaldehyde
as the exposure
of concern do
not account for
potential
confounders.
Differences
were identified
between study
subjects and
the original
population,
including
child's gender,
parental
education level,
parental
allergic history,
and parental
smoking status.

Median
measured 2hour indoor
formaldehyd
e levels in the
bedrooms of
physician
confirmed
asthma case
children (4.3
ppb; 25th
percentile:
3.2, 75th
percentile:
9.6) were
statistically
significantly
lower
(p=0.03) than
median
measured
formaldehyd
e levels in the
bedrooms of
nonsymptomatic
control
children(13.8
ppb; 25th
percentile:
4.3, 75th
percentile:
24.6).
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Yoon and
Lin 2014
(Casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population
attending
elementary
school in
Andong,
Korea

162
students
(mean
age 11.5
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal
samplers in
breathing
zone for 3
working
days

Geometric
mean
(asthma
cases): 6.96
ug/m3;
geometric
mean
(controls):
8.31 ug/m3

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects and
included questions
from American
Thoracic Society
criteria; students
asked if they had
asthma symptoms,
and if yes, what
symptoms were and
if they had been
diagnosed with
asthma by a
physician

Asthma
diagnosis

Age, gender,
family history
of asthma,
family income,
amount of
house sunlight,
distance from
bus within
100m,
household with
smokers,
outdoor
chemical odors

Tavernier et
al. 2006
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
participating
in the Indoor
Pollutants,
Endotoxin,
Allergens,
Damp and
Asthma in

200
children
(ages 4
to 17
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
during 2
visits per
home 1
week apart

Not
reported

Questionnaire
validated against
physician diagnosis
of asthma

Asthma
diagnosed by
medical
examination

Considered
factors:
bedroom
sharing,
benzene in
bedroom, dust
mite allergen,
endotoxin,
furred pet
ownership, gas

There was no
significant
difference
between the
asthmatic
group and
nonasthmatic
group
formaldehyd
e exposure
level; the
asthmatic
group had a
formaldehyd
e exposure of
6.96 ug/m3
GM, 2.26
GSD; the
nonasthmatic
group had an
exposure of
8.31 ug/m3
GM, 1.66
GSD
OR=0.82,
95% CI
[0.33, 2.05]
for asthma
comparing
second tertile
of exposure
to
formaldehyd
e to first
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Manchester
(IPEADAM)
study
recruited as
patients of 2
primary care
facilities or
healthy
controls
subjects in
South
Manchester,
United
Kingdom

cooking,
nitrogen
dioxide in
bedroom,
nitrogen
dioxide in
living room,
number of
children in
household,
presence of
smokers,
redecoration in
living room,
respirable
suspended
particles in
living room,
self-reported
absence of
dampness in
home, selfreported
dampness in
kitchen and
bathroom,
single-parent
family,
solanesol
particulate
matter in
bedroom,
solanesol
particulate
matter in living
room, time in

tertile.
OR=1.22,
95% CI
[0.49, 3.07]
for asthma
comparing
third tertile
of exposure
to
formaldehyd
e to first
tertile.
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residence.
Unclear what
author
ultimately
controlled for.

Willis et al.
2018
(Repeated
crosssectional)

Hospitalized
children in
the general
population
living in the
entire state of
Pennsylvania
(67 total
counties)

15,837
children
with
pediatric
asthmarelated
hospitali
zations.
Age
range
from 218 years.

Formaldehy
de exposure
was
evaluated
using the
Pennsylvani
a
Unconventio
nal Natural
Gas
Emission
Inventory
which has
annualized
emissions
data from
Unconventio
nal Gas
Drilling
(UNGD)
sites.
Pollutants
reported in
tons emitted
per year and
linked to

Median:
0.00021
tons/year
emissions
(range: 022.51)

Asthma
hospitalizations
were obtained from
the Pennsylvania
Healthcare Cost
Containment
Council
hospitalization data
by identifying
diagnostic codes
with a 493 ICD-9
code, which
indicates acute
asthma
exacerbation.

Asthma
hospitalizatio
ns and
exacerbations

Sex, race, year,
quarter,
insurance
status, zip code
respiratory
hazard index,
county median
household
income
quartile, county
unemployment,
county poverty
under 18 years
old, and county
log population
density

OR = 1.2,
95% CI =
[1.06, 1.36]
for asthma
hospitalizatio
ns for
increasing
formaldehyd
e exposure
(log-sum
emissions)
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participants'
zip code.

Huang et al.
2016
(Nested
casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population
attending 88
randomly
selected
kindergartens
from
Shanghai's
six districts

1216
children
with
asthma
and 8651
nonsymp
tomatic
children
(ages 510 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
as in
children's
bedroom
over seven
consecutive
days

Mean
formaldehy
de 24 hour
measureme
nts over
cases and
controls:
21.5 ug/m3
(sd=13.0).
407
(99.3%)
samples
were <100
ug/m3.
Children's
ages
ranged
from 5-10
years.

Questionnaire
completed by
parents derived
from the
International Study
of Asthma and
Allergies in
Childhood. Asked
questions of
whether child has
been diagnosed
with asthma by a
doctor (yes versus
no)

Asthma
diagnosed by
medical
examination

Age, sex,
located district
of residence,
family history
of atopy,
ownership of
the current
residence,
household
environmental
tobacco smoke,
household
dampnessrelated
exposures,
inspection
season

OR=1.21,
95% CI
[0.60, 2.45]
for childhood
asthma
comparing
2nd quartile
of
formaldehyd
e exposure in
child's
bedroom to
1st quartile;
OR=0.89,
95% CI
[0.64, 1.24]
for 3rd
quartile,
OR=1.09,
95% CI
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[0.86, 1.38]
for fourth
quartile

Madureira
et al. 2016
(Crosssectional
and casecontrol)

A subset of
children in
the general
population
who were
involved in a
crosssectional
investigation
recruited
from 20
schools in
Porto,
Portugal

38
homes of
asthmatic
children
and 30
homes
from
nonsymp
tomatic
children,
average
age 8.5
years

Between
October
2012-April
2013 visual
inspections
and air
sampling
were
performed in
all homes.
Samples
were
collected in
the rear of
children's
bedroom 11.5m above
the floor.
Outdoor
samples
were
collected
when
possible at
heights of 1-

Mean
(cases):
14.6 ug/m3
(sd=10.4);
range=
3.68-50.7.
Mean
(controls):
16.6 ug/m3
(sd=9.49);
range =
5.22-43.3

Questionnaire
based on the
International Study
of Asthma and
Allergies in
Childhood
completed by legal
guardians of
children

Self-reported
asthma
symptoms-wheeze (ever
wheeze,
wheeze in the
last 30 days),
asthma in
school.
Reported on
cases
diagnosed
with asthma
by physician,
but did not
show data in
publication.

No statistically
significant
differences in
conditions
between case
and control
groups, such as
the presence of
pets, use of air
fresheners,
incense stick,
humidifiers,
stuffed toys
and smoking
habits at home

pvalue=0.199
comparing
formaldehyd
e exposure
between
cases
(asthmatic
children) and
control
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2m above
ground.

Madureira
et al. 2015
(note same
cohort of
children as
Madureira
et al. 2015b,
but more
comprehens
ive, so
combined to
one record)
(Crosssectional
and casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population
attending 20
public
primary
schools and a
subset of
asthmatic
children in
Porto,
Portugal.
Investigation
was
conducted
between
2011-2013.

1099
school
children
for
classroo
m
exposure
measure
ments;
38
asthmatic
children
and 30
nonasth
matic
children
for home
exposure
measure
ments
(ages 8-9
years)

School
measuremen
ts:
formaldehyd
e measured
over 5 day
period at
breathing
zone in 73
classrooms;
Nov. 2011Dec. 2012
and Nov.
2012-March
2013; Home
measuremen
ts:
formaldehyd
e measured
over period
of 7 days in
rear of
child's
bedroom in
Nov. 2011Dec. 2012
and Nov.
2012-March
2013

Median
(school):
17.5
ug/m3;
25th
percentile
(school):
13.8
ug/m3;
75th
percentile
(school):
23.1
ug/m3;
median
(home):
11.4 ug/m3
for cases,
14.8 ug/m3
for controls

Parents completed
paper-based
questionnaire used
in the International
Study of Asthma
and Allergies in
Childhood;
asthmatic cases
answered yes to at
least one question
on asthma (doctordiagnosed;
wheezing in last
year)

For school
measurement
s: Asthma in
school,
doctordiagnosed
asthma,
wheeze <30
d, wheeze
<12 mo, ever
wheeze,
pulmonary
function
tests; for
home
measurement
s: asthma

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

No statistical
comparison
between
formaldehyd
e levels
between
cases
(asthmatic
children) and
controls
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RaaschouNielsen et
al. 2010
(Prospective
Cohort)

Infants in the
general
population
born to
mothers with
asthma
participating
in
Copenhagen
Prospective
Study on
Asthma in
Childhood
(COPSAC) in
Copenhagen,
Denmark

378
infants
active in
cohort at
18
months
of age

Formaldehy
de measured
in children's
bedrooms
three times
during first
18 months
of life, for
10 weeks on
each
occasion

Mean: 20.3
ug/m3;
median:
17.7
ug/m3; 5th95th
percentile:
7.9-36.7
ug/m3

Questionnaire
completed in daily
diary by parents
when children
between 6-18
months of age

Wheezing
symptoms

Baseline lung
function,
education of
mother,
residential area,
sex

OR=1.11,
95% CI
[0.47, 2.63]
for wheezing
symptoms
comparing
2nd quintile
(12.4-16.3
ug/m3) of
formaldehyd
e exposure to
1st quintile
(<12.4
ug/m3);
OR=1.21,
95% CI
[0.51, 2.92]
for 3rd
quintile
(16.3-20.3
ug/m3)
compared to
first,
OR=1.4, 95%
CI [0.57,
3.47] for
fourth
quintile
(20.3-25.6
ug/m3)
compared to
first;
OR=0.67,
95% CI
[0.29, 1.54]
for 5th
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quintile
(>25.6
ug/m3)
compared to
first

Venn et al.
2003
(Casecontrol)

Children in
the general
population in
primary
schools
participating
in a study of
traffic
pollution
exposure and
childhood in
1995/1996 in
Nottingham
City, United
Kingdom

193
children
with
wheeze
and 223
children
with no
reported
wheeze
(ages 911 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in child's
bedroom for
3 days
between
1998-1999

Range: 0>32 ug/m3

Daily symptom
diary over 4 weeks

Persisting
wheezing
illness,
frequent
daytime and
nighttime
respiratory
symptoms

Age, Carstairs
deprivation
index, sex

OR=0.47,
95% CI
[0.17, 1.25]
for frequent
daytime
respiratory
symptoms
comparing
2nd quartile
(16.1-22
ug/m3) of
formaldehyd
e exposure to
1st quartile
(<16 ug/m3);
OR=2, 95%
CI [0.71,
5.65] for 3rd
quartile
(22.1-32
ug/m3)
compared to
1st,
OR=2.08,
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95% CI
[0.71, 6.11]
for fourth
quartile (>32
ug/m3)
compared to
1st, p-value
for
trend=0.05.
OR=1.4, 95%
CI [0.54,
3.62] for
frequent
nighttime
respiratory
symptoms
comparing
2nd quartile
of
formaldehyd
e exposure to
1st quartile;
OR=1.61,
95% CI
[0.62, 4.19]
for 3rd
quartile
compared to
1st,
OR=3.33,
95% CI
[1.23, 9.01]
for fourth
quartile
compared to
1st, p-value
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for trend =
0.02.
OR=1.14,
95% CI
[0.65, 2] for
persistent
wheezing
symptoms
comparing
2nd quartile
of
formaldehyd
e exposure to
1st quartile;
OR=1.08,
95% CI
[0.62, 1.86]
for 3rd
quartile
compared to
1st,
OR=1.04,
95% CI
[0.59, 1.82]
for fourth
quartile
compared to
1st, p-value
for trend =
0.93.
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Choi et al.
2009
(Casecontrol)

Child patients
in the general
population
with atopy
recruited
from
outpatient
clinic in
Seoul, South
Korea

36
children
with
allergic
asthma
(mean
age 16.2
years)
and 28
nonatopic
controls
(mean
age 15.4)

Formaldehy
de measured
inside and
outside
subjects'
homes over
period from
March to
June 2006

Garrett et al.
1999 (note
Garrett et al.
1998 used
same cohort
so combined
to one
record)
(Crosssectional)

Children in
households in
the general
population
recruited for
study in
Latrobe
Valley,
Victoria,
Australia

148
children
(ages 714 years,
mean age
10.2
years)
from 80
househol
ds

Formaldehy
de measured
for four days
in bedrooms
of children,
living
rooms,
kitchens,
and outside
the home
between
MarchApril, May,
and
September
1994 and

Geometric
mean
(indoor):
42.46
ug/m3
controls,
54.15
ug/m3
allergic
asthma
cases;
geometric
mean
(outdoor):
5.07 ug/m3
controls,
9.35 ug/m3
allergic
asthma
cases
Median:
15.8
ug/m3;
maximum:
139 ug/m3

Medical records for
diagnosis of atopy,
with skin prick
tests, and IgE
assays

Asthma

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

Geometric
mean for
formaldehyd
e exposure =
9.35 for
allergic
asthma cases,
5.07 for nonatopic
controls, pvalue nonsignificant

Questionnaire
completed by
parents included
questions on
respiratory
symptoms in
previous year for
cough, shortness of
breath, wheeze,
asthma attacks and
chest tightness

Asthma,
respiratory
symptom
score

Parental allergy
and parental
asthma

Mean
respiratory
score=1.09,
95% CI
[0.42, 1.76]
for
formaldehyd
e exposure
<20 ug/m3,
2.21, 95% CI
[1.7, 2.75]
for
formaldehyd
e exposure
20-50 ug/m3,
2.59, 95% CI
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JanuaryFebruary
1995

[1.67, 3.48]
for
formaldehyd
e exposure
>50 ug/m3.
Proportion
asthmatic=16
% for
formaldehyd
e exposure
<20 ug/m3,
39% for
formaldehyd
e exposure
20-50 ug/m3,
44% for
formaldehyd
e exposure
>50 ug/m3.
Bedroom
formaldehyd
e-exposure
groups
showed no
significant
differences
between
groups, but
there were
significant
differences
between
highest
recorded
formaldehyd
e level
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Chatzidiako
u et al. 2014
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending two
primary state
schools in the
greater
London area

151
children
(mean
age 10
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in three
classrooms
and one
outdoor site
for 5
consecutive
days during
the heating

Average
(suburban
school):
32.70
ug/m3 (SD
4.0);
average
(urban
school):
12.81

Standardized
questionnaire
completed by
subjects

Asthma

Personal
(gender, age,
exposure to
tobacco smoke,
satisfaction
with the school
environment,
and stress
levels) and
psychosocial

groups (chisquare=6.84,
df=2,
p=0.03). A
higher
proportion of
asthmatics
was seen
with higher
formaldehyd
e exposure,
with a
significant
linear trend
present
(p=0.02).
Adjusted
odds ratio for
asthma was
not
significantly
different
from 1.0
(exact OR
not
provided).
Urban
schools had
almost eight
times higher
asthma
prevalence
and asthmatic
symptoms
(12.6%)
compared
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ug/m3 (SD
3.7)

Annesi
Maesano et
al. 2012
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending
schools
recruited into
the Six Cities
study in
France

6590
children
(mean
age 10.4
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in schools

Median:
26.8
ug/m3;
25th
percentile:
16.8
ug/m3;
75th
percentile:
33.2 ug/m3

Medical
examination and
ISAAC
questionnaire
completed by
parents

Asthma
(allergic and
non-allergic)
over past
year,
exerciseinduced
asthma

factors. There
is no
information on
which
psychosocial
factors were
considered.

with
suburban
schools
(1.6%), p <
0.001

Paternal or
maternal
history of
asthma and
allergic
diseases,
passive
smoking,
gender, age

OR=1.1, 95%
CI [0.87,
1.38] for
asthma in the
past year for
2nd tertile of
formaldehyd
e exposure
(19.1-28.4
ug/m3)
compared to
1st tertile
(<=19.1
ug/m3).
OR=0.9, 95%
CI [0.76,
1.08] for 3rd
tertile of
formaldehyd
e exposure
(>28.4
ug/m3)
compared to
1st, p-value
for trend =
0.4428.
OR=0.73,
95% CI
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[0.51, 1.03]
for
nonallergic
asthma in the
past year for
2nd tertile of
formaldehyd
e exposure
compared to
1st tertile.
OR=0.82,
95% CI
[0.68, 0.99]
for 3rd tertile
of
formaldehyd
e exposure
compared to
1st, p-value
for trend =
0.32498.
OR=1.31,
95% CI
[1.01, 1.71]
for allergic
asthma in the
past year for
2nd tertile of
formaldehyd
e exposure
compared to
1st tertile.
OR=0.96,
95% CI
[0.69,1.35]
for 3rd tertile
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of
formaldehyd
e exposure
compared to
1st, p-value
for trend =
0.9542.
Correlation
between
formaldehyd
e exposure
and exerciseinduced
asthma = 0.018, pvalue =
0.2257.
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Jeong et al.
2011
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending
second grade
in 56
elementary
schools (11
in Incheon,
Korea and 45
in Jeju,
Korea)

1226
children
attending
Incheon
schools
(mean
age 9.2
years)
and 1748
children
attending
Jeju
schools
(mean
age 9
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in 11
Incheon
schools and
2 Jeju
schools as a
single
measuremen
t in
classrooms,
cafeterias,
infirmaries,
playgrounds,
and rooftops
in December
2008

Mean
outdoor
exposure:
28.64
ug/m3 (SD
65.26) for
Incheon
and 10.00
ug/m3 (SD
0) for Jeju;
mean
indoor
exposure:
279.44
ug/m3 (SD
23.83) for
Incheon
and 196.67
ug/m3 (SD
87.31) for
Jeju

ISAAC
questionnaire
completed by
parents

Ever asthma,
asthma
treatment
over last 12
months, ever
wheezing or
whistling,
wheezing
over last 12
months

Study groups
were not
statistically
different in sex,
height, and
weight. Study
schools where
in industrial
and nonindustrial areas
(proxies for
SES), parental
history of
asthma, and
age were also
reported.
Analyses were
unadjusted ttests and chisquared tests.

N=159
(13.13%)
with ever
diagnosis of
asthma for
children
living in
Incheon
(high levels
of
formaldehyd
e exposure)
compared to
N=230
(13.38%)
children
living in Jeju,
pvalue=0.47.
N=50
(4.19%) with
asthma
treatment in
last 12
months for
children
living in
Incheon
compared to
N=64
(3.78%)
children
living in Jeju,
pvalue=0.57.
N=304
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(24.96%)
with ever
wheeze or
whistling for
children
living in
Incheon
compared to
N=321
(18.80%)
children
living in Jeju,
pvalue<0.01.
N=116
(9.50%) with
wheezing in
last 12
months for
children
living in
Incheon
compared to
N=115
(6.83%)
children
living in Jeju,
pvalue<0.01.
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Delfino et
al. 2003
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
with
physiciandiagnosed
asthma
recruited
through
referrals from
area schools
in East Los
Angeles
County,
California

24
asthmatic
children
(between
10-15
years of
age)

Formaldehy
de measured
by outdoor
stationary
monitoring
stations
between
November
1999January
2000

Mean: 7.21
ppb (SD
2.41; range
4.2714.02);
interquartil
e range:
3.16 ppb;
90th
percentile:
10.09 ppb

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects and
included daily
asthma symptoms
(severity scale) and
number of inhaler
puffs

Asthma
symptoms

Study
exclusion
criteria used to
limit
confounders
such as active
and passive
smoking, and
selected nonworking
Hispanic
children.
Confounding
by weekend
versus
weekday,
maximum
temperature,
and respiratory
infections was
also accounted
for. All
families in the
study had low
SES.

OR=1.3, 95%
CI [0.33,
5.02] for
bothersome
or more
severe
asthma
symptoms
per 7.21ppb
change
(mean) in
formaldehyd
e exposure,
lag day 0.
OR=7.3, 95%
CI [1.46,
36.4] for
bothersome
or more
severe
asthma
symptoms
per 7.21ppb
change
(mean) in
formaldehyd
e exposure,
lag day 1.
OR=2.27,
95% CI
[0.43, 11.9]
for asthma
symptoms
that
interfered
with daily
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Dannemiller
et al. 2013
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
participating
in
formaldehyde
monitoring
study in
primarily
low-income
homes in
Boston,
Massachusett
s

37
children
(<18
years
old)

Formaldehy
de measured
in homes
between
July 2008
and
February
2010

Geometric
mean: 35.1
ppb (SD
1.98; range
5-132 ppb)

Questionnaire;
completed by
children >12 and
parent for <12

Asthma
Control Test
<12 (very
poor control)

Age, gender,
race, sources of
ammonia and
Nox in home.
All participants
were primarily
low income.
Data on type of
housing, age of
building home
ownership, and
resident
smoking habits

activities per
7.21ppb
change
(mean) in
formaldehyd
e exposure,
lag day 0.
OR=2.64,
95% CI
[1.12, 6.21]
for asthma
symptoms
that
interfered
with daily
activities per
7.21ppb
change
(mean) in
formaldehyd
e exposure,
lag day 1.
Geometric
mean of
formaldehyd
e
concentration
for those
with overall
Asthma
Control Test
(ACT)<12
(very poor
control) =
54.0ppb.
Geometric
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Tuthill 1984
(Crosssectional)

Children in
the general
population
attending a
school
system in
Western
Massachusett
s

399
children
(younges
t in
househol
d)

Formaldehy
de exposure
classified
(Y/N) based
on interview
(new
construction
or
remodeling,
new
upholstered
furniture,
foam
insulation,
living in
mobile
home) in
April 1983

Unknown

Phone interview
completed by
parents; questions
included number of
colds in school
year, symptom
checklist, length of
episode and days of
schools missed,
physiciandiagnosed chronic
bronchitis, asthma,
or allergies

Respiratory
episodes
(greater than
or equal to 2)

were recorded
and considered.

mean
formaldehyd
e for all other
groups=34.4p
pb, pvalue=0.078.

Authors
collected
information on
smoking, SES,
education, age,
sex, number of
siblings, and
woodstove
exposures.
Unclear how
these factors
were used for
as potential
adjustment
factors.

Relative
Risk=2.4,
95% CI [1.7,
3.4] for more
than two
respiratory
episodes
comparing
those
exposed
versus those
not exposed
to
formaldehyd
e.
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Lajoie et al.
2015
(Randomize
d controlled
trial)

Children in
the general
population
diagnosed
with asthma
at the Mother
Child Centre
and living in
the greater
Quebec area
in Canada

83
asthmatic
children
(ages 413 years)

Children
randomly
allocated to
intervention
and nonintervention
groups and
monitored
for one year
in preintervention
stage and for
one year in
the postintervention
stage and
formaldehyd
e measured
in the child's
bedroom
over 6-8 day
period 20092011

Mean
(fall/winter
): 37.4
ug/m3
(95% CI
32.3-43.3)

Parents were
interviewed and
completed ISAAC
questionnaire on
respiratory
symptoms
including daily
symptoms diary

Severe
wheezing,
effort
wheezing,
episodes of
wheezing,
hospitalizatio
ns,
emergency
room visits

Age, eczema

Change in
annual
prevalence of
severe
wheezing=1.
5%, 95% CI
[-20, 23.1]
associated
with 50%
reduction of
formaldehyd
e level from
baseline, pvalue-0.888.
Change in
annual
prevalence of
effort
wheezing=9.1%, 95%
CI [-22.4,
4.1]
associated
with 50%
reduction of
formaldehyd
e level from
baseline, pvalue-0.173.
Change in
annual
prevalence of
>=1 episode
of
wheezing=14.8%, 95%
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CI [-28.6, 0.9]
associated
with 50%
reduction of
formaldehyd
e level from
baseline, pvalue-0.037.
Change in
annual
prevalence of
>=4 episode
of
wheezing=7.2%, 95%
CI [-19.6,
5.3]
associated
with 50%
reduction of
formaldehyd
e level from
baseline, pvalue-0.255.
Change in
annual
prevalence of
>=1
emergency
room visit=16%, 95% CI
[-30.5, -1.5]
associated
with 50%
reduction of
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formaldehyd
e level from
baseline, pvalue-0.031.
Change in
annual
prevalence of
>=1
hospitalizatio
n=-7.9%,
95% CI [20.6, 4.6]
associated
with 50%
reduction of
formaldehyd
e level from
baseline, pvalue-0.218.
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Marks et al.
2010
(Nonrandomized
controlled
trial)

Children in
the general
population in
grades 4, 5,
or 6 attending
22 schools in
Blue
Mountains,
Southern
Highlands,
and Goulburn
regions of
NSW in
Australia

400
school
children
(mean
age 11
years)

Classrooms
were
alternatively
heated with
a low-NOx
unflued gas
heater and
with a flued
gas heater
for 3 weeks
each ;
formaldehyd
e measured
in
classrooms
JuneSeptember
2009

Overall:
28.6 ppb;
flued
heater: 24.7
ppb;
unflued
heater: 32.6
ppb

Daily symptom and
medication diary

Evening
wheeze,
morning
wheeze,
evening
symptoms:
multiple
symptoms,
morning
symptoms,
cough or
wheeze,
bronchodilato
r use, asthma
medication,
pulmonary
function tests

Exposure to
environmental
tobacco smoke,
home use of
gas, open fire
for heating
(asthma
symptoms).
Clustering by
subject and
school, day of
the week, study
week
(pulmonary
measures).

OR=1.123,
95% CI
[0.856,
1.473] for
evening
wheeze
comparing
unflued gas
heater to
flued gas
heater
exposure.
OR=1.603,
95% CI
[1.171,
2.194] for
morning
wheeze
comparing
unflued gas
heater to
flued gas
heater
exposure.
OR=0.963,
95% CI
[0.852,
1.089] for
evening
symptoms
comparing
unflued gas
heater to
flued gas
heater
exposure.
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OR=0.938,
95% CI
[0.801,
1.098] for
morning
symptoms
(cough or
wheeze)
comparing
unflued gas
heater to
flued gas
heater
exposure.
OR=0.89,
95% CI
[0.596,
1.329] for
use of
bronchodilat
or comparing
unflued gas
heater to
flued gas
heater
exposure.
Difference
between
unflued and
flued heater
exposure
FEV1 in the
morning
mean=0.004,
95% CI [0.009,
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0.017].
Difference
between
unflued and
flued heater
exposure
FEV1 in the
evening
mean=0,
95% CI [0.014,
0.014].
Difference
between
unflued and
flued heater
exposure
PEF in the
morning
mean=0.719,
95% CI [1.239,
2.677].
Difference
between
unflued and
flued heater
exposure
PEF in the
evening
mean=0.994,
95% CI [0.995,
2.983].
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Jacobsen et
al. 2009
(Prospective
Cohort)

Occupational
cohort of
adult workers
exposed in
woodworking
factories and
unexposed
workers from
control
factories in
Viborg,
Denmark

1377
woodwor
kers and
297
control
workers
(male
mean age
38.4
years,
female
mean age
37.8
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal
monitors in
24 samples
from 10
factories in
2003-20005

Median:
0.05
mg/m3
(range
0.03-0.2)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects included
questions from
ECRHS; ever
asthma defined as
current or ever selfreported asthma;
asthma symptoms
defined as yes to at
least one group A
question (doctordiagnosed asthma,
ever had asthma,
current asthma,
wheeze) and 2 or
more group B
questions (chest
tightness; wake
with chest
tightness; wake
with wheezing;
cough in morning;
wheeze in cold air;
wheeze with
exercise; wheeze
from pollen;
wheeze from
animals; asthma
medication)

Current
asthma, ever
asthma,
asthma
symptoms,
ever
wheezing

Age, baseline
hay fever,
smoking

OR=1.5, 95%
CI [0.34,
6.51] for
current
asthma
comparing
male
woodworkers
to male
reference
workers.
OR=6.89,
95% CI
[0.85, 55.8]
for current
asthma
comparing
female
woodworkers
to female
reference
workers.
OR=1.9, 95%
CI [0.44,
9.12] for ever
asthma
comparing
male
woodworkers
to male
reference
workers.
OR=3.37,
95% CI
[0.91, 12.5]
for ever
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asthma
comparing
female
woodworkers
to female
reference
workers.
OR=0.73,
95% CI [0.4,
1.33] for ever
wheeze
comparing
male
woodworkers
to male
reference
workers.
OR=1.58,
95% CI
[0.73, 3.42]
for ever
wheeze
comparing
female
woodworkers
to female
reference
workers.
OR=0.75,
95% CI
[0.39, 1.45]
for
respiratory
symptoms
comparing
male
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woodworkers
to male
reference
workers.
OR=1.31,
95% CI [0.6,
2.83] for
respiratory
symptoms
comparing
female
woodworkers
to female
reference
workers.
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Kilburn et
al. 1985
(Prospective
Cohort)

Occupational
cohort of
adult male
fiberglass
batt makers,
histology
technicians
and hospital
workers in
California

20
exposed
batt
makers,
20
unexpose
d batt
makers,
18
histology
technicia
ns, 26
unexpose
d
hospital
workers
(ages 2062 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
for histology
workers, and
batt makers
were
assumed to
have higher
levels; selfadministered
questionnair
e asked
about
exposures to
formaldehyd
e and
competing
or
confounding
exposures

Range
(histology):
0.4-1.9
ppm;
assumed
higher
exposure
levels for
batt makers

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects included
questions on
respiratory disease
history and
symptoms

Asthma,
breathlessnes
s, wheezing,
chest
tightness and
pain/burning,
shortness of
breath at
work,
shortness of
breath at rest,
respiratory
mean score,
pulmonary
function tests

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

Incidence
asthma for
hot batt
makers=5%
(n=20), cold
batt
makers=15%
(n=25),
histology=6
% (n=18),
comparison
group=9%
(n=26).
Incidence
breathlessnes
s for hot batt
makers=35%,
cold batt
makers=44%,
histology=6
%,
comparison
group=12%.
Incidence
wheezing for
hot batt
makers=50%,
cold batt
makers=36%,
histology=6
%,
comparison
group=12%.
Incidence
chest
tightness for
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hot batt
makers=50%,
cold batt
makers=40%,
histology=11
%,
comparison
group=0%.
Incidence
shortness of
breath at rest
for hot batt
makers=30%,
cold batt
makers=24%,
histology=6
%,
comparison
group=0%.
Incidence
shortness of
breath at
work for hot
batt
makers=40%,
cold batt
makers=40%,
histology=11
%,
comparison
group=4%.
Mean
respiratory
mean score
for hot batt
makers=5.8,
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cold batt
makers=4.9,
histology=1.6
, comparison
group=0.8.
Percentage of
workers who
decreased
FVC by 5%
or more of
their beforeshift values
for hot batt
makers
(noncigarette
smokers)=22.
2%, bat
makers
(cigarette
smokers)=8.6
%, pvalue<0.01.
Percentage of
workers who
decreased
FEV1 by
10% or more
of their
before-shift
values for hot
batt makers
(noncigarette
smokers)=33.
3%, bat
makers
(cigarette
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smokers)=11.
4%, pvalue<0.01.
Percentage of
workers who
decreased
FEF25-75 by
15% or more
of their
before-shift
values for hot
batt makers
(noncigarette
smokers)=33.
3%, bat
makers
(cigarette
smokers)=11.
4%, pvalue<0.01.
Percentage of
workers who
decreased
FEF75-85 by
15% or more
of their
before-shift
values for hot
batt makers
(noncigarette
smokers)=22.
2%, bat
makers
(cigarette
smokers)=40
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%, pvalue<0.01.

Frisk et al.
2006
(Casecontrol)

Adults in the
general
population
selected from
the Orebro,
Sweden
section of the
1996 FinEsS
study

49
asthmatic
s and 48
nonasthmatic
controls
(ages 1549 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
as mean 24hour
concentratio
n in the
bedroom
between
JanuaryApril 1999,
October
1999January
2000

Mean: 23
ug/m3
(range <798)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects; cases
were people who
replied "yes" to all
questions on
asthma (doctor
diagnosis, asthma
medications,
asthma
attacks/breathlessne
ss in last 10 years
and/or 12 months,
wheezing within
last year)

Asthma

Matched cases
and controls
based on age
group, gender,
and type of
accommodatio
n.

Mean 24hr
formaldehyd
e levels in
bedroom=27
ug/m3 for
asthma cases
in single
family
housing,
12ug/m3 for
asthma cases
in multifamily
housing, pvalue=0.009.
Mean 24hr
formaldehyd
e levels in
bedroom=26
ug/m3 for
controls in
single family
housing,
14ug/m3 for
controls in
multi-family
housing, pvalue=0.002.
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Billionnet et
al. 2011
(Crosssectional)

Adults and
children in
the general
population
living in
homes
identified
from
populationbased sample
of French
households

1012
individua
ls over
15 years
of age
(median
age 44
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
for one week
in the
bedroom of
the reference
person of the
household;
survey took
place
between
October
2003 and
December
2005

Median:
19.4 ug/m3
(range 1.386.3)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects; asthma in
past year
determined based
on subjects
answering "yes" to
woken by shortness
of breath or asthma
attack in last year
or current asthma
medication
(definition
suggested by
ECRHS)

Asthma

Age, highest
educational
level, outdoor
pollution,
presence of
mold, presence
of pets, relative
humidity, sex,
smoking, time
of survey

Mean 24hr
formaldehyd
e levels in
bedroom=33
ug/m3 for
asthma cases
in homes
built before
1975,
19ug/m3 for
asthma cases
in homes
built after
1975, pvalue=0.014.
OR=1.43 for
asthma in the
past year
comparing
high
(>=28.03ug/
m3) to low
(<28.03ug/m
3)
formaldehyd
e exposure
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Mapou et al.
2013
(Crosssectional)

Adults in the
general
population
participating
in
Relationship
of Indoor,
Outdoor and
Personal Air
(RIOPA)
Study in
communities
in Los
Angeles
County, CA,
Elizabeth,
NJ, and
Houston, TX

90 adults

Formaldehy
de measured
in personal
passenger
vehicles
from July
1999February
2001

Median:
20.0
mg/m3
(range
<4.651095.6)

Self-reported
doctor-diagnosed

Asthma

Fornander et
al. 2014
(Crosssectional)

Adult
metalworkers
exposed to
metal
working
fluids in an
occupational
setting in
Sweden

271
exposed
subjects
and 24
nonexposed
controls

Formaldehy
de measured
using both
stationary
and personal
monitors

Mean
(stationary)
: 0.04
mg/m3;
mean
(personal):
0.1 mg/m3

Questionnaire with
asthma defined as
"have or have had"
(unclear if asthma
was diagnosed or
self-reported)

Asthma

In general,
authors
adjusted for
type of vehicle
driven, season
in which
sampling
occurred, total
minutes driven,
and relative
humidity but
authors did not
state which of
these factors
was included in
the analysis of
formaldehyde
and asthma
association.
Authors
reported on the
gender,
education level,
and household
income.
No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

OR=1.03, pvalue=0.054
for selfreported
doctordiagnosed
asthma per 1
ug/m3
change in
formaldehyd
e exposure in
vehicle.
Correlation=
0.27, pvalue=0.004
between
formaldehyd
e exposure
(measured
inside
vehicles) and
self-reported
doctordiagnosed
asthma
Number and
percent
incidence of
asthma cases
by
formaldehyd
e exposure
group: 102
(11%)
exposed
directly, 169
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(15%)
exposed
indirectly, 24
(17%) not
exposed

ZammitTabona et
al. 1983
(Crosssectional)

Adult
workers with
bronchial
hyperreactivit
y and
respiratory
symptoms
occupationall
y exposed at
foundries in
British
Columbia,
Canada

11
symptom
atic
workers
(mean
age 44.8
for
reactors
to
challenge
, 41.3 for
nonreact
ors to
challenge
)

Subjects
exposed to
2.5ppm
formaldehyd
e for 30 min
in challenge
test
performed at
least 1 week
after the last
occupational
exposure on
two separate
days

Exposed to
2.5 ppm

Pulmonary
function tests

Authors
evaluated
differences in
study
participants for
characteristics
age, smoking,
atopic status

Mean
FVC=84.3,
95% CI
[71.07,
97.53] for
reactors,
mean
FVC=96.7,
95% CI
[86.2, 107.2]
for
nonreactors,
reported no
statistically
significant
difference.
Mean
MMFR=41.6
, 95% CI
[26.53,
56.67] for
reactors,
mean
MMFR=73.3
, 95% CI
[50.23,
96.37] for
nonreactors,
p-value for
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difference
reported
<0.05. Mean
total lung
capacity=97,
95% CI
[81.56,
112.44] for
reactors,
mean total
lung
capacity=99.
8, 95% CI
[94.07,
105.53] for
nonreactors,
reported no
statistically
significant
difference.
Mean
residual
volume=136.
6, 95% CI
[98.22,
174.98] for
reactors,
mean
residual
volume=107.
7, 95% CI
[88.92,
126.48] for
nonreactors,
reported no
statistically
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significant
difference.
Mean
diffusing
capacity=107
.3, 95% CI
[88.25,
126.35] for
reactors,
mean
diffusing
capacity=109
.2, 95% CI
[81.19,
137.21] for
nonreactors,
reported no
statistically
significant
difference.

Frey et al.
2014
(Crosssectional)

Senior adults
in the general
population
living in a
single lowincome
senior
housing
building in

72 senior
residents
(56
nonsmok
ers)

Formaldehy
de measured
in each
apartment
unit and
outdoors for
one hour
between

Range
(indoor):
10-80 ppb;
median
(living
room): 36.9
ppb;
median
(kitchen):

Questionnaire
(unclear if asthma
was diagnosed or
self-reported)

Asthma

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

Authors
report that 3
of 16
smokers and
6 or 56
nonsmokers
reported
asthma
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Phoenix,
Arizona

Wieslander
et al. 1997
(Crosssectional)

Adults in the
general
population
randomly
selected from
population
register in
Uppsala,
Sweden

562
adults
(mean
age 32
years)

June-July
2010

38.8 ppb;
median
(outdoor):
4.3 ppb

Formaldehy
de measured
in the
bedroom of
a random
sample of
dwellings of
62
participants

Mean
(wall/ceilin
g painted):
16 ug/m3
(yes) and
21 ug/m3
(no); mean
(wood
painted):
32 ug/m3
(yes) and
17 ug/m3
(no); mean
(kitchen
painted):
18 ug/m3
(yes) and
20 ug/m3
(no); mean
(bedroom
painted):
24 ug/m3
(yes) and
19 ug/m3
(no); mean
(bathroom
painted):
19 ug/m3
(yes) and

International Union
Against
Tuberculosis and
Lung Disease
questionnaire
completed by
subjects; current
asthma defined as
combination of
bronchial
hyperresponsivenes
s and at least one
symptom related to
asthma in last year;
symptoms included
wheezing,
shortness of breath,
nighttime
awakening from
breathlessness or
tightness of chest

Asthma,
wheezing, at
least one
asthma
symptom,
daytime and
nocturnal
breathlessnes
s, pulmonary
bronchial
hyperrespons
iveness

Age, gender,
smoking

OR=1.56,
95% CI
[0.98, 2.48]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
dwelling for
those
reporting
asthma v.
those not.
OR=1.13,
95% CI
[0.63, 2.01]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
workplace
for those
reporting
asthma v.
those not.
OR=2.33,
95% CI
[1.22, 4.46]
for increased
prevalence of
wood painted
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20 ug/m3
(no)

for those
reporting
asthma v.
those not.
OR=2.21,
95% CI
[1.09, 4.51]
for increased
prevalence of
kitchen
painted for
those
reporting
asthma v.
those not.
OR=1.21,
95% CI
[0.83, 1.76]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
dwelling for
those
reporting
wheezing v.
those not.
OR=1.6, 95%
CI [1.02,
2.52] for
increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
workplace
for those
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reporting
wheezing v.
those not.
OR=1.6, 95%
CI [0.92,
2.78] for
increased
prevalence of
wood painted
for those
reporting
wheezing v.
those not.
OR=1.7, 95%
CI [0.92,
3.16] for
increased
prevalence of
kitchen
painted for
those
reporting
wheezing v.
those not.
OR=1.16,
95% CI
[0.75, 1.79]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
dwelling for
those
reporting
daytime
breathlessnes
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s v. those not.
OR=1.6, 95%
CI [0.96,
2.67] for
increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
workplace
for those
reporting
daytime
breathlessnes
s v. those not.
OR=1.94,
95% CI
[1.07, 3.5]
for increased
prevalence of
wood painted
for those
reporting
daytime
breathlessnes
s v. those not.
OR=1.66,
95% CI
[0.84, 3.3]
for increased
prevalence of
kitchen
painted for
those
reporting
daytime
breathlessnes
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s v. those not.
OR=1.57,
95% CI
[1.05, 2.36]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
dwelling for
those
reporting
nocturnal
breathlessnes
s v. those not.
OR=1.35,
95% CI
[0.82, 2.22]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
workplace
for those
reporting
nocturnal
breathlessnes
s v. those not.
OR=1.75,
95% CI
[0.98, 3.14]
for increased
prevalence of
wood painted
for those
reporting
nocturnal
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breathlessnes
s v. those not.
OR=2.67,
95% CI
[1.42, 5.04]
for increased
prevalence of
kitchen
painted for
those
reporting
nocturnal
breathlessnes
s v. those not.
OR=1.43,
95% CI
[1.01, 2.06]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
dwelling for
those
reporting at
least one
asthma
symptom v.
those not.
OR=1.63,
95% CI
[1.05, 2.54]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
workplace
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for those
reporting at
least one
asthma
symptom v.
those not.
OR=1.8, 95%
CI [1.04,
3.12] for
increased
prevalence of
wood painted
for those
reporting at
least one
asthma
symptom v.
those not.
OR=2.24,
95% CI [1.2,
4.21] for
increased
prevalence of
kitchen
painted for
those
reporting at
least one
asthma
symptom v.
those not.
OR=1.37,
95% CI
[0.88, 2.13]
for increased
prevalence of
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newly
painted
dwelling for
those
reporting
bronchial
hyperrespons
iveness v.
those not.
OR=1.25,
95% CI
[0.73, 2.14]
for increased
prevalence of
newly
painted
workplace
for those
reporting
bronchial
hyperrespons
iveness v.
those not.
OR=2, 95%
CI [1.06,
3.76] for
increased
prevalence of
wood painted
for those
reporting
bronchial
hyperrespons
iveness v.
those not.
OR=2.14,
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95% CI
[1.08, 4.23]
for increased
prevalence of
kitchen
painted for
those
reporting
bronchial
hyperrespons
iveness v.
those not.
Matsunaga
et al. 2007
(Crosssectional)

Pregnant
adult women
in the general
population
from Osaka
Maternal and
Child Health
Study in
multiple
municipalitie
s in Japan

998
pregnant
women

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal
monitors
NovemberMarch 2003

Median: 24
ppb;
maximum:
131 ppb

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects and
included questions
on asthma; asthma
considered present
if received medical
treatment during
last year

Current
asthma

Age, allergic
rhinitis, atopic
eczema, current
passive
smoking at
home and
work,
education,
family history
of allergy,
family income,
gestation,
indoor
domestic pets,
mite antigen in
house dust,
mold in the
kitchen, parity,
season,
smoking

OR=0.8, 95%
CI [0.23,
2.84] for
current
asthma
comparing
second
quartile of
formaldehyd
e exposure
(18-27
ug/m3)
compared to
first quartile
(<18 ug/m3),
OR=0.72,
95% CI
[0.19, 2.77]
for current
asthma
comparing
third quartile
of
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formaldehyd
e exposure
(28-46
ug/m3)
compared to
first quartile,
OR=2.15,
95% CI
[0.41, 11.28]
for current
asthma
comparing
fourth
quartile of
formaldehyd
e exposure
(>=47
ug/m3)
compared to
first quartile.
p-value for
trend=0.47.
OR=2.65,
95% CI
[0.63, 11.11]
for current
asthma
comparing
above 90th
percentile
formaldehyd
e exposure
(>=47
ug/m3) to
those below.
Authors
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report no
statistically
significant
difference.

Elshaer et
al. 2017
(Crosssectional)

Adult
medical
students
exposed to
formaldehyde
in and
occupational
setting during
dissections
and staff
members and
workers
within the
Anatomy
department at
Alexandria
University
(Egypt)

454
medical
students
in their
first,
second
or third
year and
16
exposed
staff
members
and
workers

Subjects
classified as
exposed to
formalin or
not exposed

Not
measured-categorized
as exposed
versus not
exposed

Students, staff and
workers were
subjected to a selfadministered
predesigned
questionnaire to
collect information
on asthma-related
outcomes

Work-related
bronchial
asthma,
exacerbation
of preexisting
bronchial
asthma

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

Number
(percentage)
reporting
prevalence of
work-related
bronchial
asthma=8
(53.3%) for
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, 0 (0%) for
those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e. Number
(percentage)
reporting
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exacerbation
of preexisting
bronchial
asthma=7
(46.7%) for
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, 0 (0%) for
those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e.
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Thetkathuek
et al. 2016
(Crosssectional)

Adult
employees
exposed to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting at a
MDF
furniture
factory in
Thailand

432
volunteer
s (out of
535
factory
workers)

Formaldehy
de measured
from five
work sites in
factory for
21
continuous
hours on two
separate
days in
March and
April 2012

Formaldeh
yde
exposures
were
classified
as Low
(0.66-3.44
ppm),
Moderate
(3.45-6.89
ppm), or
High
(>6.89ppm
)

Questionnaire
based on the
American Thoracic
Society Respiratory
Symptoms
Questionnaire,
adjusted to fit
working conditions
in the furniture
factory.
Questionnaires
were completed by
the study subjects
independently.

Atopic
allergic
asthma,
asthma
symptoms
(wheeze)

Authors
consider
variables
education,
atopic eczema,
allergic asthma,
allergic rhinitis
history, family
history,
formaldehyde
concentrations
or MDF dust
concentrations,
but unclear
whether these
are the
confounder
variables in the
adjusted
analysis
reported.

Low et al.
1985
(Crosssectional)

Adult
workers
exposed to
formaldehyde
and
unexposed
controls in an
occupational
setting at a

46
exposed
workers
and 17
controls
(mean
ages
range
from

Formaldehy
de exposure
classified
based on job

Core shop:
not
detected;
general
foundry: 24 ppm;
shell:
<LOD (1
ppm)

Modified
standardized
questionnaire from
Medical Research
Council completed
by subjects

Asthma or
wheeze onset
before at
foundry and
while at
foundry,
wheeze at
work,

Authors
reported no
differences in
cigarette
smoking
between
comparison
groups, but
noted some

Number
(percentage)
reporting
prevalence of
having
wheeze
during the
daytime or
nighttime=56
(15%) for
low
formaldehyd
e exposure
(0.66-3.44
ug/m3), 2
(4.5%) for
moderate
formaldehyd
e exposure
(3.45-6.89
ug/m3), and
4 (18.2%) for
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
(>6.89
ug/m3)
Number
(number
attributing to
specific
environmenta
l factor at
work) of
prevalence of
asthma or
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foundry in
Brisbane,
Australia

25.3-39.1
years
based on
work
area)

pulmonary
function tests

differences in
age

wheeze onset
while at
foundry=3
(1), onset
before at
foundry=1
(0), wheezing
while at work
1. FVC
measured on
Monday
morning
mean=91.4,
95% CI
[85.89,
96.91] for
aftercast (not
formaldehyd
e exposed)
versus FVC
measured on
Monday
morning
mean=84.1,
95% CI
[77.88,
90.32] for
general
foundry
workers
(formaldehyd
e exposed),
not
statistically
significant.
Change in
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FEV1
measured on
Monday and
Friday
mean=-8 mL,
95% CI [92.8, 76.8]
for aftercast
versus
change in
FEV1
measured on
Monday and
Friday
mean=4 mL,
95% CI [62.49, 70.49]
for general
foundry
workers, not
statistically
significant.
Change in
FEV1 over
the work
week mean=15 mL, 95%
CI [-201.55
171.55] for
aftercast
versus
change in
FEV1 over
the work
week mean=105 mL, 95%
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CI [-220.82,
10.82] for
general
foundry
workers, not
statistically
significant.
FEV1/FVC%
measured on
Monday
morning
mean=80.4,
95% CI
[76.58,
84.22] for
aftercast
versus
FEV1/FVC%
measured on
Monday
morning=83.
1 mL, 95%
CI [78.81,
87.39] for
general
foundry
workers, not
statistically
significant.
FEV1
measured on
Monday
morning
mean=89.5,
95% CI
[82.93,
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96.07] for
aftercast
versus FEV1
measured on
Monday
morning
mean=84.6,
95% CI
[76.66,
92.54] for
general
foundry
workers, not
statistically
significant.
Change in
FEV1
measured at
beginning
and end of
Monday
mean=-9 mL,
95% CI [115, 97] for
aftercast
versus FEV1
measured at
beginning
and end of
Monday
mean=-57,
95% CI [187.83,
73.83] for
general
foundry
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workers, not
statistically
significant.
Fransman et
al. 2003
(Crosssectional)

Adult
plywood mill
workers in an
occupational
setting in
New Zealand

112
workers
and 415
general
populatio
n
controls
(mean of
4.7 years
employe
d at mill
for group
of
workers;
mean age
34.5 yr)

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal
monitors

Geometric
mean: 0.08
ug/m3 (SD
3.0);
pressing
section
(high
sample):
0.16 ug/m3
(SD 2.7)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects and
included questions
on respiratory
health symptoms;
asthma prevalence
estimated using
ECRHS definition,
which is based on
proportion of
subjects answering
"yes" to woken by
shortness of breath
or asthma attack in
last year or current
asthma medication

Asthma,
wheezing,
shortness of
breath or
wheezing or
chest
tightness
related to
work, asthma
medication,
asthma
attack, woken
by shortness
of breath,
shortness of
breath with
wheezing,
wheezing
without a
cold

Age, gender,
race/ethnicity,
smoking

OR=4.3, 95%
CI [0.7, 27.7]
for asthma
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
group
(>=0.08
mg/m3) to
low exposure
(<0.08
mg/m3).
OR=0.4, 95%
CI [0, 5.4]
for wheezing,
shortness of
breath or
chest
tightness
related to
work
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
group to low
exposure.
OR=1, 95%
CI [0.1, 15.3]
for asthma
medication
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use
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
group to low
exposure.
OR=1.6, 95%
CI [0.2, 13.2]
for wheezing
without a
cold
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
group to low
exposure.
OR=3.5, 95%
CI [0.6, 19.1]
for shortness
of breath
with
wheezing
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
group to low
exposure.
OR=9.5, 95%
CI [1.2, 74.7]
for woken by
shortness of
breath
comparing
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high
formaldehyd
e exposure
group to low
exposure.
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Malaka et
al. 1990
(Crosssectional)

Male workers
exposed to
formaldehyde
and
nonexposed
controls at
plywood
plant in East
Java,
Indonesia

55
exposed
male
workers
(mean
age 26.6
years)
and 50
unexpose
d male
controls
(mean
age 28.8
years)

Estimate of
cumulative
formaldehyd
e exposure
calculated
from area
concentratio
ns and
length of
service in
current job

Mean
(exposed
group):
6.29 ppmyr (SD
2.72);
range (area
concentrati
ons): 0.223.48 ppm

Standardized
respiratory
questionnaire from
American Thoracic
Society completed
by subjects

Asthma,
occupational
asthma,
wheezing,
shortness of
breath,
pulmonary
function tests

Age, dust,
smoking status,
cigarettes per
day, weight,
height

OR=6.31 for
asthma
comparing
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus not,
p-value=0.
OR=2.84 for
occupational
asthma
comparing
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus not,
pvalue=0.02.
OR=1.98 for
shortness of
breath
comparing
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus not,
pvalue=0.04.
OR=1.2 for
wheezing
comparing
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus not,
p-
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value=0.36.
Mean
FEV1=2.78L
, 95% CI
[2.7, 2.86]
comparing
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus not,
pvalue=0.001.
Mean
FEV1/FVC=
3%
comparing
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus not.
Mean
FEF25%75%=3.44L/s
, 95% CI
[3.28, 3.6]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, mean
FEF25%75%=3.04L/s
, 95% CI
[2.88, 3.2]
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
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e, p-value=0.
Multiple
regression
coefficient=0.043 for
FEF25%75% for
continuous
formaldehyd
e exposure,
pvalue<0.05.
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Pourmabaha
badian et al.
2006
(Crosssectional)

Adult
workers in an
occupational
setting at 7
hospitals of
Tehran
University of
Medical
Sciences in
Tehran, Iran

180
exposed
workers
from
patholog
y labs
(n=38),
surgery
rooms
(n=65),
and
endoscop
y (n=21)
and 56
unexpose
d
controls
working
in
administr
ative
affairs
section

Formaldehy
de measured
as 8 hour
continuous
and spot
samples in
different
departments
of 7
hospitals in
2002-2003

Mean 8
hour
sample:
0.96 ppm
(pathology)
, 0.13 ppm
(endoscopy
), 0.25 ppm
(surgery)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects

Asthma,
chest
tightness,
pulmonary
function tests

Report on
smoking, sex
and age but do
not adjust
results for
covariates

Percentage
reporting
asthma=7.9%
(pathology),
19%
(endoscopy),
1.5%
(surgery)
versus 5.4%
(nonexposed)
. No
statistical
association
reported.
Percentage
reporting
chest
tightness=31.
5%
(pathology),
28.6%
(endoscopy),
27.7%
(surgery)
versus 16.1%
(nonexposed)
. No
statistical
association
reported.
FEV1
mean=2.3L,
95% CI
[2.12, 2.48]
for those
exposed to
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formaldehyd
e versus
mean=2.9L,
95% CI
[2.58, 3.22]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, pvalue<0.001.
FVC
mean=3.3L,
95% CI
[3.12, 3.48]
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus
mean=4L,
95% CI
[3.68, 4.32]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, pvalue<0.001.
FEV1/FVC
mean=69.7%
, 95% CI
[66.02,
73.38] for
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus
mean=72.5%
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, 95% CI
[66.02,
78.98] for
those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, p-value
nonsignificant.
FEF25-75
mean=2.66L/
s, 95% CI
[2.39, 2.93]
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus
mean=3.35L/
s, 95% CI
[2.92, 3.78]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, pvalue<0.006.
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Akbar
Khanzadeh
et al. 1994
(Crosssectional)

Adult
medical
students
exposed to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting at an
anatomy lab
in Toledo,
OH

34
exposed
subjects
(mean
age 26
years)
and 12
nonmedi
cal
student
controls
(mean
age 31.5
years)

Formaldehy
de in
breathing
zone
(personal
sample) and
general area
anatomy lab
measured on
9 days of
work over
period of 6
weeks in fall
1992

Mean time
weighted
average
(breathing
zone): 1.24
ppm (SD
0.61; range
0.07-2.94);
time
weighted
average
(cavity):
0.49 ppm
(SD 0.18);
time
weighted
average
(surface):
0.35 ppm
(SD 0.13);
time
weighted
average
(area): 1.65
ppm (SD
0.92; range
1.00-2.30)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects including
questions from
Medical Research
Council
standardized
questionnaire;
acute symptoms
recorded prior to
and following
laboratory session

Asthma,
shortness of
breath,
wheezing,
pulmonary
function tests

All subjects
were
nonsmokers,
height and
weight were
similar between
exposed versus
non exposed.
Slight
differences in
age and
ethnicity.

Prevalence=7
% for asthma
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus 0%
for those not
exposed. No
statistical
association
reported.
Prevalence=7
% for
persistent
wheezing for
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus 0%
for those not
exposed. No
statistical
association
reported.
Prevalence=2
% for
persistent
shortness of
breath for
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus 1%
for those not
exposed. No
statistical
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association
reported.
Percent acute
change in
FVC=-1.4,
95% CI [2.94, 0.14]
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus -0.3,
95% CI [3.22, 2.62]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, pvalue<0.1.
Percent acute
change in
FEV1=-0.03,
95% CI [1.22, 1.16]
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus 1,
95% CI [1.54, 3.54]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e. Percent
acute change
in FEV3=1.2, 95% CI
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[-2.67, 0.27]
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus 1.3,
95% CI [0.79, 3.39]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e. Percent
acute change
in FEF2575%=2.5%,
95% CI [0.54, 5.54]
for those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus 2.31,
95% CI
[0.59, 4.03]
for those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e. Percent
acute change
in
FEV1/FVC=
1.6%, 95%
CI [0.27,
2.93] for
those
exposed to
formaldehyd
e versus
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0.6%, 95%
CI [-1.24,
2.44] for
those not
exposed to
formaldehyd
e, pvalue<0.05.
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Uba et al.
1989
(Prospective
Cohort)

Adult
medical
students
exposed to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting in an
anatomy lab
at the
University of
Southern
California

103
students
in class
of 1988
(81
students
complete
d
question
naires
after
exposure
to
formalde
hyde in
anatomy
lab and
after
control
laborator
y with no
formalde
hyde
exposure
) (ages
21-33
years,
mean age
24.3
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal
samplers in
breathing
zones of
students
during
anatomy
laboratory in
September
1984-April
1985

Time
weighted
average: <1
ppm; peak
exposures:
<5 ppm;
mean
(while
dissecting):
1.9 ppm
(range 0.15.0); mean
(while
observing
dissection):
1.2 ppm
(range 0.22.0)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects including
questions on acute
symptoms

Acute
wheezing,
acute
dyspnea,
persistent
wheezing,
persistent
wheezing
with dyspnea,
acute chest
tightness,
pulmonary
function
measures

Authors report
on cigarette
consumption,
sex, age,
height,
ethnicity, and
history of
asthma, but
analyses were
not adjusted for
covariates

Crude
OR=0.03 for
subjects
reporting
symptoms of
persistent
wheezing at
end of school
year
compared to
subjects
reporting
symptoms
only at the
beginning of
the year, pvalue<0.001.
Crude OR for
subjects
reporting
acute
wheezing
only during
formaldehyd
e exposure
compared to
only during
control
laboratory=2/
0, authors
defined this
OR as
infinite with
a 2-sided pvalue
determined to
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be not
significant.
Crude OR for
subjects
reporting
acute chest
tightened
only during
formaldehyd
e exposure
compared to
only during
control
laboratory=4/
0, authors
defined this
OR as
infinite with
a 2-sided pvalue=0.05.
FVC mean
changes on
test day 1=0.012, mean
changes on
test day 2=0.042, pvalue<0.001,
mean
changes on
test day 3=0.042, pvalue<0.001.
FEF25-75
mean
changes on
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test day 1=0.079, mean
changes on
test day 2=0.089, pvalue
reported not
significant,
mean
changes on
test day
3=0.003, pvalue
reported not
significant.
FEV1 mean
changes on
test day 1=0.031, mean
changes on
test day 2=0.046, pvalue=0.03,
mean
changes on
test day 3=0.021, pvalue=0.01.
FEV1/FVC
mean
changes on
test day 1=0.004, mean
changes on
test day 2=0.003, p-
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value
reported not
significant,
mean
changes on
test day
3=0.002, pvalue
reported not
significant.
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Lofstedt et
al. 2011
(Prospective
Cohort)

Adult
workers
exposed to
formaldehyde
and
unexposed
controls in an
occupational
setting in
three
foundries
producing
cores with
the Hot Box
method in
Sweden
(follow up to
Lofstedt et al.
2009 study)

25
exposed
workers
and 55
controls

Formaldehy
de measured
for full shift
(8 hours)
and
considered
to reflect
individual
exposure
(mean
exposure
10.2 years)
in 2005

Mean
(2001): 98
ug/m3 (SD
94; range
14-440);
mean
(2005): 45
ug/m3 (SD
43; range
10-190)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects

Whistling or
wheezing,
attacks of
breathlessnes
s,
awakenings
by tightness
in chest,
pulmonary
function tests

Report
characteristics
of exposed and
non-exposed
workers were
similar by sex,
smoking status,
those with
asthma, and
childhood
allergy

Number
participants
in 2001
reporting
wheezing or
whistling in
chest=12/25
(exposed),11/
55 (nonexposed), pvalue
reported not
significant.
Number
participants
in 2005
reporting
wheezing or
whistling in
chest=4/25
(exposed),5/5
5 (nonexposed), pvalue
reported not
significant.
Number
participants
in 2001
reporting
attacks of
breathlessnes
s=8/25
(exposed),2/5
5 (nonexposed), p-
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value
reported not
significant.
Number
participants
in 2005
reporting
attacks of
breathlessnes
s =4/25
(exposed),0/5
5 (nonexposed), pvalue
reported not
significant.
Number
participants
in 2001
reporting
awakenings
by tightness
in
chest=13/25
(exposed),4/5
5 (nonexposed), pvalue
reported not
significant.
Number
participants
in 2005
reporting
awakenings
by tightness
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in chest=4/25
(exposed),2/5
5 (nonexposed), pvalue
reported not
significant.
Change
comparing
2005 to 2001
in VC mean=
-0.8,95%CI[2.53, 0.93]
(exposed)
compared to
-0.4,95%CI[1.47, 0.67]
(nonexposed).
Change
comparing
2005 to 2001
in FEV1
mean=1.3,95%CI[3.57, 0.97]
(exposed)
compared to
0.3,95%CI[1.19, 1.79]
(nonexposed).
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Hendrick et
al. 1977
(Prospective
Cohort)

Adult
workers in an
occupational
setting in a
hemodialysis
unit and
continuously
exposed to
formalin at
Churchill
Hospital in
Oxford,
United
Kingdom

28 staff
members
(mean
age 45
years)

Formaldehy
de exposure
classified
based on
job; workers
exposed to
varying
degrees of
formalin in
1976

Exposed
while
sterilizing
equipment
with 3438%
solution of
formalin in
water w/w

Medical
examination and
medical history

Wheezing,
pulmonary
function tests

Age and
smoking were
described, but
not accounted
for in analyses

Results are
descriptive
only, with no
analyses of
data.
Inhalation
provocation
tests with
formalin
were used to
evaluate 4
staff
members and
a sister of
one patient,
all of whom
had histories
of recurrent
attacks of
wheezing
since
becoming
exposed
regularly to
formalin.
Author
suggested
that, while
exposure to
formalin did
not seem to
be directly
responsible
in all cases, it
might have
increased
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susceptibility
to other
provoking
agents or
induced a
hyperreactive
responsivene
ss of the
airways. All
the staff were
interviewed
and
underwent
simple tests
of airways
function,
namely peak
expiratory
flow (PEF)
using a
Wright's
meter, and
one second
forced
expiratory
volume
(FEV1), and
forced vital
capacity
(FVC) using
a Vitalograph
dry
spirometer.
The results
were
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compared
with
predicted
values for
normal
subjects from
Bates et al.
(1971) and
from
nomograms
supplied by
Vitalograph
Limited. All
staff
members
were
asymptomati
c when these
tests were
carried out,
and all
readings of
FEV1, FVC,
and PEF
were close to
predicted
normal
values. In all
cases the
ratio
FEV1/FVC
exceeded
70%.
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Gorski et al.
1991
(Cohort)

Adult
workers with
respiratory
symptoms
and exposed
to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting at
textile or
shoe
manufacturin
g factories
(country not
stated, but
assume
Poland)

367
workers
(ages 2352 years,
mean age
46 years)

Workers
occupational
ly exposed
to
formaldehyd
e, exposure
levels not
reported

Not
reported

Medical
examination
performed
according to
criteria of
American Thoracic
Society

Bronchial
asthma and
chronic
bronchitis
and
dyspnoea,
pulmonary
function tests

Authors report
information on
smoking, age,
and possible
co-exposures,
but these were
not accounted
for in analyses

Results are
descriptive
only, with no
analyses of
data. 14
subjects
suffered from
dyspnoea
with clinical
signs of
chronic
bronchitis;
acute
episodes of
dyspnoea,
classified as
bronchial
asthma, were
found in 2
subjects, an
illness lasted
2 and 7
years,
respectively.
Resting
ventilatory
function was
measured by
spirometry;
vital capacity
(VC), forced
expiratory
volume
(FEV1) and
peak
expiratory
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flow (PEF)
were
estimated at
the beginning
of the workshift and
immediately
afterwards; in
subjects
suffering
from chronic
cough,
dyspnoea or
sneezing, the
test was
repeated at
the end of the
work-shift
and PEF was
measured
during the
course of a
three-day
clinical
observation.
Mean values
of ventilatory
parameters in
the group of
367 subjects
were: VC =
3.47 ± 1.41L,
FEV1 = 3.1 ±
0.19 L/s; in
the group of
bronchitic
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patients the
mean value
of VC was
3.03 ± 1.92 L
and FEV,
2.13 ± 1.82
L/s; in 14
bronchitic
patients the
changes of
PEF during
the three-day
observation
did not
exceed 20%
of the initial
value; only 2
patients
reacted with
a decrease of
PEF at the
end of a nonplacebo, nonbronchodilata
tor day, but
no difference
between
placebo- andbronchodilata
tor days were
found; the
mean value
of PC 20 in
bronchitic
patients was
5.61 mg/mL
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(± 1.79); in
the 2
asthmatics a
significant
decrease
from 3.41 to
1.97 mg/mL
and from
2.70 to 2.01
mg/mL was
noted after
exposure.
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Dumas et al.
2017
(Case
control
study nested
within
prospective
cohort)

Adult nurses
exposed to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting while
employed
and working
within the
United States

4,102
actively
employe
d nurses
with
physician
diagnose
d asthma
and use
of
asthma
medicati
on in the
past year

Formaldehy
de exposure
classified by
nursespecific jobtaskexposure
matrix
designed to
assign
exposure
level to
formaldehyd
e as low,
medium or
high based
on a
combination
of types of
nursing jobs
and general
disinfection
tasks

Not
measured-categorized
as high
versus low
exposure
based on
job
function

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects with
information
regarding diagnosis
by physician as
having asthma,
reported use of
asthma medication
in the past year, use
of prescribed longterm preventative
medicine, and
Asthma Control
Test score (range 525) based on five
questions on
activity limitations,
frequency of
symptoms and
frequency of use of
quick-relief
medication in past
four weeks

Categorical
Asthma
Control Test
(ACT),
asthma
medication

Age, smoking
status, body
mass index,
race and
ethnicity

OR=1.33, pvalue=0.02
for decrease
in Asthma
Control Test
comparing
high versus
low
formaldehyd
e exposure,
based on jobtaskexposurematrix
(JTEM)
defining high
as task
performed 13 or 4-7 days
per week
versus never
or <1 day per
week.
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Frisk et al.
2002
(Prospective
Cohort)

Adult
asthmatics in
the general
population
planning to
live in their
homes for the
following 18
months to
undergo
intervention
in Orebro,
Sweden

21
asthmatic
adults
(ages 2859)

Formaldehy
de measured
in homes
before and
after
interventions
, during
heating
season
(OctoberApril)

Mean (pretest): 21
ug/m3 (SD
9); mean
(post-test):
19 ug/m3
(SD 5)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects

Asthma
medication,
symptom
score,
pulmonary
function tests

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

Mean of
medicine
consumption
pre-test=9,
95% CI
[7.18, 10.82],
post-test=8.7,
95% CI
[6.74, 10.66],
p-value
reported not
statistically
significant.
Mean of
symptom
score pretest=8.6, 95%
CI [6.87,
10.33], posttest=8.8, 95%
CI [7.12,
10.48], pvalue
reported not
statistically
significant.
Mean of VC
pre-test=90,
95% CI
[81.47,
98.53], posttest=88, 95%
CI [78.59,
97.41], pvalue
reported not
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statistically
significant.
Mean of
FEV1 pretest=88, 95%
CI [77.7,
98.3], posttest=92, 95%
CI [81.4,
102.6], pvalue
reported not
statistically
significant.
Mean of
PD20
(histamine)
pre-test=557,
95% CI
[265.16,
848.84],
posttest=717,
95% CI
[417.63,
1016.37], pvalue
reported not
statistically
significant.
Mean of PEF
morning
value pretest=458,
95% CI
[407.77,
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508.23],
posttest=470,
95% CI
[417.29,
522.71], pvalue
reported not
statistically
significant.
Mean of PEF
morning
evening
value pretest=484,
95% CI
[438.75,
529.25],
posttest=484,
95% CI
[430.79,
537.21], pvalue
reported not
statistically
significant.
Mean of
reversibility
% of baseline
pre-test=7.6,
95% CI
[3.71, 11.49],
post-test=2.3,
95% CI [1.42, 6.02],
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pvalue=0.007.

Popa et al.
1969
(Prospective
Cohort)

Adults with
asthma
related to
occupational
exposure to
simple
chemicals
were enlisted
during
epidemiologi
cal survey
(n=29)
attended the
inpatient and
outpatient
allergy unit
in hospital
(n=19) in
Bucharest,
Romania

48
asthmatic
adults
followed
for six
months
to two
years
after first
diagnosis

Formaldehy
de used in
allergologic
tests

Exposed to
1:2,500
dilution of
formalin
for
inhalation
tests

Medical
examination/respon
se to tests used for
diagnosis;
bronchial asthma
diagnosis was
supported by
spontaneous
asthma attack and
asthmatic
bronchitis
diagnosis supported
by mild asthma
attack; authors note
no clear cut
borderline between
these diagnoses

Respiratory
symptoms
(bronchial
asthma and
asthmatic
bronchitis to
formalin)

No
confounders or
adjustment
factors reported

Bronchial
asthma to
formalin
inhalation
tests were
positive, but
were delayed
(2 to 4 to 12
hours)chronologic
delayed
reaction. For
skin tests all
subjects had
(immunologi
c) delayed
type
reactions,
delayed
intradermal
tests (24 to
48 hours),
and positive
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De Vos et
al. 2009
(Nonrandomized
controlled
trial)

Active adult
fire fighters
exposed in an
occupational
setting based
in Perth
Metropolitan
fire stations
in Australia

67 fire
fighters
participat
ed in
four field
trials
where
randomly
allocated
to groups
using
respirator
s with
different
filters (P,
POV,

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal air
samples
inside
respirators;
performed
120 min and
60 min
burns

Mean (120
min): 0.245
mg/m3 for
P filter,
0.021 for
POV filter,
0.017
mg/m3 for
POVF
filter; mean
(60 min):
0.44
mg/m3 for
P filter,
0.027
mg/m3 for
POV filter,

Subjects completed
questionnaire based
on Medical
Research Council
questionnaire on
respiratory
symptoms

Respiratory
symptoms

FESA years,
age group, pack
years

patch tests.
Bronchial
asthma and
asthmatic
bronchitis to
formalin
inhalation
tests were
characteristic
ally negative.
Skin tests
were positive
in three
subjects. PK
reaction was
negative.
Precipitating
antibodies
were absent.
OR for
increase in
respiratory
symptoms=0.
050, 95% CI
[0.004,
0.597] for 060 minute P
filter versus
POV filter,
OR=0.234,
95% CI
[0.068,
0.797] for 060 minute P
filter versus
POVF filter,
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POVF
filters)

Kim et al.
2014
(Nonrandomized
controlled
trial)

Adult
patients in
the general
population
diagnosed
with asthma

17
asthmatic
s (age
30s to
60s)

0.015
mg/m3 for
POVF
filter

Subjects
assigned to
two groups:
households
where plants
were

Continuatio
n study:
decrease
from 24.2
to 15.5
ug/m3;

Subjects completed
Quality of Life
Questionnaire for
Adult Korean
Asthmatics which
includes questions

Respiratory
symptoms,
pulmonary
function test

Demographic
information
was presented
for participant
gender, age,
area/size of

OR=0.484,
95% CI
[0.034,
6.802] for 060 minute
POV filter
versus POVF
filter.
OR=0.048,
95% CI
[0.006,
0.358] for 0120 minute P
filter versus
POV filter,
OR=0.237,
95% CI
[0.092,
0.613] for 0120 minute P
filter versus
POVF filter,
OR=1.300,
95% CI
[0.149,
11.359] 0120 minute
POV filter
versus POVF
filter.
No
association
found
between
quality of life
questionnaire
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at the
Medical
College of
Yonsei
University in
Seoul, Korea

introduced
and
continued
(n=9) and
households
where plants
were
introduced
and then
withdrawn
(n=8) in
JanuarySeptember
2006 and
2007

withdrawal
study:
decrease
from 29.7
to 13.6
ug/m3

on respiratory
symptoms

residents, and
year of
building
completion
(SES proxies).
In attempt to
prevent any
confounding
effects due to
occupation,
most
participants
were
housewives.
These factors
were not
accounted for
in analyses.

for adult
Korean
asthmatics
(QLQAKA)
respiratory
score and
formaldehyd
e exposure
(data not
shown).
Mean PEFR
measures
first
morning=405
L/min, 1st
evening=416
L/min, 2nd
morning=406
L/min, 2nd
evening=428
L/min. First
experiment
PEFR
continuation
in
morning=13.
9 L/min,
withdrawal in
morning=24.7 L/min,
pvalue<0.01.
PEFR
continuation
in
evening=20.6
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Liu et al.
1991
(Crosssectional)

Adults in the
general
population
living in
randomly
selected
mobile
homes in
California

1394
summer
phase
residents
(663
mobile
homes)
and 1096
winter

Formaldehy
de measured
using
monitors
mailed to
participants
in kitchen
and master
bedroom for

Range:
0.01 (limit
of
detection)0.46 ppm;
mean
(summer):
0.089 ppm;
mean

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects;
occurrence of
asthma attack
reported for 2
weeks prior to
monitoring period

Asthma
attack

Age, sex, and
smoking were
considered, but
these were not
accounted for
in analyses.

L/min,
withdrawal in
evening=30.2, pvalue<0.01.
Second
experiment
PEFR
continuation
in morning=9.69 L/min,
withdrawal in
morning=9.23 L/min,
p-value
reported not
significant.
PEFR
continuation
in evening=15.23 L/min,
withdrawal in
evening=15.23, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Percentage
reporting
asthma attack
for the two
weeks prior
to monitoring
period=80%.
No statistical
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phase
residents
(523
mobile
homes)

Norback et
al. 2000
(Crosssectional)

Adult
workers in an
occupational
setting at four
geriatric
hospitals in
Ystad
Sweden

7 days in
February/Ma
rch 1985 and
July/August
1984

(winter):
0.088 ppm

Formaldehy
de measured
on two
different
days in each
building, in
two 6 hour
samples per
building per
day in
JanuaryFebruary
1997 (1-2
weeks after
medical
investigation
s completed)

Mean
(signs of
dampness):
5 ug/m3
(range 28); mean
(no signs of
dampness):
5 ug/m3
(range 3-9)

significance
reported.

Medical
examination where
subjects questioned
by doctor on
doctor-diagnosed
asthma and
respiratory
symptoms over last
year using
questions from
ECRHS (wheeze,
daytime and
nighttime shortness
of breath); current
asthma defined as
reporting at least
one asthma related
symptom

Asthma
symptoms

Report
information on
smoking, SES
(measured as
"social status"),
sex, age, atopy,
and other
environmental
factors, but
these were not
accounted for
in analyses

Mean
formaldehyd
e exposure
for subjects
with asthma
symptoms=3
ug/m3, 95%
CI [1.89,
4.11]. Mean
formaldehyd
e exposure
for subjects
without
asthma
symptoms=5
ug/m3, 95%
CI [4.53,
5.47]
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Hanson et
al. 1993
(Crosssectional)

Adult
workers
surveyed in
an
occupational
setting at
hospital in
New York

88
workers
exposed
to
operating
room
exhaust
and 84
nonexposed
workers
(mean
age 35.4
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
for 8 hours
in the
operating
room

Peak level
(operating
room): 0.99
ppm; time
weighted
average:
0.02 ppm

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects including
questions adapted
from American
Thoracic Society
Respiratory
Disease
Questionnaire

Wheezing
(over and
under age
35),
wheezing
(RNs and
non-RNs),
wheezing
(smokers and
nonsmokers),
asthma
(temporarily
associated
and work
aggravated),
wheezing
with dyspnea,
wheezing

Analyses were
stratified by
smoking status,
age, gender,
job description,
and Registered
Nurse status

Wheezing
prevalence=4
0% for 4th
floor exposed
compared to
25% for 4th
floor nonexposed, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
prevalence=4
3% for
operating
room
exposed
compared to
24% for
operating
room nonexposed, pvalue<0.05.
Wheezing
with dyspnea
prevalence=2
6% for 4th
floor exposed
compared to
25% for 4th
floor nonexposed, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
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with dyspnea
prevalence=3
1% for
operating
room
exposed
compared to
21% for
operating
room nonexposed, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Ever asthma
work
aggravated
prevalence=4
4% for 4th
floor exposed
compared to
36% for 4th
floor nonexposed, pvalue=1.00.
Ever asthma
work
aggravated
prevalence=5
5% for
operating
room
exposed
compared to
22% for
operating
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room nonexposed, pvalue=0.2.
Overall
wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.6
for 4th floor
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Overall
wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.8
for operating
room
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
pvalue<0.05.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.2
for the 4th
floor smokers
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.2
for the
operating
room nonsmokers
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.8
for the 4th
floor never
smokers
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=2
for the
operating
room never
smokers
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-
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value<0.05.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=2.1
for the 4th
floor for RNs
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
pvalue<0.05.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.1
for the
operating
room for
RNs
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1
for the 4th
floor for nonRNs
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=3.6
for the
operating
room for
non-RNs
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
pvalue<0.05.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.1
for the 4th
floor for
those over 35
years old
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=1.3
for the
operating
room for
those over 35
years old
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
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p-value
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=2.4
for the 4th
floor for
those under
35 years old
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Wheezing
prevalence
risk ratio=2.2
for the
operating
room for
those under
35 years old
comparing
exposed to
non-exposed,
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Horvath et
al. 1988
(Crosssectional)

Adult
workers
exposed to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting from
particleboard or
molded
products at
Weyerhaeuse
r Co in
Marshfield,
Wisconsin
and control
workers from
foodprocessing
facilities in
nearby areas

109
exposed
workers
and 254
unexpose
d control
workers

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal
monitors (8
hour
sample) and
area
monitors

Range
(exposed
subjects):
0.04-2.93
ppm; range
(control
subjects):
0.03-0.12
ppm

Subjects completed
modified American
Thoracic Society
respiratory
symptom
questionnaire
before and after
work shift

Wheezing,
shortness of
breath,
difficulty
breathing,
chest
pains/aching/
tightness/bur
ning,
pulmonary
function tests

Evaluated
impact of
height, age,
sex, smoking,
mobile home
residence, and
duration of
exposure, but
analyses did
not adjust for
these variables

Wheezing
prevalence
number
(percent)=4
(3.7%) for
exposed
workers
compared to
7 (2.8%) for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Difficulty in
breathing
prevalence
number
(percent)=7
(6.4%) for
exposed
workers
compared to
5 (2.0%) for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Shortness of
breath
prevalence
number
(percent)=9
(8.3%) for
exposed
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workers
compared to
13 (5.1%) for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
FEV1=3.62L
before shift,
3.58L after
shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue<0.05.
FEV1=3.59L
before shift,
3.55L after
shift for nonexposed
workers, pvalue<0.001.
FVC=4.49L
before shift,
4.49L after
shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
FVC=4.47L
before shift,
4.41L after
shift for nonexposed
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workers, pvalue<0.001.
FEV1/FVC%
=80.3 before
shift, 79.4
after shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue<0.01.
FEV1/FVC%
=80.5before
shift, 80.8
after shift for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
PEFR=8.02L
/s before
shift, 8.25L/s
after shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
PEFR=8.03L
/s before
shift, 8.06L/s
after shift for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
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FEF25%75%=3.71L/s
before shift,
3.53L/s after
shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue<0.01.
FEF25%75%=3.68L/s
before shift,
3.69L/s after
shift for nonexposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
FEF25%=6.9
1L/s before
shift, 7.02L/s
after shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
FEF25%=6.7
3L/s before
shift, 6.73L/s
after shift for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
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FEF50%=4.5
0L/s before
shift, 4.34L/s
after shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue<0.01.
FEF50%=4.3
8L/s before
shift, 4.43L/s
after shift for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
FEF75%=1.6
3L/s before
shift, 1.52L/s
after shift for
exposed
workers, pvalue<0.01.
FEF75%=1.6
6L/s before
shift, 1.66L/s
after shift for
non-exposed
workers, pvalue
reported not
significant.
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Kilburn,
Seidman,
and
Warshaw
1985
(Crosssectional)

Adult women
exposed to
formaldehyde
working in an
occupational
setting as
histology
technicians in
23 hospitals
and 2
laboratories
and
unexposed
women
working as
secretaries
and clerks at
the same
institutions in
Los Angeles,
California

76
Formaldehy
exposed de measured
female
for 1-4 hours
histology in 10 of 25
technicia laboratories
ns and 56
unexpose
d female
controls
(mean
age 40,
39.3,
39.5, and
41.5 for
clerical
workers
0 hr, 1-3
hour, and
>4 hours,
respectiv
ely)

Range in
tissue
specimen
prep and
sampling
areas: 0.21.9 ppm

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects

Shortness of
breath at
work,
shortness of
breath at rest,
chest
tightness,
chest pain

Matched pairs
with respect to
age, cigarette
smoking, and
ethnicity.
Exposed
(technicians)
and unexposed
(secretaries and
clerks)
participants had
different job
functions, but
worked for the
same
organization
were of similar
SES status.

Prevalence=5
% for chest
tightness for
clerical
workers, 7%
after 0hr
exposure,
27% after 13hr exposure,
40% after
>4hr
exposure, pvalue not
reported.
Prevalence=5
% for chest
pain for
clerical
workers,
14% after 0hr
exposure,
23% after 13hr exposure,
40% after
>4hr
exposure, pvalue not
reported.
Prevalence=0
% for
shortness of
breath at rest
for clerical
workers, 0%
after 0hr
exposure,
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Herbert et
al. 1994
(Crosssectional)

Adult
workers in an
occupational
setting at an
oriented
strand board
plant exposed
to
formaldehyde
and workers
in oilfield
and gas plant
from same

99
exposed
workers
(mean
5.1 years
of
employm
ent) and
165 nonexposed
controls

Formaldehy
de measured
from five
work sites in
factory for
21
continuous
hours on two
separate
days in
March and
April 2012

Range:
0.07-0.27
ppm

Subjects completed
questionnaire based
on International
Union Against
Tuberculosis and
Lung Disease
questionnaire

Attacks of
wheeze,
wheeze with
chest
tightness,
chest
tightness,
attacks of
chest
tightness,
wheeze
occasionally
(apart from

Smoking, age

4.5% after 13hr exposure,
21% after
>4hr
exposure, pvalue not
reported.
Prevalence=0
% for
shortness of
breath at
work for
clerical
workers,
14% after 0hr
exposure,
27% after 13hr exposure,
38% after
>4hr
exposure, pvalue not
reported.
OR=5.48,
95% CI
[1.85, 16.2]
for asthma
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=3.34,
95% CI
[1.66, 6.73]
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area in
United States

colds),
woken by
shortness of
breath,
shortness of
breath with
exercise,
shortness of
breath at rest,
shortness of
breath,
asthma,
pulmonary
function tests

for attacks of
wheeze
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=2.46,
95% CI
[1.22, 4.94]
for attacks of
chest
tightness
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=2.71,
95% CI
[1.56, 4.69]
for chest
rightness
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=5.72,
95% CI
[2.78, 11.8]
for wheeze
with chest
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tightness
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=2.85,
95% CI
[1.63, 4.99]
for wheeze
occasionally
(apart from
colds)
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=6.78,
95% CI [1.4,
32.7] for
woken by
shortness of
breath
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=5.44,
95% CI
[2.91, 10.2]
for shortness
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of breath
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=4.94,
95% CI
[2.52, 9.68]
for shortness
of breath
with exercise
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=3.16,
95% CI
[1.37, 7.28]
for shortness
of breath at
rest
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=1.68,
95% CI
[0.54, 5.25]
for
FEV1/FVC<
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75%
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=1.08,
95% CI
[0.32, 3.64]
for
FEV1/FVC<
75% exsmokers
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
OR=2.98,
95% CI [1.1,
8.07] for
FEV1/FVC<
75% for
current
smokers
comparing
exposed
workers
versus nonexposed
workers.
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Norback et
al. 1995
(Crosssectional)

Adults in the
general
population
randomly
selected for
screening
questionnaire
, identified
from
population
register of
Uppsala,
Sweden

88 adults
(aged 2044 years,
mean age
32 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in bedrooms
for two
hours in
October
1991-April
1992

Mean with
nocturnal
attacks of
breathlessn
ess
(bedroom):
29 ug/m3
(range in
house <5100); mean
without
nocturnal
attacks of
breathlessn
ess
(bedroom):
17 ug/m3
(range in
house <560)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects

Nocturnal
breathlessnes
s, respiratory
symptoms
(including
wheezing or
whistling in
chest and
daytime
breathlessnes
s), pulmonary
function tests

Sex, prevalence
of wall to wall
carpets,
prevalence of
house dust
mites, current
smoker, age

OR=12.5,
95% CI [2,
77.9] for
nocturnal
breathlessnes
s per 10-fold
increase in
formaldehyd
e exposure.
Wheezing or
whistling in
the chest and
daytime
attacks of
shortness of
breath
reported to
show no
statistically
significant
association
with
formaldehyd
e exposure.
No
associations
found
between
bronchial
hyperresponsivene
ss, variability
in PEF, FEV,
%, and the
indoor
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concentration
of asthma.

Kriebel et
al. 2001
(Prospective
Cohort)

Adult
physical
therapy
students
exposed in an
occupational
setting
attending
clinical
anatomy
laboratory
once a week
at University
of
Massachusett
s-Lowell in
Massachusett
s

38
graduate
students
(mean
age 24.9
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
continuously
at six
different
locations for
2.5
hours/week
for 14 weeks
in the
laboratory;
work
sampling
was used to
link each
subject to a
formaldehyd
e zone

Geometric
mean: 0.70
ppm (SD
2.13);
highest
short term
exposure:
10.91 ppm;
average
exposure:
1.1 ppm
(SD 0.56);
median
exposure:
0.97 ppm

Pulmonary
function tests

No difference
in response by
smoking status.
Gender, age,
and height
were reported
but not
adjusted for in
analysis

FVC
presemester
mean=4.35L,
95% CI [4.1,
4.6]
compared to
postsemester
mean=4.34,L
95% CI
[4.07, 4.61],
p-value
reported not
significant.
FEV1
presemester
mean=3.65L,
95% CI
[3.43, 3.87]
compared to
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measuremen
t

postsemester
mean=3.63,L
95% CI [3.4,
3.86], pvalue
reported not
significant.
PEF (%
baseline)
presemester
mean=-0.75,
95% CI [1.38, -0.12]
compared to
postsemester
mean=0.5,
95% CI
[0.05, 0.95],
pvalue=0.02.
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Lofstedt et
al. 2009
(Prospective
Cohort)

Adult
workers
exposed to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting and
unexposed
controls in
four
foundries
producing
cores with
the Hot Box
method in
Sweden

64
exposed
workers
and 134
controls
(mean
age 44.2
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
for full shift
(8 hours)
and
considered
to reflect
individual
exposure
(mean
exposure 8.9
years) in
2001

Mean: 8.9
ug/m3 (SD
8.8)

Pulmonary
function tests

Models were
adjusted for
smoking and
co-pollutants
(methyl
isocyanate and
isocyanic acid).
Authors
explored
additional
characteristics,
including BMI
and time in
present job.
Time in present
job did not
differ between
the two groups.
Authors report
equal
proportion of
females in
exposed and
referent groups.

Percent
FEV1 change
over work
shift
adjusting for
methyl
isocyanate
and
smoking=1.5%, 95%
CI [-4, 1], pvalue
reported not
significant.
Percent
FEV1 change
over work
shift
adjusting for
isocyanic
acid and
smoking=1.6%, 95%
CI [-4, 0.9],
p-value
reported not
significant.
Percent
FEV1 change
for
unexposed
workers
mean=0.1%,
95% CI [0.55, 0.75],
for
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coremakers
exposed
mean=-2%,
95% CI [3.56, -0.44],
pvalue<0.05,
for die
casters
exposed
mean=0.3%,
95% CI [1.36, 1.96],
p-value
reported not
significant,
for other
exposed
mean=-1.1%,
95% CI [3.25, 1.05],
p-value
reported not
significant,
for all
exposed
mean=-1.4%,
95% CI [2.47, -0.33],
pvalue<0.05.
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Kriebel et
al. 1993
(Crosssectional)

Adult
physical
therapy
students in an
occupational
setting
attending
clinical
anatomy
laboratory
once a week
in
Massachusett
s

24
graduate
students
(mean
age 26
years)

Formaldehy
de measured
using
personal
monitors for
1-1.5 hours

Geometric
mean (air):
3.6 ppm
(SD 1.16;
range 3.04.3);
geometric
mean
(personal):
0.73 ppm
(SD 1.22;
range 0.490.93)

Pulmonary
function test

Age, gender,
smoking status,
and asthma
history were
assessed.

PEF change
by week
adjusted
beta=2.7L/min,
95% CI [4.98, -0.42],
pvalue=0.01.
PEF change
by week
adjusted logtransformed
beta=22.6L/
min, 95% CI
[13.29,
31.91], pvalue<0.001.
PEF change
for
prelaboratory
(1-2 weeks)
mean=538.9
Lmin, 95%
CI [498.23,
579.75], PEF
change for
crosslaboratory (12 weeks)
mean=12.2L/min,
95% CI
[498.23,
579.75], PEF
change for
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prelaboratory
(9-10 weeks)
mean=529.4
Lmin, 95%
CI [488.03,
570.77], PEF
change for
crosslaboratory (910 weeks)
mean=-1.2L/min,
95% CI [-9.3,
6.9], PEF
change for
prelaboratory
(24-25
weeks)
mean=536.6
Lmin, 95%
CI [496.26,
576.94], PEF
change for
crosslaboratory
(24-25
weeks)
mean=2.4L/
min, 95% CI
[-3.92, 8.72].
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Milton et al.
1996
(Crosssectional)

Adult male
workers
exposed in an
occupational
setting at a
fiberglass
wool
manufacturin
g plant in
United States

18 male
maintena
nce
workers
and 19
male
productio
n
workers

Formaldehy
de measured
for 8 hours
for 5 or 6
work days
using
personal
sampling
monitor

Eight hr
time
weighted
average:
1.2-265
ug/m3;
geometric
mean
(low): 6.4
ug/m3;
geometric
mean
(medium):
31.8
ug/m3;
geometric
mean
(high): 100
ug/m3

Pulmonary
function test

Cigarettes
during interval,
asthma
medications,
levels of other
exposures,
effect of night
shift, PEF
change on nonwork days

OR=0.9, 95%
CI [0.3, 2.2]
for PEF drop
>=5%
comparing
medium
formaldehyd
e exposure
(16.8-60.3
ug/m3) to
low
formaldehyd
e exposure
(1.2-16.6
ug/m3)
measured
from start to
end of work
shift,
adjusted for
effect of
night shift,
non-workday
PEF change.
OR=2, 95%
CI [0.6, 7]
for PEF drop
>=5%
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
(61.1-265
ug/m3) to
low
formaldehyd
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e exposure
measured
from start to
end of work
shift,
adjusted for
effect of
night shift,
nonworkdays
PEF change.
OR=0.8, 95%
CI [0.3, 2.3]
for PEF drop
>=5%
comparing
medium
formaldehyd
e exposure to
low
formaldehyd
e exposure
measured
from start to
end of work
shift,
adjusted for
cigarettes
during
interval,
asthma
medications,
levels of
other
exposures,
effect of
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night shift,
non-workday
PEF change.
OR=1.1, 95%
CI [0.2, 7.3]
for PEF drop
>=5%
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure to
low
formaldehyd
e exposure
measured
from start to
end of work
shift,
adjusted for
cigarettes
during
interval,
asthma
medications,
levels of
other
exposures,
effect of
night shift,
non-workday
PEF change.
OR=1.2, 95%
CI [0.6, 2.2]
for PEF drop
>=5%
comparing
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medium
formaldehyd
e exposure to
low
formaldehyd
e exposure
measured
from start of
work shift to
arising,
adjusted for
effect of
night shift,
non-workday
PEF change.
OR=1.4, 95%
CI [0.7, 2.7]
for PEF drop
>=5%
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure to
low
formaldehyd
e exposure
measured
from start
work shift to
arising,
adjusted for
effect of
night shift,
non-workday
PEF change.
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Akbar
Khanzadeh
et al. 1997
(Crosssectional)

Adult
medical
students
exposed to
formaldehyde
in an
occupational
setting at an
anatomy lab
in Toledo,
OH

50
exposed
subjects
(female
mean age
26.2
years,
male
mean age
24.2
years)
and 36
nonmedi
cal
student
controls
(female
mean age
24.1
years,
male
mean age
23.1
year)

Formaldehy
de in
breathing
zone
(personal
sample) and
general area
of anatomy
lab
measured

Mean
(breathing
zone): 1.88
ppm; mean
(middle of
lab): 0.97
ppm

Pulmonary
function tests

All participants
were nonsmoking
individuals,
and were
similar in age,
height, weight,
gender ratios in
the study
groups, and
baseline
respiratory
function

Mean percent
increase in
FEV3
(1-3hr)=0.8,
95%CI [01.6]
(exposed),
3.3, 95%CI
[1.44, 5.16]
(controls).
Mean percent
increase in
FEV1 (13hr)=1.2,
95%CI [0.262.14]
(exposed),
4.1, 95%CI
[2.41,
5.79](control
s). Mean
percent
increase in
FVC (within
3hr)=2.5,
95%CI [0.974.03]
(exposed),
4.6, 95%CI
[2.43, 6.77]
(controls).
Mean percent
increase in
FVC (within
3hr)=2.5,
95%CI [0.97-
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4.03]
(exposed),
4.6, 95%CI
[2.43,
6.77](control
s). Mean
percent
increase in
FEF25%75% (within
3hr)=2.2,
95%CI [0.47, 4.87]
(exposed),
9.3, 95%CI
[5.27,
13.33](contro
ls). Mean
percent
increase in
FEV3 (within
3hr)=2.7,
95%CI [1.394.01]
(exposed),
5.2, 95%CI
[3, 7.4]
(controls).
Mean percent
increase in
FEV1 (within
3hr)=245,
95%CI [0.953.85]
(exposed),
6.2, 95%CI
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[3.83,
8.57](control
s). Mean
percent
increase in
FVC (13hr)=0.9,
95%CI [0.051.75]
(exposed), 3,
95%CI [1, 5]
(controls).
Mean percent
increase in
FVC (within
1hr)=1.5,
95%CI [0.422.58]
(exposed),
1.5, 95%CI
[0.55,
2.45](control
s). Mean
percent
increase in
FEF2575%(within
1hr)=1.9,
95%CI [-14.8]
(exposed),
3.1, 95%CI [0.39,
6.59](control
s). Mean
percent
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increase in
FEV3 (within
1hr)=1.8,
95%CI [0.832.77]
(exposed),
1.9, 95%CI
[0.95,
2.85](control
s). Mean
percent
increase in
FEV1 (within
1hr)=1.2,
95%CI [0.012.39]
(exposed),
2.1, 95%CI
[0.61,
3.59](control
s). Mean
percent
increase in
FEF2575%(13hr)=0.7,
95%CI [1.18, 2.58]
(exposed),
6.1,95%CI[3.
73, 8.47]
(controls).
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Frisk et al.
2009
(Crosssectional)

Adults in the
general
population
selected from
the Orebro,
Sweden
section of the
1996 FinEsS
study

49
asthmatic
s (ages
19-54
years,
mean age
39 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
over 24 hour
period
between
January
1999 and
December
2000 during
heating
season

Not
reported

Pulmonary
function tests
(including
bronchial
provocation
n=39)

Internal
moisture
supply, carbon
dioxide,
environmental
tobacco smoke,
indoor
domestic pets,
nitrogen
dioxide,
prevalence of
house dust
mites, water
content

FEV1
median=92
for 0 risk
factor group,
98 for 1 risk
factor group
(reported no
statistical
significance),
95 for 2 risk
factor group
(reported no
statistical
significance),
and 95.5 for
>2 risk factor
group
(reported no
statistical
significance).
PEF
median=94
for 0 risk
factor group,
99 for 1 risk
factor group
(reported no
statistical
significance),
89 for 2 risk
factor group
(reported no
statistical
significance),
and 88.5 for
>2 risk factor
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group
(reported no
statistical
significance).
Bronchial
hyperrespons
iveness
median=0.5
for 0 risk
factor group,
0.86 for 1
risk factor
group
(reported no
statistical
significance),
0.64 for 2
risk factor
group
(reported no
statistical
significance),
and 0.62 for
>2 risk factor
group
(reported no
statistical
significance).
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Sheppard et
al. 1984
(Nonrandomized
controlled
trial)

Adults in the
general
population
diagnosed
with asthma
in California

7
asthmatic
adults
(served
as own
controls)

Subjects
exposed to
filtered air,
1ppm, and
3ppm during
moderate
exercise

Exposed to
1 or 3 ppm

Pulmonary
function test

All participants
were nonsmokers.
Authors
measured sex,
age, height, and
this was a
controlled
exposure study
so there was no
need to
measure other
environmental
co-exposures.

Specific
airway
resistance
(SRaw)
mean=9.2,
95% CI
[4.95, 13.45]
before air
exposure,
mean=6.4,
95% CI
[5.08, 16.92]
after air
exposure,
mean=8.5,
95% CI
[4.62, 12.38]
before 1ppm
exposure,
mean=10.7,
95% CI
[4.97, 16.43]
after 1ppm
exposure,
mean=7.4,
95% CI
[3.52, 11.28]
before 3ppm
exposure,
mean=10.3,
95% CI
[3.64, 16.96]
after 3ppm
exposure.
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Sauder et al.
1987
(Nonrandomized
controlled
trial)

Adult
volunteers in
the general
population
with clinical
history of
asthma and
documented
hyperactive
airways in
United States

9
asthmatic
adults
(served
as own
controls)

Subjects
exposed to
clean air for
3 hours
followed by
3 ppm
formaldehyd
e one week
later

Mean
exposure:
2.9 ppm
(SD 0.14)

Symptom
questionnaire
completed by
subjects

Chest
discomfort or
tightness,
pulmonary
function tests

All volunteers
were
nonsmokers.
Reported
characteristics
of age and sex,
but analyses
were not
adjusted for
these variables.

Mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.22
after 0min of
clean air
exposure,
mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.22
after 0min of
3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.11
after 2min of
clean air
exposure,
mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.33
after 2min of
3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.22
after 15min
of clean air
exposure,
mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.22
after 15min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.11
after30min of
clean air
exposure,
mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.22
after 30min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.22
after 60min
of clean air
exposure,
mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.44
after 60min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.44
after 120min
of clean air
exposure,
mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.44
after 120min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.44
after 180min
of clean air
exposure,
mean of
symptom
questionnaire
score=0.44
after 180min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean of
FEV1=3.02
after 180min
of clean air
exposure,
mean of
FEV1=3.07
after 180min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean of
FVC=4.11
after 180min
of clean air
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exposure,
mean of
FVC=4.16
after 180min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean of
FEF2575%=2.64
after 180min
of clean air
exposure,
mean of
FEF2575%=2.59
after 180min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean of
SGaw=0.101
after 180min
of clean air
exposure,
mean of
SGaw=0.106
after 180min
of 3ppm
formaldehyd
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e exposure,
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Ezratty et al.
2007
(Nonrandomized
controlled
trial)

Adult
patients in
the general
population
with
intermittent
asthma and
allergy to
pollen in
France

12 adults
diagnose
d with
intermitt
ent
asthma
(between
18-44
years of
age;
median
age 25
years)

Subjects
exposed at
rest to
filtered air
or to 0.4ppm
formaldehyd
e for 60 min
on two
separate
days
separated by
2 weeks;
crossover
study where
order of
exposure
randomized

Exposed to
500 ug/m3

Pulmonary
function tests
(methacholin
e and
allergen
challenge)

All subjects
were
nonsmokers,
and the age,
sex, and asthma
duration of all
the subjects
were presented.
Authors noted
none of the
twelve subjects
were receiving
antiinflammatory
therapy or
other current
treatments, and
the study was
performed
outside of grass
pollen season.
Participants
were
randomized to
different
interventions.

Methacholine
challenge
(PD20)
median=0.17
mg for air
exposure
only,
median=0.23
mg for
formaldehyd
e exposure,
pvalue=0.42.
Allergen
challenge
(PD15
FEV1)
median=0.25
for air
exposure
only,
median=0.8
for
formaldehyd
e exposure,
pvalue=0.06.
Sputum
supernatant
concentration
s of
interleukins
(IL-1, IL-4,
IL-5, IL-8,
IL-10),
granulocyte–
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macrophage
colonystimulating
factor (GMCSF),
monocyte
chemotactic
protein-1
(MCP-1),
tumor
necrosis
factor-α
(TNF-α),
interferon-γ
(IFN-γ), and
eotaxin-1
were reported
for patients
after
exposure to
air-only and
to
formaldehyd
e. None of
these
outcomes
were
significantly
different for
patients
following
exposure to
formaldehyd
e compared
to air-only.
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Witek, Jr et
al. 1986
(Randomize
d controlled
trial)

Adults
patients in
the general
population
with a past
history of
asthma in the
United States

30
asthmatic
adults

Subjects
were
exposed to 0
or 2ul/L
formaldehyd
e for 5-40
min periods
in chamber
on two days
at rest and
on two days
with
exercise

Exposed to
2 ul/L

Pulmonary
function test

All volunteers
were
nonsmokers.
Reported
characteristics
of age and sex,
but analyses
were not
adjusted for
these variables.

Mean percent
change
(standard
deviation)
from baseline
for healthy
subjects in
FEV1=0.50
(4.7) after 30
minutes room
air at rest; 0.37 (4.5)
after 30
minutes room
air with
exercise; 1.15 (5.3)
after 30
minutes 2.0
ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure at
rest; 1.76
(4.9) after 30
minutes 2.0
ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure
with
exercise.
Mean percent
change
(standard
deviation)
from baseline
for asthmatic
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subjects in
FEV1=-0.31
(4.1) after 30
minutes room
air at rest;
0.62 (7.5)
after 30
minutes room
air with
exercise;
0.60 (6.4)
after 30
minutes 2.0
ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure at
rest; 1.86
(11.9) after
30 minutes
2.0 ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure
with
exercise.
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Green et al.
1987
(Randomize
d controlled
trial)

Adults in the
general
population
with asthma
recruited by
newspaper
advertisemen
t in Maryland
United States

16
asthmatic
s and 21
healthy
normal
controls
(mean
age
26.91
years)

Subjects
exposed for
one hour to
both clean
air and
3ppm
formaldehyd
e and
exposures
separated by
one week

Exposed to
3 ppm

Pulmonary
function tests

All subjects
were
nonsmokers.
Asthmatics
were taken off
medications
48hr prior to
exposures and
no subjects
were allowed
to take antihistamines
within 12hr of
trial. Exposures
were
randomized.

Mean FEV1
for healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=4.2
9, 95% CI
[4.04, 4.54],
mean FEV1
for healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=4.1
5, 95% CI
[3.88, 4.42],
pvalue<0.02.
Mean FEV1
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=3.5
4, 95% CI
[2.94, 4.14],
mean FEV1
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
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e
exposure=3.4
6, 95% CI
[2.86, 4.06],
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean FVC
for healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=5.0
4, 95% CI
[4.73, 5.35],
mean FVC
for healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=4.9
2, 95% CI
[4.61, 5.23],
pvalue<0.02.
Mean FVC
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=4.6
2, 95% CI
[3.81, 5.43],
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mean FVC
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=4.5
6, 95% CI
[3.73, 5.39],
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean
FEF25-75%
for healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=4.7
4, 95% CI
[4.22, 5.26],
mean FEF2575% for
healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=4.5
6, 95% CI
[3.96, 5.16],
p-value
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reported not
significant.
Mean
FEF25-75%
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=3.1
4, 95% CI
[2.44, 3.84],
mean FEF2575% for
asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=3.1
1, 95% CI
[2.34, 3.88],
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean FRC
for healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=3.6
1, 95% CI
[3.26, 3.96],
mean FRC
for healthy
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individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=3.6
1, 95% CI
[3.23, 3.99],
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean FRC
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=3.5
8, 95% CI
[3.07, 4.09],
mean FRC
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=3.5
8, 95% CI
[3.09, 4.07],
p-value
reported not
significant.
Mean FEV3
for healthy
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individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=4.9
3, 95% CI
[4.62, 5.24],
mean FEV3
for healthy
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=4.8
, 95% CI
[4.49, 5.11],
pvalue<0.02.
Mean FEV3
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes air
exposure=4.3
7, 95% CI
[3.62, 5.12],
mean FEV3
for asthmatic
individuals
after 55
minutes
3.0ppm
formaldehyd
e
exposure=3.4
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6, 95% CI
[3.55, 5.09],
p-value
reported not
significant.
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Witek, Jr et
al. 1987
(Randomize
d controlled
trial)

Adults in the
general
population
with a past
history of
asthma
recruited
from the
university
community
via bulletin
board
advertisemen
t in the
United States

15
asthmatic
adults
(ages 1835 years,
mean age
22.1
years)

Subjects
were
exposed to 0
or 2ppm
formaldehyd
e for 5-40
min periods
in chamber
on two days
at rest and
on two days
with
exercise

Exposed to
2 ppm

Pulmonary
function tests

All subjects
were
nonsmokers
and between
age 18-35,
refrained from
taking asthma
medications
and caffeinated
beverages for
at least 24
hours prior to
session, and
none reported
having an
upper
respiratory
infection
during the
study. Authors
also report
gender, height
and weight.
This is a
controlled
exposure study,
hence coexposure
measurement
was not
necessary.
Participants
were
randomized to
interventions.

Mean percent
change
(standard
deviation)
from baseline
for asthmatic
subjects in
FEV1=-0.31
(4.0) after 30
minutes room
air at rest;
0.62 (7.5)
after 30
minutes room
air with
exercise;
0.60 (6.4)
after 30
minutes 2.0
ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure at
rest; 1.86
(11.9) after
30 minutes
2.0 ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure
with
exercise.
Mean percent
change
(standard
deviation)
from baseline
for asthmatic
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subjects in
FVC=0.82
(5.7) after 30
minutes room
air at rest; 0.60 (6.7)
after 30
minutes room
air with
exercise; 2.78 (3.1)
after 30
minutes 2.0
ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure at
rest (pvalue<0.01);
-2.49 (7.5)
after 30
minutes 2.0
ug/L
formaldehyd
e exposure
with
exercise.
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Harving et
al. 1990
(Randomize
d controlled
trial)

Adult
volunteers in
the general
population
with
substantial
bronchial
hyperreactivit
y in Denmark

15 adults
(ages 1536 years,
mean age
25.1
years)

Subjects
assigned to 1
of 3 groups
and went
through
same 3
experiments
in
randomized
order with
formaldehyd
e
concentratio
n of 0.85
mg/m3, 0.12
mg/m3, and
0 mg/m3
over a 3
week period,
mean
exposure
time 89.4
min

Exposed to
0 mg/m3
(SD 0.008),
0.12
mg/m3 (SD
0.07), and
0.85
mg/m3 (SD
0.07)

Pulmonary
function tests

Researchers
controlled the
use of
bronchial
dilators and
oral
medications
use on the day
of exposure

Mean(SD)
FEV1 before
0 mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=10
0,after 0
mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=10
0.9(12.8),
mean(SD)
FEV1 before
0.12mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=10
0,after
0.12mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=99.
4(8.7),mean
(SD) FEV1
before
0.85mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=10
0,after
0.85mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=10
5.0(16.5).
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Mean(SD)
Raw before
0mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=2.1
7(0.85),after
0mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=2.2
1(0.54),
mean (SD)
Raw before
0.12mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=2.4
1(0.79),after
0.12mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=2.2
3(0.76),
mean (SD)
Raw before
0.85mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=2.2
9(0.66),after
0.85mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=2.2
9(0.66).
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Mean (SD)
Saw before 0
mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=11.
21(4.26),after
0mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=10.
67(2.66),
mean(SD)
Saw before
0.12mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=11.
67(3.02),after
0.12mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=10.
63(3.10),
mean(SD)
Saw before
0.85mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
exposure=11.
61(4.47),
after
0.85mg/m3
formaldehyd
e
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exposure=11.
17(3.56).
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Burge et al.
1984
(Case
reports)

Adult
workers
occupationall
y exposed to
formaldehyde
who were
referred for
symptoms
suggestive of
asthma in
United
Kingdom

15
workers
(ages 2662)

Subjects
exposed to
various
concentratio
ns of
formaldehyd
e

Exposed to
0.1%-20%
solution
resulting in
2.3-31
mg/m3

Medical
examination

Bronchial
provocation
tests

Authors
reported
smoking, age,
sex, and
previous
history of
asthma or
rhinitis but
analyses were
not adjusted by
these factors

Bronchial
provocation,
reported as
maximum
fall in FEV1
and
histamine
reactivity, is
reported
individually
for the 15
cases: 3
subjects had
appreciable
late asthmatic
reactions
after
formaldehyd
e exposure,
suggesting
true
sensitization,
4 subjects
had
appreciable
immediate
reactions
with no late
reaction, and
1 subject had
late reactions
following
formaldehyd
e exposure
on six
occasions,
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two of which
were
appreciable
immediate
reactions;
breathing
zone
concentration
s of
formaldehyd
e required to
elicit irritant
reactions was
mean 4.8
mg/m3; 3 of
the 4 subjects
with
histamine
hyperreactivi
ty had an
immediate
reaction
alone when
exposed to
10%
formaldehyd
e, 3 subjects
with a
normal
histamine
PC20 value
also reacted
to
formaldehyd
e, and 1
subject with
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histamine
reactivity and
4 subjects
with normal
histamine
PC20 values
failed to
respond to
1%
formaldehyd
e.

Frigas et al.
1984
(Case
reports)

Adult
patients in
the general
population
with
symptoms
suggestive of
asthma who
suspected
formaldehyde
exposure as

13
patients
(ages 1570 years)

Subjects
exposed to
room air or
formaldehyd
e for 20
minutes at
levels of 0.1,
1, and 3 ppm
for

Exposed to
0.1, 1 or 3
ppm

Medical
examination

Bronchial
provocation
tests

Authors
reported on
smoking, sex,
age, and
occupation but
analyses were
not adjusted by
these factors

Decreases in
FEV1 after
placebo and
formaldehyd
e challenges
are reported
individually
for the 13
cases: in only
one patient
did the FEV1
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the cause in
the United
States

decline by
20% or more
after
exposure to
formaldehyd
e, and in this
case the
placebo
challenge
induced
almost the
same
decrease in
FEV1 as did
formaldehyd
e; for the rest
of the
patients, the
FEV1 did not
diminish
significantly
after
challenge
with
formaldehyd
e gas
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Nordman et
al. 1985
(Case
reports)

Adults
occupationall
y exposed to
formaldehyde
and suffering
from asthmalike
respiratory
symptoms
between
January 1977
and May
1983 in
Finland

12 adults
tested
positive
to
bronchial
provocati
on test
with
formalde
hyde
(consider
ed to
have
bronchial
asthma)
and cases
reports
presented
(exposed
occupati
onally up
to 19
years)

Subjects
were
exposed to
1ppm and
2ppm
formaldehyd
e for 30
minutes

First
exposure:
1.2 mg/m3;
second
exposure:
2.5 mg/m3

Medical
examination

Bronchial
provocation
test to
diagnose
asthma

Characteristics
are described in
detail for 5 case
patients. No
discussion of
potential
confounders for
the remaining 5
cases of
formaldehyde
asthma, or for
the 218
subjects who
did not react to
the
formaldehyde
challenge.

Twelve
patients were
considered to
have
bronchial
asthma; eight
of these
patients
demonstrated
an immediate
reaction to
the bronchial
provocation
test (i.e.,
within 30
minutes of
beginning
exposure).
Six late
reactions,
two of which
were
preceded by
immediate
drops in PEF,
were
recorded.
The
formaldehyd
e
concentration
used in 11
cases was 2.5
mg/m3 and
in one case
1.2 mg/m3;
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three patients
did not react
at all on
provocation
to histamine,
indicating the
absence of
bronchial
hyperreactivi
ty.

Gannon et
al. 1995
(Case
reports)

Adult
workers
occupationall
y exposed to
glutaraldehyd
e and referred
to specialist
for testing

7
workers
(age 2553 years)

Subjects
exposed to
1%
formaldehyd
e solution on
cardboard in
chamber for
10 minutes

Exposed to
1%
solution

Medical
examination

Bronchial
provocation
tests

Workers'
characteristics
are presented
(age, sex,
smoking,
occupation,
years of
exposure,
agents of
exposure).
Case series
report--not
incorporation
of these
variables in
analyses.

Percent fall
in specific
bronchial
provocation
test
comparing
1.2 mg/m3
formaldehyd
e exposure
from saline
control: 0
(Case 1), 0
(Case 2), 27
(Case 3), 28
(Case 4), 33
(Case 6), 0
(Case 7), 0
(Case 8).
Case 5 was
not
challenged to
formaldehyd
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e for
technical
reasons.
Three
workers also
had positive
late reactions
on challenge
to
formaldehyd
e.
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Zhai et al.
2013
(Crosssectional)

Households
of children
and adults in
the general
population
decorated
within the
previous four
years in main
urban area of
Shenyang,
China

One
adult per
househol
d and 82
children
in 186
residenti
al houses

Formaldehy
de measured
in bedrooms,
living
rooms, and
kitchens
over 1
month to 3
years

Polluted
homes:
0.093
mg/m3
(bedroom);
0.103
mg/m3
(living
room);
0.131
mg/m3
(kitchen);
nonpolluted
homes:
0.43
mg/m3
(bedroom);
0.040
mg/m3
(living
room);
0.047
mg/m3
(kitchen)

Subjects (including
children with
parental assistance)
completed survey
designed by the
American Thoracic
Society on
respiratory health

Asthma,
wheeze,
respiratory
symptoms for
adults and
children

Age, education,
family history
of allergy,
gender, height,
house facing,
indoor
domestic pets,
occupation,
smoking in the
family,
ventilation
frequency,
weight

Adult asthma
prevalence =
0% for nonpolluted
homes,
1.68% for
polluted
homes, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Child asthma
prevalence =
3.22% for
non-polluted
homes, 40%
for polluted
homes, pvalue<0.05.
Adult wheeze
prevalence =
2.99% for
non-polluted
homes,
5.04% for
polluted
homes, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Child wheeze
prevalence =
6.56% for
non-polluted
homes, 10%
for polluted
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homes, pvalue
reported not
significant.
Adult
OR=2.603,
95% CI
[1.77, 3.828]
for
respiratory
symptoms.
Child
OR=4.250,
95% CI
[2.064,
8.753] for
respiratory
symptoms.

Veremchuk
et al. 2016
(Crosssectional)

Adult and
children
residents in
the general
population
with asthma
in
Vladivostok,
Russia

Asthma
morbidit
y in
Vladivos
tok
(sample
size not
reported)

Formaldehy
de measured
using air
quality
monitors
from six
stationary
observation
posts during
2008-2012

Not
reported

Medical records

Asthma
diagnosis

The study
evaluated
effects by age
groups
(children,
adolescents,
and adults).
Climatic
factors and
indicators of
anthropogenic
air pollution in

No
significant
correlation
reported
between
formaldehyd
e exposure
and asthma
outcome
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the city were
also evaluated.

Quackenbos
s et al. 1989
(Crosssectional)

Households
of adults and
children in
the general
population
classified as
single family
homes,
mobiles/traile
rs, and
apartments/c
ondos in the
United States

151
househol
ds

Formaldehy
de measured
for oneweek
periods
using
samplers in
the kitchen,
main living
area, and
each
subject's
bedroom;
homes
classified as
likely to
have low,
moderate, or
higher
exposures

Homes
were
classified
as being
likely to
have low
exposures
(<=60
ug/m3),
moderate
exposures
(60 to 120
ug/m3), or
higher
exposures
(>120
ug/m3)

Pulmonary
function tests

Authors
measure age,
sex, smoking,
previous lung
disease, and
day of week,
but not
included in
analysis

Percentage of
subjects with
variability in
PEFR
exceeding
"normal"
limits:
Formaldehyd
e <=30
ug/m3=70.6
% (male
<=15 years
old), 62.5%
(males <=35
years old),
36.8%
(males>35
years old).
Formaldehyd
e >30
ug/m3=90.2
% (male
<=15 years
old), pvalue=0.06,
68.8% (males
<=35 years
old), p-value
reported not
significant,
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48.8%
(males>35
years old), pvalue
reported not
significant.
Percentage of
subjects with
variability in
PEFR
exceeding
"normal"
limits:
Formaldehyd
e <=30
ug/m3=72.4
% (female
<=15 years
old), 53.1%
(females
<=35 years
old), 60.4%
(females>35
years old).
Formaldehyd
e >30
ug/m3=93.3
% (female
<=15 years
old), pvalue=0.07,
46.2%
(females
<=35 years
old), p-value
reported not
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significant,
57.4%
(females>35
years old), pvalue
reported not
significant.
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Yeatts et al.
2012
(Crosssectional)

Children and
adults in the
general
population
recruited
based on
two-stage
cluster
sample
design in the
United Arab
Emirates
(UAE)

1590
individua
ls within
four
age/sex
categorie
s: adult
male
(ages 1950
years),
adult
female
(ages 1950
years),
adolesce
nt (ages
11-18
years),
and child
(ages 610 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in the
common
living room
for a 7 day
period in
2009-2010

Median:
<7.37
ug/m3
(limit of
quantificati
on: 7.37;
range:
7.37-168.2)

Subjects were
interviewed and
asked about ever
having doctordiagnosed asthma;
respiratory
symptoms assessed
using ISAAC and
Behavioral Risk
Factor Surveillance
System questions

Ever asthma,
wheezing
limited
speech to 1
or 2 words
between
breaths,
wheezing in
last 4
months,
wheezing in
last 12
months, ever
having
wheezing and
whistling in
chest,
shortness of
breath one or
more times a
month,
shortness of
breath in last
12 months,
chest
tightness/diffi
culty
breathing in
last 12
months, chest
tightness/diffi
culty
breathing one
or more times
a month

Urban/rural
area, household
tobacco smoke
exposure,
gender, age
group

OR=1.43,
95% CI
[0.83, 2.46]
for chest
tightness/diff
iculty in
breathing in
last 12
months
comparing
high
formaldehyd
e exposure
group (7.37168.2ppm) to
low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group
(<7.37ppm).
OR=1.55,
95% CI
[0.97, 2.48]
for shortness
of breath in
last 12
months
comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
OR=1.32,
95% CI
[0.73, 2.37]
for ever
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asthma
comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
OR=1.31,
95% CI
[0.71, 2.42]
for ever
having
wheezing or
whistling in
chest
comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
OR=0.64,
95% CI
[0.21, 1.98]
for wheezing
in past 12
months
comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
OR=3.48,
95% CI
[0.81, 14.89]
for wheezing
in past 4
weeks
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comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
OR=4.18,
95% CI
[1.23, 14.22]
for wheezing
limiting
speech to 1
or 2 words
between
breaths
comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
OR=3.68,
95% CI
[1.11, 12.27]
for shortness
of breath one
or more
times a
month
comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
OR=6.52,
95% CI
[1.91, 22.31]
for chest
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tightness/diff
iculty in
breathing one
or more
times a
month
comparing
high to low
formaldehyd
e exposure
group.
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Schenker et
al. 1982
(Crosssectional)

Children and
adult
residents of
six homes in
the general
population
with urea
formaldehyde
foam
insulation
(UFFI) in the
United States

24
residents
from six
homes
(ages 763 years)

Formaldehy
de measured
in homes 7
to 34 months
following
installation
of UFFI in
1979-1981

Range:
0.02-0.23
ppm

Subjects completed
American Thoracic
Society
questionnaire and
special
supplementary
questionnaire for
subjects with
formaldehyde
exposure

Wheeze,
pulmonary
function tests

Authors report
measuring smo
king, age, and
sex variables,
but did not
report these
data and did
not adjust
analyses with
these variables

Prevalence of
participants
reporting
chronic
phlegm=5/24
in UFFI
houses.
Prevalence of
participants
reporting
chronic
cough=11/24
in UFFI
houses.
Prevalence of
participants
reporting
persistent
wheeze=6/24
in UFFI
houses.
Change in
FEV1 for
participants
in UFFI
houses
mean=0.121.
Change in
FEV1/FVC
for
participants
in UFFI
houses
mean=-3.74.
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Tuomainen
et al. 2003
(Cohort)

Adult
residents of
two
apartment
buildings in
the general
population in
Finland

Resident Formaldehy
s living
de measured
in
for 2-4 hours
building
in 6
built for
apartments
people
from each
with
building on
respirator 5 occasions
y
over a 3 year
diseases
period
and
building
built
using
conventi
onal
methods
as a
control

Mean
(cases at 1
year): 13
ug/m3 (SD
4; range 318); mean
(cases at 2
years): 16
ug/m3 (SD
7; range 338); mean
(cases at 3
years): 12
ug/m3 (SD
6; range 728); mean
(controls at
1 year): 23
ug/m3 (SD
5; range
16-29);
mean
(controls at
2 years): 23
ug/m3 (SD
9; range
10-43);
mean
(controls at
3 years): 17
ug/m3 (SD
5; range
10-28)

Questionnaire
completed by
subjects (when
moved into
building, after 5
months, and after 1,
2, and 3 years of
occupancy)
included questions
on asthma
symptoms

Asthma
symptoms

Passive
smoking, stuffy
air, dry air, and
varying
temperature

Relevant
asthma
symptoms
were not
reported, but
asthmatic
occupants
reported that
their
symptoms
decreased
during
occupancy in
the case
building
(built for
people with
respiratory
diseases).
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* Studies organized by 1) meta-analysis status (studies considered for meta-analysis and studies not considered for meta-analysis), 2) study population (children, adults, children and adults, not

354

specified), 3) outcomes reported (asthma diagnosis, asthma diagnosis and asthma symptoms, pulmonary function measures), and the 4) study design (cohort, case-control, cross-sectional, non

355

randomized controlled trial, randomized controlled trial, case report).
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356

Child studies were published relatively recently (1990-2016 for asthma diagnosis, 1984-2019 for

357

asthma symptoms) whereas adult studies had a wider range of publication years including more

358

older studies (Table 34). Almost half of child studies (11/24 for asthma diagnosis and 9/23 for

359

asthma symptoms) had sample sizes greater than 1,000, whereas more adult studies had smaller

360

sample sizes (13/20 for asthma diagnosis and 21/26 for asthma symptoms with sample size

361

<500) (Table 43). Combined, child studies reported on a total of over 34,000 participants for

362

asthma diagnosis and 32,000 participants for asthma symptoms. Adult studies reported on a total

363

of over 8,000 participants for asthma diagnosis and 12,000 for asthma symptoms (S100 and S101

364

TableTable 3b, S99 Table).

365

A little over half (51%, n=46) of the included studies were cross-sectional in study design, and

366

the remainder were cohort (n=17), controlled trials (n=11), case-control (n=7), case reports

367

(n=4), or of mixed study design (e.g., cross-sectional and case-control) (n=5) (Table 2). A

368

similar trend in study design was observed in that the majority of studies in all four

369

population/outcome combinations were of cross-sectional study design. Children studies

370

reporting on asthma diagnosis were mostly cross-sectional (58%) and case-control (21%)

371

whereas those reporting on asthma symptoms were mostly cross-sectional (52%) and prospective

372

cohort (22%) (Table 43). Adult studies reporting on asthma diagnosis were mostly cross-

373

sectional (80%) and cohort (15%), and similarly for those reporting on asthma symptoms (58%

374

cross-sectional, 27% cohort) (Table 43).

375
376
377
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378

Characteristics of included studies—Exposure measures

379

Most studies (91%, n=82) reported association estimates between asthma outcomes and

380

quantitative measurements of formaldehyde exposure. In the remainder of studies (n=8),

381

although quantitative formaldehyde exposure measures were reported (leading to the study’s

382

inclusion), these estimates were not used by study authors directly to calculate association

383

estimates, but rather they used categorized formaldehyde levels (i.e., high, medium, and low

384

exposures) (Table 2). Formaldehyde levels were measured in school (n=14), home (n=30), work

385

(n=16), vehicles (n=1), and outdoor e

386

nvironments (n=6), as well as using personal monitors (n=13) or given as experiment doses to

387

healthy volunteers (n=12) (Table 3b, S100 and S10199 Table). School formaldehyde

388

measurements were used in 10 child asthma diagnosis and 10 child asthma symptom studies (and

389

in no adult studies). Home formaldehyde measurements were used in 9 studies each for child

390

asthma diagnosis and symptom studies and 7 studies each for adult asthma diagnosis and

391

symptom studies. Work formaldehyde measurements were used in 6 adult asthma diagnosis

392

studies and 11 adult symptom studies (and in no child studies). Outdoor exposure measurements

393

were mostly used in child studies (3 studies of child asthma diagnosis, 4 for child asthma

394

symptoms, and 2 for adult asthma diagnosis) whereas personal monitor measurements were

395

mostly used in adult studies (5 studies of adult asthma diagnosis, 7 for adult asthma symptoms,

396

and 2 each for child asthma diagnosis and asthma symptoms) (S100 and S101 TableTable 3b,

397

S99 Table).

398
399
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400
401
Table 43. Study Characteristics, stratified by population health outcome group.

Publication
Year
1969
1977
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010-2019
Study design
Casecontrol
Nested
case-control
Prospective
cohort
Cohort
Crosssectional
Crosssectional
and casecontrol
Nonrandomized
controlled
trial
Randomized
controlled
trial
Case report
Sample size
0-50
51-100
101-200
201-500
501-1000
>1000
Not
reported

Child
asthma
n (%)

Child
asthma
symptoms
n (%)

Adult
asthma
n (%)

Adult asthma
symptoms
n (%)

0
0
0
3 (13%)
7 (29%)
14 (58%)

0
0
1 (4%)
1 (4%)
6 (26%)
15 (65%)

0
0
2 (10%)
4 (20%)
5 (25%)
9 (45%)

1 (4%)
1 (4%)
6 (23%)
7 (27%)
6 (23%)
5 (19%)

5 (21%)

2 (9%)

1 (5%)

0

2 (8%)

0

0

1 (4%)

2 (8%)

5 (22%)

2 (10%)

7 (27%)

0
14 (58%)

0
12 (52%)

1 (5%)
16 (80%)

0
15 (58%)

1 (4%)

2 (9%)

0

0

0

1 (4%)

0

3 (11%)

0

1 (4%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
3 (12%)
6 (25%)
1 (4%)
2 (8%)
11 (46%)
1 (4%)

2 (9%)
2 (9%)
2 (9%)
7 (30%)
0
9 (39%)
1 (4%)

1 (5%)
5 (25%)
1 (5%)
6 (30%)
4 (20%)
2 (10%)
1 (5%)

6 (23%)
6 (23%)
4 (15%)
5 (19%)
2 (8%)
3 (11%)
0
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403
404
405

Characteristics of included studies—Outcome measures

406

Of the 90 total included studies, 41 evaluated asthma diagnosis outcomes (21 studies in children,

407

17 in adults, and 3 in both children and adults) and 48 evaluated asthma-related symptoms (22

408

studies in children, 25 in adults, and 1 in both children and adults). Asthma diagnosis was

409

ascertained either by questionnaire (for instance, the International Study of asthma and Allergies

410

in Childhood (ISAAC) (30)) medical records, or a physical examination (S100 and S101

411

TableTable 3b, S99 Table).

412

Studies reported on a wide range of asthma-related outcomes, including current/ever asthma

413

(n=33), asthma attacks (n=3), respiratory symptoms (n=9), wheeze (n=32), shortness of

414

breath/dyspnea/breathlessness (n=17), chest tightness and pain (n=10), pulmonary bronchial

415

hyperresponsiveness (n=1), asthma medication use (n=6), hospitalizations (n=2), emergency

416

room visits (n=1), and results from asthma control (n=2), pulmonary function (n=35), and

417

bronchial provocation tests (n=5) (S100 and S101 TableTable 3b, S99 Table).

418

Studies reporting on child asthma symptoms reported most commonly on wheeze (n=16) and

419

current/ever asthma (n=14); all other asthma-related outcomes listed were reported in ≤5 studies.

420

No child studies reported on outcomes of chest tightness and pain, pulmonary bronchial

421

hyperresponsiveness, or bronchial provocation (S100 and S101 TableTable 3b, S99 Table).

422

Studies reporting on adult asthma symptoms reported most commonly on pulmonary function

423

(n=28), current/ever asthma (n=19), wheeze (n=15), and shortness of breath
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424

/dyspnea/breathlessness (n=13), chest tightness and pain (n=9), and respiratory symptoms (n=6);

425

all other asthma-related outcomes listed were reported in <5 studies. No adult studies reported on

426

hospitalizations or emergency room visits (S100 and S101 TableTable 3b, S99 Table).

427

Risk of bias assessment

428

We rated risk of bias separately by outcome (asthma diagnosis versus symptoms exacerbation),

429

but since our ratings were ultimately identical by outcome, risk of bias results are presented by

430

study only. A limited number (n=3) of studies (31-33) reported results for mixed children/adult

431

populations (aged 6-63 years); we excluded these studies from rating the quality of the evidence

432

due to concerns with combining outcomes across a wide age range, given the unique issues in

433

diagnosing and assessing asthma in children (especially at very young ages) compared to adults

434

(34, 35). Overall, the majority of studies were rated “low” or “probably low” risk of bias across

435

all domains (Fig 3, S1-3 Figs). We evaluated the risk of bias separately by each of the four-study

436

population/health outcome groups.

437

Group 1: Childhood asthma diagnosis

438

Overall, the majority of childhood asthma diagnosis studies were rated “low” or “probably low”

439

risk of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly rated “low” and

440

“probably low” but included a small number of “probably high” ratings—source population

441

(three “probably high” ratings), outcome assessment (four), incomplete outcome data (one), and

442

exposure assessment (three). These were not consistent across any one study—i.e., only no study

443

was rated “probably high” across all three of these domains. Generally, studies rated “probably

444

high” were for similar reasons—i.e., for source population, three studies (39-41) reported high

445

non-participation rates but failed to compare characteristics from study participants to those
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446

refusing to participate to explore potential selection bias. Similarly, for outcome assessment four

447

studies (42-45) relied on self-reported outcomes by study participants (i.e., through a survey,

448

self-administered spirometry, or daily diaries) but lacked follow-up by study investigators to

449

evaluate the validity of reported outcomes. Furthermore, two studies were rated “high” risk of

450

bias for the other category—Huang et al. (46) due to cases having formaldehyde levels sampled

451

more during the summer when formaldehyde exposures were lower versus controls who were

452

sampled more during the summer when formaldehyde exposures were higher and Madureira et

453

al. (47) who published a similar paper in a different journal the year prior with similar reported

454

results.

455

The most problematic domain appeared to be confounding, where six studies were rated

456

“probably high” and four were rated as “high.” Consistent with the instructions from our

457

protocol, studies were rated as “probably high” for the confounding domain if studies evaluated

458

some but not all of confounders pre-determined to be important (age, smoking status or exposure

459

to environmental tobacco smoke, and socioeconomic status or parental education) and some but

460

not all of other confounders pre-determined to be potentially important (race/ethnicity, sex,

461

height, weight, BMI, obesity status, parental or family history of asthma, allergies, and additional

462

environmental exposures), and were rated “high” if the study did not account for or evaluate

463

many of the important or potentially important confounders. Studies most commonly adjusted

464

for age, sex, and exposure to smoking. Adjusting for socioeconomic status was often

465

accomplished through incorporating variables of family income or parent’s academic

466

background. Few studies adjusted for environmental co-exposures; those that did included

467

exposures to allergens (house dust mites or pets), indoor dampness or mold, proximity to traffic,

468

or certain contaminants such as nitrogen dioxide or particulate matter.
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469

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of children asthma diagnosis studies were

470

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias, particularly for studies that were

471

ultimately included in the meta-analysis. In particular, of the nine studies that were ultimately

472

included in the meta-analysis, four received “low” or “probably low” ratings across all risk of

473

bias domains and accounted for 44% of the weight in estimating the overall association estimate.

474

Studies generally that were rated “probably high” or “high” were not for reasons that were

475

consistent across this body of evidence, and did not produce compelling reasons to downgrade

476

the overall body of evidence as a result.

477
478

Group 2: Childhood asthma exacerbation and symptoms

479

Overall, the majority of childhood asthma exacerbation and symptoms studies were rated “low”

480

or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly

481

rated “low” and “probably low” but included a couple “probably high” or “high” ratings—

482

blinding (one “probably high” rating), outcome assessment (two “probably high ratings), conflict

483

of interest (one “probably high” and one “high” rating), and other (one “high” rating). These

484

were not consistent across any one study—i.e., only no study was rated “probably high” or

485

“high” across all domains. One study (48) was rated “probably high” for blinding because

486

children and parents were recruited based on existence of airway respiratory symptoms and

487

parents were responsible for deploying and retrieving in-home environmental samples and media

488

as well as recording outcomes in diaries, thus making it unlikely that the reporting of outcomes

489

was competed by someone without knowledge of exposure status. Two studies (45, 49) were

490

rated as “probably high” for outcome assessment due to lack of physician confirmation or in-
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491

person interviews by study investigators to confirm asthma symptoms. One study (48) appeared

492

to have a financial conflict of interest, with research grants provided from several private

493

foundations from the pharmaceutical field (i.e., AstraZeneca). Another study (15) received a

494

“high” rating for the other domain because of an apparent typographical error in the reporting of

495

results that could not be confirmed by authors upon personal communication.

496

A few other domains included a higher number of “probably high” or “high” ratings—source

497

population (five “probably high” ratings), confounding (five “probably high” and two “high”

498

ratings), incomplete outcome data (two “probably high” and one “high” ratings), and exposure

499

assessment (three “probably high” ratings). Similar to the child asthma diagnosis studies, the

500

most problematic risk of bias domain appeared to be confounding, where several studies did not

501

adjust for or consider several of the important or potentially important adjustment factors

502

outlined in our protocol. Studies most commonly adjusted for age, sex, and exposure to smoking.

503

Adjusting for socioeconomic status was often accomplished through incorporating variables of

504

family income or parent’s academic background. Few studies adjusted for environmental co-

505

exposures; those that did included exposures to allergens (house dust mites or pets), indoor

506

dampness or mold, proximity to traffic, or certain contaminants such as nitrogen dioxide or

507

particulate matter.

508

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of children asthma diagnosis studies were

509

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias, particularly for studies that were

510

ultimately included in the meta-analysis. In particular, of the five studies that were ultimately

511

included in the meta-analysis, three received “low” or “probably low” ratings across all risk of

512

bias domains and accounted for 90% of the weight in estimating the overall association estimate

513

for wheeze and 100% of the weight for shortness of breath. In particular, a number of studies
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514

were rated consistently as “low” or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, increasing the

515

review authors’ confidence that a sufficient body of evidence was available with minimal risk of

516

bias to rate the overall body of evidence for this study population/health outcome group. Studies

517

that were rated “probably high” or “high” were not for reasons that were consistent across this

518

body of evidence, and did not produce compelling reasons to downgrade the overall body of

519

evidence as a result.

520
521

Group 3: Adult population asthma diagnosis

522

Overall, the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were rated “low” or “probably low” risk

523

of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly rated “low” and

524

“probably low” but included a one to two “probably high” or “high” ratings—outcome

525

assessment (one “probably high”), confounding (two “high”), and conflict of interest (one

526

“probably high”). These studies were rated higher risk of bias for lack of validation for self-

527

reported outcomes (50), failure to adjust for or consider several of the important or potentially

528

important adjustment factors outlined in our protocol (50, 51), or receiving funding from a

529

private company without including a statement of the role of this company in influencing the

530

study (52). Unlike for included children studies, confounding did not appear as problematic for

531

the adult studies, likely because many studies were occupational and relied on either matching

532

participants based on baseline characteristics or were pre- and post-experimental tests that used

533

each individual subject as their own control.

534

Other domains included a higher number of “probably high” or “high” ratings—blinding (five

535

“probably high”), exposure assessment (five “probably high”) and other (five “probably high”).
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536

These were not consistent across studies—only one study (53) received “probably high” ratings

537

across four of these domains. This study (53) received high risk of bias ratings due to lacking

538

detail on recruitment methods, failure to address blinding and the existing potential for bias if

539

investigators knew exposure status of participants, exposure measurements that were assessed by

540

self-administered, proctored questionnaires that ultimately used work assignment as a proxy for

541

high versus low exposure groups, and the existence of potential healthy worker effect. Blinding

542

was more generally problematic for adult studies compared to those in children since many were

543

occupational studies where study participants were likely already aware of their exposure and/or

544

outcome status, and blinding was not a possibility. For the other domain, all five studies that

545

received “probably high” ratings were occupational studies where potential for healthy worker

546

effect either likely existed or was likely.

547

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were

548

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias. In particular, one study (54) received

549

“low” risk of bias ratings across all domains, another study (33) was rated consistently as “low”

550

or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, and several studies (52, 55, 56) only received a

551

“probably high” rating in one category, increasing the review author’s confidence that a

552

sufficient body of evidence was available with minimal risk of bias to rate the overall body of

553

evidence for this study population/health outcome group. Studies that were rated “probably high”

554

or “high” were not for reasons that were consistent across this body of evidence, and did not

555

produce compelling reasons to downgrade the overall body of evidence as a result.

556
557

Group 4: Adult population asthma symptoms
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558

Overall, the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were rated “low” or “probably low” risk

559

of bias across all domains (Fig 4). Several domains were predominantly rated “low” and

560

“probably low” but included one to two “probably high” or “high” ratings—source population

561

(one “probably high” and one “high”), confounding (two “probably high”), incomplete outcome

562

data (one “high”), exposure assessment (two “probably high”), and conflict of interest (one

563

“probably high”). These studies were rated higher risk of bias for lacking details regarding

564

recruiting and inclusion/exclusion criteria (53, 57), failure to adjust for or consider several of the

565

important or potentially important adjustment factors outlined in our protocol (58, 59),

566

measureing exposure only for a portion of study participants (60), relying on self-reported

567

outcomes by study participants but lacking follow-up for validation (53), or receiving funding

568

from a private company without including a statement of the role of this company in influencing

569

the study (52). Unlike for included children studies, confounding did not appear as problematic

570

for the adult studies, likely because many studies were occupational and relied on either

571

matching participants based on baseline characteristics or were pre- and post-experimental tests

572

that used each individual subject as their own control.

573

A few other domains included a higher number of “probably high” or “high” ratings—blinding

574

(five “probably high” and one “high”) and other (four “probably high” and one “other”). Similar

575

to adult asthma diagnosis studies, blinding was generally more problematic for included

576

occupational studies where study participants likely were already aware of their exposure and/or

577

outcome status and blinding was not a possibility. For the other risk of bias domain, all five

578

studies that received high risk of bias ratings were occupational studies where potential for

579

healthy worker effect either likely existed or was likely (for instance, de Vos et al. (61)

580

specifically excluded individuals with “unstable asthma, current acute or chronic respiratory
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581

illness, or any other chronic or severe illnesses,” thus likely leading to selection bias that favored

582

healthier individuals.

583

Overall, review authors felt confident that the majority of adult asthma diagnosis studies were

584

rated predominantly “low” or “probably low” risk of bias. In particular, one study (54) received

585

“low” risk of bias ratings across all domains, another study (33) was rated consistently as “low”

586

or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, and a number of studies (52, 59, 62) only

587

received a “probably high” rating in one category, increasing the review author’s confidence that

588

a sufficient body of evidence was available with minimal risk of bias to rate the overall body of

589

evidence for this study population/health outcome group. Studies that were rated “probably high”

590

or “high” were not for reasons that were consistent across this body of evidence, and did not

591

produce compelling reasons to downgrade the overall body of evidence as a result.

592

All adult studies with pulmonary measure outcomes received “probably high” or “high” ratings

593

for the source population domain, each for slightly different reasons but all stemming from the

594

fact that these were randomized controlled exposure trials with small sample sizes. For instance,

595

Witek et al. (63) received a “probably high” rating because all 14 participants were a self-

596

selected group of individuals responding to a recruitment advertisement (S86 Table). The ‘other’

597

risk of bias domain was used predominantly to capture healthy worker bias for included

598

occupational studies—the phenomenon that occupations where chemical exposures occur often

599

tend to avoid employment of older, younger, or ill individuals, and hence select out for

600

susceptible individuals (36-38) (Figs 3-4). Studies considered in the meta-analysis or sensitivity

601

analysis were generally high quality, with only “probably high” or “high” ratings in the domains

602

blinding, outcome assessment, or confounding (Fig 4).
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603

Occupational studies received higher risk of bias ratings for the domains of exposure assessment

604

and ‘other’ compared to general population studies (S2 Fig), resulting from reliance on job

605

exposure matrices to classify formaldehyde exposures (based solely on job titles without

606

measuring formaldehyde levels) or potential healthy worker effects. In contrast, over a third of

607

general population studies received “probably high” or “high” ratings for the confounding

608

domain from failure to account for the important confounding variables as outlined in our

609

protocol. In contrast, many occupational studies incorporated matching study participants in the

610

study design—for example matching exposed and unexposed by age, ethnicity, or job functions

611

from similar socioeconomic status—and thus resulted in lower risk of bias ratings for

612

confounding.

613

Statistical analysis

614

Group 1: Childhood asthma diagnosis

615

Of the 37 studies reporting on child populations, 24 reported on outcomes related to asthma

616

diagnosis (i.e., children having been diagnosed by a physician as having asthma or based on self-

617

reported asthma diagnosis). Nine of these studies were identified as combinable in a meta-

618

analysis (41-44, 64-68) . The remaining studies could not be combined because they either

619

categorized formaldehyde exposures or reported outcomes that could not be converted to an odds

620

ratio (i.e., median formaldehyde exposures for those with asthma versus those without) .

621

Attempts to obtain estimates that could be standardized to an odds ratio from the study authors

622

were unsuccessful.

623

One study, Rumchev et al. (2002) , was excluded from the meta-analysis because it included

624

very young children (between 6 months and 3 years old), which could potentially have resulted
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625

in misclassification of infection-associated wheezing in young children as asthma (14), leading

626

the NAS to conclude that this study should not be included in meta-analyses of formaldehyde

627

and asthma. The estimate from another study in the meta-analysis, Krzyzanowski et al. (1990)

628

(44) was investigated in a sensitivity analysis removing the estimate because it was the only

629

unadjusted estimate included.

630

One study considered for the meta-analysis measured incident asthma cases—Smedje et al.

631

(2001) followed children over time to identify new asthma diagnoses (43). The remaining studies

632

measured prevalent cases based on self-reported or physician ever having diagnosed with

633

asthma, but because they all incorporated some requirement of current asthma symptoms (i.e.,

634

use of asthma medication or wheezing in the past 12 months) we decided that it was acceptable

635

to combine prevalent and incident asthma cases. All studies measured indoor formaldehyde

636

exposures, either at home or in school classrooms.

637

A meta-analysis combining effect estimates from the 9 children’s asthma diagnosis studies using

638

random effects modeling found an elevated OR (1.20) with 95% CI range above 1 (95% CI:

639

[1.02, 1.41]), predicting an 20% increased odds of being diagnosed with asthma per 10-μg/m3

640

increase in formaldehyde exposure (Fig 5). Removing the estimate from Krzyzanowski et al.

641

(44), the only study reporting unadjusted estimates, slightly elevated the odds ratio (1.20 to 1.26)

642

with a similar 95% CI [1.04, 1.53] (Table 45). (15)

643

Table 45. Meta-Analysis and Sensitivity Analysis of Childhood Asthma Diagnosis (N=9
studies) Pooled ORs and 95% CIs for random-effects models.
Random-effects model

Asthma Diagnosis

Number of studies

OR (95% CI)
per 10-μg/m3
increase

I2 (pvalue)

9

1.20 (1.02, 1.41)

27%
(p=0.2)
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Sensitivity Analysis

644

(-) Krzyzanowski et al. 1990

8

1.26 (1.04, 1.53)

(-) Kim et al. 2011

8

1.27 (1.06, 1.54)

31%
(p=0.18)
28%
(p=0.21)

(-) indicates removing a study from the meta-analysis for sensitivity analysis

645

The two most statistically influential studies in the meta-analysis were Krzyzanowski et al. (44)

646

and Kim et al. (65). We removed these study to determine how this might impact the overall

647

effect estimate. The impact of removing Krzyzanowski et al. (44) as discussed above as part of

648

the sensitivity analysis was minimally impactful; removing Kim et al. (65) had a similar null

649

effect, only slightly elevating the odds ratio (1.27) and changing the 95% CI [1.06, 1.54] (Table

650

54). (68).

651

We used a funnel plot and used Egger’s test for small-study effects to statistically test for

652

publication bias in the eight studies in the meta-analyses. Our funnel plots revealed no evidence

653

of overall publication bias (p-value=0.35) (S98 Table; S4 Fig)—however, the small number of

654

studies (<10) might result in no indication of publication bias when in fact it might exist.

655

We also investigated the potential impact of a new or unpublished hypothetical study necessary

656

to alter the results of the meta-analysis. In making this calculation, we assumed that the new

657

hypothetical study would have a standard error equal to the smallest in our group of studies—

658

0.14 for children asthma diagnosis (44, 66, 68). We determined that a new study would be

659

required to have an estimate of OR=0.97, 95% CI: [0.74, 1.27] to change the 95% confidence

660

interval of the meta-analysis overlapping one. We judged the existence of a study with such a

661

result to be possible, given that this association estimate and confidence interval was within the

662

range of other included studies, but not likely given that this point estimate would be in the

663

opposite direction of all studies included in the meta-analysis.
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664

To shift our meta-analysis to have an overall association estimate just below zero (i.e., increases

665

in formaldehyde exposures would be associated with decreases in asthma outcomes) would

666

require a new study reporting an OR=0.05, 95% CI: [0.04, 0.07]. We judged the existence of a

667

well-conducted study with such a result to be very unlikely, given that this association estimate

668

and confidence interval was considerably outside the range of the estimates from almost every

669

included study.

670

Data that could not be combined into a meta-analysis were visually depicted on scatterplots when

671

possible. The categorical odds and risk ratios (n=14), formaldehyde levels (n=6), and asthma

672

prevalence (n=5) were visually displayed for consideration in rating the overall body of evidence

673

(S5-7 Figs). Several studies with estimates included in the meta-analysis also reported secondary

674

estimates (for instance, outcomes of self-reported current asthma) that were included on these

675

scatterplots. Overall, these data appeared generally consistent with each other (i.e., increasing

676

exposure to formaldehyde associated with increasing odds/risk ratios, asthma prevalence, and

677

asthma status), and with the results of the meta-analysis. The secondary estimates from studies

678

included in the meta-analysis (42, 43, 64-68) were also within the range of studies included in

679

the meta-analysis (S5 Fig). Additional studies further supported the meta-analysis estimate; for

680

instance, Tavernier et al. (39) reported odds ratios for self-reported asthma confirmed by

681

physician by tertile of formaldehyde exposure, with an estimate of 1.22 (95%CI: [0.49, 3.07])

682

comparing the third to first tertile (S5 Fig). Several studies reported associations with asthma and

683

categorical exposures to formaldehyde, which allowed review authors to evaluate the potential

684

for a dose-response relationship. Rumchev et al. (15) reported a consistent relationship between

685

increasing exposure (across four exposure groups ranging from 10 to >50 μg/m3) and increased

686

odds for asthma diagnosis. However, other studies did not illustrate a similar relationship—for
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687

instance, Annesi Maesano (69) reported increased odds (OR=1.1, 95% CI [0.87, 1.38]) for self-

688

reported asthma comparing the medium to low tertile for formaldehyde exposure, but decreased

689

odds (OR=0.9, 95% CI: [0.76, 1.08]) comparing the high to low tertile (S5 Fig). Similarly, some

690

studies reporting asthma prevalence with increasing formaldehyde exposure supported a dose-

691

response relationship with increasing exposure (40, 54, 70, 71) whereas others did not (44) (S6

692

Fig). Review authors concluded that these data supported the meta-analysis results and

693

association between formaldehyde exposure and asthma diagnosis, but that there was limited

694

evidence supporting a dose-response relationship.

695
696

Group 2: Childhood asthma exacerbation and symptoms

697

Twenty-three studies reported symptoms related to asthma—asthma attack, wheeze, or

698

breathlessness/shortness of breath (Table 3). Of these, six studies (40, 41, 64-67) were initially

699

identified as potentially combinable in a meta-analysis for the association between indoor

700

formaldehyde exposures and wheeze or daytime shortness of breath. One study reported a crude

701

OR estimate for respiratory symptoms including wheeze and shortness of breath, but did not

702

provide an estimate of variability (i.e., confidence limits or standard error) and therefore could

703

not be included in the meta-analysis. Efforts to contact study authors to obtain this information

704

were unsuccessful. Thus, we ultimately combined five studies in our meta-analysis (Fig 6).

705

Several studies provided multiple effect estimates to the meta-analysis—e.g., Kim et al. reported

706

effect estimates for wheeze symptoms and daytime breathlessness associated with indoor

707

formaldehyde exposure. Overall, separate combined effects for wheeze and shortness of breath

708

were similar and the combined effects were moderate (OR=1.08, 95% CI: [0.92, 1.28]) (Fig 6).
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709

Due to the small number of studies contributing estimates to the meta-analysis, we did not

710

conduct a statistical analysis of potential publication bias.

711

Since the meta-analysis association estimate 95% lower bound CI was below 1, we only

712

explored the sensitivity of shifting our meta-analysis to have an overall association estimate just

713

below zero (i.e., such that increases in formaldehyde exposures would be associated with

714

decreases in asthma outcomes). We assumed that the new hypothetical study would have a

715

standard error equal to the smallest in our group of studies, 0.12 (66). We concluded this would

716

require a new study reporting an OR=0.84, 95% CI: [0.66, 1.017]. We judged the existence of a

717

well-conducted study with such a result to be possible, given that this association estimate and

718

confidence interval was within the range and overlapped with most of the included studies and

719

aligned with the estimate of one study in particular.

720

The categorical odds ratios (n=10), formaldehyde levels by asthma status (n=2), and symptom

721

scores (n=1) were visually displayed on the same figure for consideration in rating the overall

722

body of evidence (S8-9 Figs). Most studies identified elevated association estimates from

723

exposures to formaldehyde, but lower 95% CI was below 1. Several studies (41, 64, 65, 67, 72)

724

reported on different asthma symptoms (asthma attacks, asthma symptoms, or wheeze) per 1

725

μg/m3 formaldehyde exposure and reported consistent estimates of positive odds ratios ranging

726

from 0.96-1.2 (S7 Fig). Several studies (48, 73-75) reported on categorical formaldehyde

727

exposures, but did not demonstrate a consistent dose-response relationship (S7 Fig). For

728

instance, Raaschou-Nielsen (48) reported on wheezing symptom across five exposure categories

729

(ranging from 0 to >25.6 μg/m3 formaldehyde) with increased odds ratios across three groups

730

(OR=1.11, 1.21, 1.4) but a negative odds ratio for the highest exposure group (OR=0.67).

731

Review authors concluded that these data supported the meta-analysis results and association
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732

between formaldehyde exposure and asthma symptoms, but that there was limited evidence

733

supporting a dose-response relationship.

734

Four studies reported pulmonary function measures in children, but because two studies reported

735

on peak expiratory flow rates (PEFR) and two others reported on forced expiratory volume in

736

one second (FEV1) and forced vital capacity (FVC), a comparison between such a small number

737

of studies was determined not to be useful.

738
739

Group 3: Adult population asthma diagnosis

740

Seventeen total studies included outcomes of whether subjects had been previously diagnosed by

741

a physician with having asthma (most commonly ascertained through use of a self-reported

742

questionnaire (n=11) or through medical records or physician examination (n=6)). None of these

743

17 studies reported sufficient data to evaluate outcomes with respect to a continuous 10-µg/m3

744

increase in formaldehyde. Three studies reported results for at least two measured exposure

745

categories; the majority of studies reported exposures categorically, such as exposed versus

746

unexposed or by job category. Due to the small number of studies and high amount of

747

heterogeneity in key study characteristics, the studies were not amenable to meta-analysis to

748

combine effect estimates. We identified three studies reporting similar ranges of exposure

749

categories to assess for a dose-response relationship for asthma diagnosis and identified a

750

positive trend (Fig 7), although review authors noted the small number of studies and limited

751

dose groups included.

752

The formaldehyde levels by categorical odds ratios (n=4) and asthma prevalence (n=4) were

753

visually displayed for consideration in rating the overall body of evidence (S10-11 Figs).
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754

Although the categorical odds ratios varied considerably in how formaldehyde exposures were

755

categorized (i.e., high vs. low, exposed to newly painted dwelling/workplace vs. not, occupations

756

exposed to formaldehyde vs. not, etc.), there was a consistent increase in odds of asthma

757

diagnosis with increased category of exposure (S10 Figure). For instance, Billionnet et al. (56)

758

reported an increased odds (OR=1.43) for those in the high exposure group (≥28.03μg/m3)

759

compared to those in the low exposure group (<28.03μg/m3). However, review authors noted a

760

limitation with Billionnet et al. (56) in that no estimates of statistical confidence (i.e., standard

761

error, 95% confidence interval) were reported with these estimates. Although all four studies

762

reported increased odds with increased category of exposure, only Herbert et al. (76) reported a

763

statistically significant increase (comparing exposed versus non-exposed occupational

764

groups).Similarly, the scatterplot of prevalence data by formaldehyde exposure categories

765

demonstrated a similar pattern of supporting increases in asthma prevalence with increasing

766

formaldehyde exposure (S11 Figure). For instance, Elshaer and Mahmoud (50) reported dramatic

767

prevalence increases in exposed occupational workers for asthma (53.3%) versus non-exposed

768

workers.

769

Considering the overall evidence, review authors concluded that there did appear to be evidence

770

supporting a relationship between increasing formaldehyde exposure and asthma diagnosis,

771

although the number of studies was low and the variety of exposure categories made it

772

challenging to easily compare across different studies.

773
774

Group 4: Adult population asthma symptoms
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775

Twenty studies reported on asthma-related symptoms—i.e., asthma attack, wheeze, or

776

breathlessness/shortness of breath (Table 3). All studies reported categorical formaldehyde

777

exposures and therefore could not be combined in a meta-analysis. The categorical odds ratios

778

(n=5), asthma prevalence (n=4), and symptom score (n=1) were visually displayed for

779

consideration in rating the overall body of evidence (S9-11 Figs). The symptom score study and

780

most studies reporting odds ratios documented increased risk of symptoms with exposure to

781

formaldehyde, with several reporting statistically significant findings (S9-10 Figs). For instance,

782

Herbert et al. (76) reported a statistically significant increase in asthma symptoms (attacks of

783

wheeze) comparing exposed versus non-exposed occupational groups. Asthma prevalence

784

estimates were generally greater with increased exposure to formaldehyde, but these studies

785

lacked confidence intervals around the point estimates (S11 Fig). However, there were few

786

studies reporting on prevalence outcomes and results were not consistent across studies. For

787

instance, Kilburn, Seidman, and Warshaw (53) reported consistent increases in asthma symptom

788

prevalence in an occupational setting with increases in the hours of exposure to formaldehyde

789

but Thetkathuek et al. (58) reported an inconsistent relationship with wheeze symptoms across

790

low, moderate, and high formaldehyde exposure groups (lower prevalence in the moderate

791

exposure group compared to low exposure group).

792

There were also 32 total studies that reported on pulmonary lung measures in adults. We decided

793

to focus on studies reporting associations between formaldehyde exposure and Forced Expiratory

794

Volume in 1 second (FEV1) outcomes, following recommendations from National Institute of

795

Health (NIH) to use FEV1 as a supplemental outcome related to asthma exacerbation. Most

796

studies reported FEV1 outcomes (n=27), but not all reported associations with formaldehyde

797

exposures. Several studies reported FEV1 percentage changes comparing to baseline values
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798

(either to a comparator group or standardized values, for instance standardized predicted values

799

based on age, height and gender published by the American Thoracic Society (77)—we decided

800

not to plot these on the same figure due to lack of comparability across studies using different

801

comparisons or standardized values. Of the 27 studies, 7 reported associations between FEV1

802

measured values with formaldehyde exposures. These were visually displayed for consideration

803

in rating the overall body of evidence (S12 Fig). Four of the studies reported confidence intervals

804

for association estimates that overlapped between exposed and comparator groups but did not

805

find consistent changes in FEV1 with formaldehyde exposures (i.e., comparing formaldehyde-

806

exposed participants to controls, two studies reported decreases in FEV1 while the other two

807

reported increases .

808

Considering the overall evidence, review authors concluded that there did appear to be

809

evidence supporting a relationship between increasing formaldehyde exposure and asthma

810

symptoms, although the number of studies was low and the variety of exposure categories

811

made it challenging to easily compare across different studies. Rating quality and strength

812

of the body of evidence

813

Based on the comparison of the body of evidence to pre-specified criteria in our protocol (S4

814

Methods), the review authors concluded that there was “moderate” quality for the body of

815

evidence for each of the four-study population/health outcome groups (Table 65). Review

816

authors did not apply any upgrades (for large magnitude of effect, dose-response relationship, or

817

confounding that minimizes effect) or downgrades (for risk of bias, indirectness, inconsistency,

818

imprecision, or publication bias) to criteria across the body of evidence, which led to the final

819

rating of “moderate”.

820
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821
822
823
824

Table 65. Summary of rating quality and strength of the human evidence, by population/
outcome group
A. Children asthma diagnosis
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear consistently problematic across all

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= Moderate
Risk of bias

studies. The confounding domain appeared to be most frequently
problematic due to failure to adjust for the important confounders outlined
in the protocol; however, a number of included studies were rated as
“low” or “probably low” risk of bias, including several studies ultimately
included in the meta-analysis. Review authors concluded that this did not
appear to warrant downgrading for risk of bias across all studies.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were all directly related to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the study
question at hand.

Inconsistency

0

Studies included in the meta-analysis have similar point estimates with
overlap among the confidence intervals. Effect estimates across studies
were mostly positive (showing increased risk). Estimates from the metaanalysis indicate that statistical heterogeneity was moderate, but not
statistically significant (I2=46.5%, p-value=0.06).
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Imprecision

0

No concern regarding the imprecision in effect estimates across studies.

Publication bias

0

Could not rule out publication bias, but there is no affirmative evidence of
its existence—in particular, funnel plots revealed no evidence of overall
publication bias (p-value = 0.35).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

The overall effect size from the meta-analysis is small but precise. Authors
concluded there was not enough evidence to warrant upgrading for this
domain.

Dose-response

0

Results from the meta-analysis between formaldehyde exposure and child
asthma diagnosis, which assumes a linear dose-response relationship,
appeared to support the existence of an association of increasing response
with increased dose. However, there was limited data to statistically
evaluate whether there was a dose-response relationship, primarily due to
the small number of studies and the heterogeneity in reporting of effect
estimates. Review authors did not believe that results from the metaanalysis were sufficient to warrant upgrading the body of evidence for
evidence of a dose-response relationship.

Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and came to a

of Evidence

final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
Overall Strength
of Evidence

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome where
chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with reasonable
confidence. The available evidence includes results from one or more
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well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the conclusion is unlikely to be
strongly affected by the results of future studies.

825
826

B. Children asthma exacerbation and symptoms

827
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear consistently problematic across

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= “Moderate”
Risk of bias

all studies. The confounding domain appeared to be most
consistently problematic due to failure to adjust for the important
confounders outlined in the protocol; however, a number of
included studies were rated as “low” or “probably low” risk of bias,
including several studies ultimately included in the meta-analysis.
Review authors concluded that this did not warrant downgrading for
risk of bias across all studies.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were directly relevant to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the
study question at hand.
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Inconsistency

0

Effect estimates across studies were consistent across the body of
evidence, in particular as seen by the categorical odds ratios and the
prevalence data visual scatterplots.

Imprecision

0

No concern regarding the imprecision in effect estimates across
studies.

Publication bias

0

Number of studies included were too small (i.e., <10) for a
statistical evaluation of potential publication bias. Publication bias
cannot be ruled out, but there was no affirmative evidence of its
existence. We conducted a comprehensive search to identify grey
literature sources (i.e., conference abstracts and graduate theses) in
an attempt to identify potential publication bias and did not find
evidence of such (for instance, studies reporting null or negative
findings in a conference abstract that lacked a subsequent
publication in the peer-reviewed literature).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

Studies that found positive relationship between exposure and
outcome were interpreted as a minimal magnitude of effect;
insufficient evidence to upgrade for large magnitude of effect
consideration.

Dose-response

0

Results from the meta-analysis between formaldehyde exposure and
children asthma exacerbation and symptoms, which assumes a
linear dose-response relationship, appeared to support the existence
of an association of increasing response with increased dose.
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However, there was not enough evidence to statistically evaluate
existence of a dose-response relationship, primarily due to the small
number of studies and the heterogeneity in reporting of effect
estimates. Review authors did not believe that results from the metaanalysis were sufficient to warrant upgrading the body of evidence
for evidence of a dose-response relationship.
Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and

of Evidence

came to a final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
Overall

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome

Strength of

where chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with

Evidence

reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from
one or more well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future
studies.

828
829
830
831
832
833
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834

C. Adult asthma diagnosis

835
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear consistently problematic across

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= “Moderate”
Risk of bias

all studies. Most studies were rated “low” risk of bias across most
domains with only one or two “probably high” ratings, with the
exception of only a few studies. Occupational studies received
“probably high” ratings for blinding, exposure assessment and
“other” domains, but review authors did not feel this warranted a
downgrade to the overall body of evidence.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were directly relevant to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the
study question at hand.

Inconsistency

0

Effect estimates across studies were generally consistent across the
body of evidence; heterogeneity likely explained by the differing
study designs, and data demonstrate a tendency towards increased
asthma diagnosis and therefore would not warrant a downgrade for
this domain.
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Imprecision

0

Confidence intervals appeared to be somewhat wide, but review
authors did not feel there was enough evidence to warrant
downgrading for this domain.

Publication bias

0

Publication bias cannot be ruled out, but there was no affirmative
evidence of its existence. We conducted a comprehensive search to
identify grey literature sources (i.e., conference abstracts and
graduate theses) in an attempt to identify potential publication bias
and did not find evidence of such (for instance, studies reporting
null or negative findings in a conference abstract that lacked a
subsequent publication in the peer-reviewed literature).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

Studies that found positive relationship between exposure and
outcome were interpreted as a minimal magnitude of effect;
insufficient evidence to upgrade for large magnitude of effect
consideration.

Dose-response

0

Data supported the existence of a dose-response relationship, but
review authors did not feel it was strong enough to warrant an
upgrade for this domain.

Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality
of Evidence

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and
came to a final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
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Overall

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome

Strength of

where chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with

Evidence

reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from
one or more well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future
studies.

836
837

D. Adult asthma exacerbation and symptoms

838
Category

Downgrades

Rationale

0

Generally risk of bias did not appear problematic across all studies.

Initial Rating of
human evidence
= “Moderate”
Risk of bias

Occupational studies appeared to have probably high ratings for
blinding, exposure assessment and other domains, but review
authors did not feel this warranted a downgrade to the overall body
of evidence.
Indirectness

0

The population, exposure, and outcome were directly relevant to the
PECO statement population, exposure, and outcome. There were no
concerns regarding the indirectness of evidence in supporting the
study question at hand.
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Inconsistency

0

Effect estimates across studies were generally consistent across the
body of evidence; heterogeneity likely explained by other factors,
and data demonstrate a tendency towards increased asthma
exacerbation and symptoms and therefore would not warrant a
downgrade for this domain.

Imprecision

0

Confidence intervals appeared to be somewhat wide, but review
authors did not feel there was enough evidence to warrant
downgrading for this domain.

Publication bias

0

Publication bias cannot be ruled out, but there was no affirmative
evidence of its existence. We conducted a comprehensive search to
identify grey literature sources (i.e., conference abstracts and
graduate theses) in an attempt to identify potential publication bias
and did not find evidence of such (for instance, studies reporting
null or negative findings in a conference abstract that lacked a
subsequent publication in the peer-reviewed literature).
Upgrades

Large magnitude

0

of effect

Some studies illustrate large impact, but this is not consistent across
the studies and so review authors concluded there was insufficient
evidence to upgrade for large magnitude of effect consideration.

Dose-response

0

Some data supported the existence of a dose-response relationship,
but review authors did not feel it was strong enough to warrant an
upgrade for this domain.
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Confounding

0

There was no evidence that residual confounding influenced results.

Moderate

Review authors did not feel that the evidence was strong enough to

minimizes effect
Overall Quality

warrant downgrading or upgrading the overall quality rating and

of Evidence

came to a final conclusion of “moderate” evidence.
Overall

Sufficient

A positive relationship is observed between exposure and outcome

Strength of

where chance, bias, and confounding can be ruled out with

Evidence

reasonable confidence. The available evidence includes results from
one or more well-designed, well-conducted studies, and the
conclusion is unlikely to be strongly affected by the results of future
studies.

839
840

Review authors noted that risk of bias limitations did exist across each of the study

841

population/health outcome groups. Concerns were generally limited to the domains of blinding,

842

confounding, exposure assessment, and “other” (the latter being predominantly limited to

843

occupational studies that were rated for potential healthy worker bias) domains. For instance,

844

several child asthma diagnosis studies were rated “high” (n=4) or “probably high” (n=6) for

845

confounding due to the failure to adjust for the important confounders outlined in our pre-

846

published protocol. A number of other studies were rated as “probably high” for various other

847

domains (source population, outcome assessment, incomplete outcome, and exposure

848

assessment). However, review authors felt that overall a sufficient number of studies were rated

849

“low” or “probably low” risk of bias across all domains, in particular several studies ultimately

850

included in the meta-analysis (i.e., (65-68)) and review authors concluded that these limitations
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851

did not rise to the level of a downgrade, in accordance with the instructions outlined in the

852

protocol (http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/; Record ID #38766, CRD 42016038766).

853

Review authors came to similar conclusions in evaluating the risk of bias for each of the other

854

three study population/health outcome groups. In particular, review authors noted that many of

855

the “high” or “probably high” risk of bias ratings were assigned to a select subgroup of studies

856

(i.e., those with issues stemming from small sample sizes or occupational studies due to healthy

857

worker bias concerns) but the remaining included studies did not suffer from such limitations and

858

had minimal risk of bias concerns. Review authors did not apply downgrades to the evidence for

859

the other domains for any of the study population/health outcome groups because there lacked

860

sufficient evidence supporting existence of indirectness, inconsistency, imprecision, or

861

publication bias.

862

Review authors also did not apply any upgrade factors for any of the study population/health

863

outcome groups. For child asthma diagnosis and child asthma symptoms evidence, although we

864

were able to conduct a meta-analysis that supported an association between increasing response

865

with increased dose (based on an assumption of model linearity), there were too few studies to

866

support the formal analysis of a dose-response relationship. Furthermore, as discussed above

867

visual inspections of scatterplots of data not able to be combined in a meta-analysis provided

868

mixed evidence supporting the existence of a consistent dose-response relationship. Review

869

authors concluded that overall this evidence was not sufficient enough to warrant upgrading the

870

evidence for dose-response relationship,

871

Ultimately, review authors rated the overall strength of evidence as “sufficient” for each of the

872

four outcome groups (Table 65), based on: a) “moderate” quality of the body of evidence; b)

873

direction of the association (i.e., consistent evidence of a positive association between
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874

formaldehyde exposure and outcomes of either asthma diagnosis or exacerbation in symptoms,

875

in both adults and children; c) confidence in the association with multiple well-conducted studies

876

(i.e., several studies were prospective cohort studies that were of “low” or “probably low” risk of

877

bias overall; and positive and/or statistically significant overall estimates of association from the

878

combination of similar studies in a meta-analysis (Figs 5-6).

879
880

Economic analysis

881

We valued the outcome of avoiding a case of asthma in children, as it had the strongest support

882

from well-conducted combinable studies with minimal risk of bias concerns. We used the OR

883

estimate of 1.20 per 10 μg/m3 (95% CI: [1.02, 1.41]) (Fig 5) based on the random effects meta-

884

analysis model for asthma diagnosis in children from indoor formaldehyde exposure.

885

We rescaled this OR to estimate the reduction in risk per 1 ppb decrease in formaldehyde

886

exposure (OR of 1.02265 per 1 ppb change in formaldehyde). We estimated that EPA’s proposed

887

rule on pressed wood products would have resulted in 2,805 fewer asthma cases annually once

888

the impacts of the reduction has reached steady-state.

889

We estimated a willingness to pay for a treatment that would eliminate asthma of $75,024, which

890

translates into total economic benefits for asthma reduction from EPA’s rule of approximately

891

$210 million annually across all children in the U.S. over a 30-year period. (Table 76).

892
893
894
895
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896
897
898
899

Table 76. Cases reduced and willingness to pay for a reduction in
Formaldehyde exposure implied by the proposed EPA rule on pressed wood
products (once the impacts of the rule have reached steady-state)

Structure age 0-1
Structure age 1-2
Structure age 2-3
Structure age 3-4
Structure age 4-5
Structure age 5-6
Structure age 6-7
Structure age 7-8
Structure age 8-9
Structure age 9-10
Structure age 10-11
0-1 years post-ren.
1-2 years post-ren.
2-3 years post-ren.
3-4 years post-ren.
4-5 years post-ren.
5-6 years post-ren.
6-7 years post-ren.
7-8 years post-ren.
8-9 years post-ren.
9-10 years post-ren.
10-11 years post-ren.
Total

Exposure
reduction
(ppb)
-3.390085
-2.178523
-1.408503
-0.926590
-0.624871
-0.431493
-0.306329
-0.229512
-0.181581
-0.152852
-0.133711
-2.363858
-1.525697
-1.002335
-0.668362
-0.458218
-0.323412
-0.239982
-0.189089
-0.156738
-0.133647
-0.124415

Individuals Cases
Benefits with
Affected
avoided WTP = $75,024
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
599,822
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
1,306,316
20,967,514

364.0
237.1
154.6
102.3
69.2
47.9
34.0
25.5
20.2
17.0
14.9
559.1
364.3
240.7
161.1
110.7
78.3
58.1
45.8
38.0
32.4
30.2
2,805

$27,311,030
$17,787,752
$11,599,437
$7,671,854
$5,191,181
$3,592,426
$2,553,938
$1,915,142
$1,516,000
$1,276,554
$1,116,939
$41,948,116
$27,327,908
$18,058,604
$12,086,556
$8,305,820
$5,871,128
$4,360,639
$3,437,825
$2,850,684
$2,431,347
$2,263,624
$210,474,503
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900

901

Discussion

902

We found “sufficient” evidence of an association between exposure to formaldehyde and asthma

903

diagnosis and asthma symptoms in children and adults. The definition of “sufficient” was

904

predefined in our protocol (Table 1). Our review had several strengths, including that we used

905

the Navigation Guide systematic review methodology, which specifically accounted for the

906

weaknesses identified by the NAS in the IRIS formaldehyde assessment, i.e., explicit and

907

transparent study selection and evaluation criteria, including exclusion of a study in which

908

asthma may have been misclassified . Moreover, our review was based only on studies where the

909

asthma status of participants was known and which reported quantitative measures of

910

formaldehyde exposure, and our methods accounted for several considerations of causality as

911

part of the evaluation, specifically, our PECO statement limited included evidence based on

912

temporality criteria and the evaluation of the strength and quality of evidence incorporated

913

considerations of strength, consistency, and biological gradient.

914

We retrieved six self-identified “systematic reviews” of formaldehyde and asthma conducted

915

between 2011 and 2015 in the literature search for our review (78-83),. Of the three reviews with

916

findings consistent with our review, two conducted a meta-analysis of the data (78, 83) and the

917

third cited the McGwin et al. meta-analysis (82). The three reviews which did not find

918

compelling evidence for an association between asthma and formaldehyde exposure did not

919

conduct a meta-analysis, and there was a wide disparity in the number and type of papers

920

included in these reviews. Specifically, our review included 22, 17, 17, and 20 studies on child
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921

asthma diagnosis, child asthma symptoms, adult asthma diagnosis and adult asthma symptoms,

922

respectively.

923

In contrast, Patelarou et al. (81) included 2 studies on formaldehyde and asthma and wheezing in

924

children up to 5 years old; Baur et al. (80) included 8 studies on formaldehyde and asthma in

925

occupational settings; and Nurmatov et al. (79) included 17 studies on formaldehyde and asthma

926

etiology, 1 study on formaldehyde and asthma exacerbation, and 14 studies on asthma etiology

927

and exacerbation (among which the authors found a positive association between formaldehyde

928

and wheezing in young children on the basis of a “well-conducted, low-risk of bias” randomized

929

controlled trial, which was consistent with our findings). While none of these six self-described

930

systematic reviews fully met all of the criteria for a systematic review as specified in the

931

Literature Review Appraisal Toolkit (http://policyfromscience.com/lrat/about-the-lra-toolkit/),

932

the transparency of their methods allowed for better understanding the discrepant results.

933

In 2016, EPA published its final rule to regulating formaldehyde in pressed wood products as

934

well as household and other finished goods. The regulations set by this final rule did not consider

935

the benefits of preventing asthma; estimated annualized benefits (from avoided incidence of eye

936

irritation and nasopharyngeal cancer outcomes only) ranged from $64-186 million per year. Our

937

results show that using assumptions consistent with EPA’s proposed rule [24], the final rule

938

excluded approximately $210 million annually in total economic benefits associated with 2,805

939

fewer asthma cases. Furthermore, these benefits were calculated based on the willingness to pay

940

for asthma control, and could potentially represent an underestimate of the true valuation of

941

one’s willingness to pay for avoiding an asthma diagnosis in the first place.

942

Formaldehyde is a high-production volume chemical ubiquitous in homes, communities, and

943

workplaces and asthma is a prevalent and costly chronic health outcome. While our results show
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944

that the association between exposure to formaldehyde and asthma is robust, the effect estimate

945

is relatively small, i.e., an 8% increase in children’s asthma diagnosis per 10-fold increase in

946

exposure. These findings underscore that preventing relatively “low” risks brings “high” health

947

benefits when exposures are ubiquitous. Our results demonstrate that benefits analyses that

948

inform regulatory action need to account for all relevant health outcomes as to not do so could

949

underestimate benefits.

950

Formaldehyde is a well-defined respiratory irritant and has been identified as a known

951

respiratory carcinogen in humans. There are several proposed mechanisms supporting the role of

952

formaldehyde exposure in asthma development. Formaldehyde is a small molecule with the

953

ability to conjugate with large serum protein molecules such as albumin. This can provoke the

954

formation of IgE antibodies, leading to degranulation of mast cells with allergic asthma response

955

(84). As a small molecule, formaldehyde may bind to the amino group in proteins acquiring

956

antigenic capacities, causing immune response with the formation of specific antibodies and

957

triggering a local mast cell response (85). Formaldehyde is also readily absorbed into respiratory

958

tract tissue, where it may increase T-helper cell type 2 (Th2) mediated inflammatory response

959

and lead to cytokine mediators (3g., IL4, IL5, and IL13) release, epithelial mucous cell

960

metaplasia, and airway recruitment of eosinophils (84). Lastly, formaldehyde may also react with

961

the thiol group and interfere S-nitrosoglutathione function, triggering an airway response(86).

962

Our systematic review had several limitations. First, we focused on evaluating only studies

963

where asthma status of all study participants was measured and excluded other studies, namely

964

studies relevant to our PECO statement but where the asthma status of participants was unknown

965

or there were no asthmatics included, reported no quantitative measured of formaldehyde, or

966

non-English studies. This likely would not influence our findings as studies with missing
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967

assessments for exposure and outcome are of poorer quality. We also did not independently

968

evaluate temporality of exposure and note that included cross-sectional studies where exposures

969

were measured concurrent to asthma outcomes may not accurately represent exposures occurring

970

prior to asthma outcomes.

971

Second, while our review documented an association between formaldehyde exposure and

972

increased childhood asthma diagnosis, symptoms and exacerbation, it did not address whether

973

formaldehyde directly causes childhood asthma, or rather, is a trigger for childhood asthma.

974

Asthma is a complex chronic disease that can be challenging to diagnose accurately and for

975

which symptoms are apparent only when there is a trigger. The trigger does not necessarily cause

976

‘asthma’, but will cause an ‘asthma flare up’, which helps lead to the diagnosis. Thus, it is

977

possible that formaldehyde is a ‘trigger’ for a child who is yet to be diagnosed with asthma or it

978

can be that formaldehyde exposure leads to the development of asthma. It is impossible to

979

determine this unless without a human interventional study.

980

Third, key estimates utilized in the economic analysis (i.e., baseline asthma risk and willingness

981

to pay for asthma reduction) were U.S.-based estimates. Thus, the economic evaluation and

982

monetized value of benefits from formaldehyde exposure reduction may not be directly

983

applicable in other global settings. However, inclusion of studies in the systematic review was

984

not limited by geographic location and we ultimately included studies from a variety of countries

985

(Sweden, France, Australia, China, South Korea, Denmark, Finland, Poland, Portugal, United

986

Kingdom, New Zealand, Romania, Russia, Japan, Indonesia, Thailand, Iran, the United Arab

987

Emirates), with the first five countries in addition to the U.S. contributing to the meta-analysis

988

estimates. Thus, results and conclusions from the systematic review are likely relevant to
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989

international settings and results from the economic analyses may be modified with geographic-

990

specific estimates to gauge potential economic benefits in international settings.

991

Our results underscore that the inability to combine studies in a meta-analysis due to lack of

992

reporting in published studies is a major challenge for systematic reviews in environmental

993

health specifically, and for environmental health decision-making more broadly. The association

994

between asthma and formaldehyde exposure is well-studied, as demonstrated by the large

995

number of epidemiology studies. However, even with a large number of included studies, there

996

were multiple limitations to the studies that restricted our ability to combine estimates into a

997

meta-analysis—for instance, if studies only reported categorical formaldehyde exposures or if

998

they did not report odds ratio or relative risk estimates. Visual scatterplots of data assisted review

999

authors’ evaluation of the consistency and interpretation of data results, but many studies did not

1000

provide data amenable to extraction for scatterplots. For example, of the 26 adult (occupational

1001

and general population) asthma diagnosis studies, only 17 studies included outcome data on a

1002

physician diagnosis; none of these 17 studies reported sufficient data to evaluate outcomes with

1003

respect to a continuous increase in formaldehyde; and few studies reported results for at least two

1004

measured exposure categories. Hence, quantitative data from 9 papers were not reported in a

1005

manner that they could be objectively incorporated (i.e., not using the author’s conclusions but

1006

rather just by extracting the data) into this review. Checklists such as Strengthening the

1007

Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines for observational

1008

human studies to guide the reporting of elements necessary to describe studies comprehensively

1009

and transparently may assist with these efforts and have already been incorporated into the

1010

publication process of several high-impact journals. Furthermore, journal reviews and editors

1011

may contribute to addressing this issue by requesting increased reporting or open-access of
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1012

quantitative data in a format conducive to future data analyses. Conducting a systematic review

1013

prior to the development and initiation of a new study could help design efficient studies that are

1014

intended to build on existing data and address research gaps intentionally to support future

1015

systematic reviews, risk assessment, and timely decision-making on environmental chemicals.

1016

Conclusion

1017

The review authors concluded that there was “sufficient” evidence supporting an association

1018

between childhood and adult exposures to formaldehyde with asthma diagnosis and symptoms.

1019

Although studies supported modest associations (our meta-analysis for childhood exposure to

1020

formaldehyde with asthma symptoms resulted in a combined OR=1.08), ubiquitous exposure to

1021

formaldehyde can result in potentially large impacts to population health. Our economic analysis

1022

identified annual benefits of 2,805 fewer asthma cases in the U.S.; the total economic benefit for

1023

asthma reduction from U.S. EPA’s rule would be approximately $210 million annually. Thus,

1024

excluding asthma health outcomes when conducting regulatory benefit-cost analysis can

1025

underestimate the true population benefits and lead to decisions that are not fully protective of

1026

the public. Although these economic estimates are specific to the U.S., the inclusion of studies

1027

from broad geographic range indicate that results and conclusions from the systematic review are

1028

likely relevant to international settings. Our findings document that preventing formaldehyde

1029

exposure in adults and children could reduce the occurrence and impacts of a serious, chronic

1030

disease and provide significant health and economic benefits.
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Figure 1.
PRISMA flowchart showing the literature search and screening process for studies relevant to
formaldehyde exposure and asthma outcomes. Our search was not limited by language or
publication date (search was conducted up until April 1, 2020). The search terms used for each
database are provided in S1-7 Tables.
Figure 2.
Timeline of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) action on formaldehyde from
September 1990-December 2016, highlighting Integration Risk Information System (IRIS) final
assessments releases, reassessments, internal and external reviews, and final rules issued.
Figure 3.
Cumulative risk of bias ratings (low, probably low, probably high, or high) across all human
studies included in our systematic review of formaldehyde exposure and asthma outcomes. Risk
of bias designations for individual studies are assigned by review authors according to criteria
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provided in S3 Methods (Risk of Bias instructions) and the justifications for each study are
provided in S8-95 Tables.
Figure 4.
Risk of bias ratings (low, probably low, probably high, or high) for all human studies included in
our systematic review of formaldehyde exposure and asthma outcomes, organized by study
population (children or adult) and outcome (asthma diagnosis, asthma symptoms, or pulmonary
measures). Risk of bias designations for individual studies are assigned by review authors
according to criteria provided in S3 Methods (Risk of Bias instructions) and the justifications for
each study are provided in S8-95 Tables.
Figure 5.
Meta-analysis of human studies (n=9 studies, including a total of 9,049 children) for
formaldehyde exposure for asthma diagnosis assessed in children up to 15 years of age: reported
effect estimates and 95% confidence interval (CI) from individual studies (inverse-variance
weighted, represented by size of rectangle) and overall pooled estimate from random effects
(RE) model per 10 μg/m3 increase in formaldehyde exposure. Heterogeneity statistics: I2 =
27.2%, p=0.202.
Figure 6.
Meta-analysis of human studies (n=5 studies, including a total of 7,662 children) for
formaldehyde exposure for asthma symptoms (wheeze and shortness of breath) assessed in
children up to 15 years of age: reported effect estimates and 95% confidence interval (CI) from
individual studies (inverse-variance weighted, represented by size of rectangle) and overall
pooled estimate from random effects (RE) model per 10 μg/m3 increase in formaldehyde
exposure. Heterogeneity statistics: I2 = 0%, p=0.899.

Figure 7.
Dose-response relationship (n=3 studies, including a total of 3,600 adult participants) between
formaldehyde exposure (μg/m3) and relative risk of asthma diagnosis in adults. Dose-response
data from Yeatts et al. 2012 (63), Billionnet et al. 2011 (92), Matsunaga et al. 2008 (93). Data
were modeled with random-effects log linear models with restricted cubic splines mixed effects
methods with exchangeable covariance structure of multivariable-adjusted relative risks. Lines
with long dashes represent the 95% confidence interval (CI) bounds for the fitted nonlinear trend
(solid line). Symbols (triangles, circles, and squares) represent point estimates.
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